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-Cr-it Your video cassette 
· l\), .. mechanism needs to '~ do more than store and 
... transport your video tape. 

Because a lot can go wrong with your 
picture that has nothing to do with 
your tape. 

Our specially engineered cassette 
mechanism maintains proper tape 
tension, preventing jamming and 
snapped leaders so that your tape 
can have a longer life. 

We also designed our mechanism 
for optimal tape-to-head contact to 
prevent skewing and jitters. And we 
use stainless steel pins to support 
the guide rollers which provide 
better alignment and tape-edge 
protection than the plastic pins 
used by some manufacturers. 

TDK maintains tolerances up to 
2V2 times tighter than industry 
standards. We even build our video 
cassette shell halves to micron 
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tolerances for an exact top and 
bottom match. 

We do everything we can to make 
sure that TDK Super Avilyn video 
tape and the TDK super precision 
mechanism will combine to give 
you the best possible picture. 

That's why our video cassette 
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as our tape. 
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When you press the still/slow 
motion button on the average VCR, 
you're hit with an automatic penalty: 
bands of fuzzy, jumpy, offensive 
interference. 

While this is unfortunate, it isn't 
really surprising. Most VCRs still rely 
on just two video heads, which is pre
historic compared to the four-head 
system perfected by Toshiba. 

With two extra heads devoted 
solely to the still and slow motion 
tracks, Toshiba's new V-9500 delivers 
still and slow motion pictures with 
amazing clarity. 

To match it, you'd have to go 
to a television studio. Which is also 

*Actual TV picture. 

where you'd have to go to find 
equipment that consistently matches 
the performance level of the V-9500. 

With its digital synthesized 
tuner, you have access to 117 broad
cast and cable channels. 
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less flexibility. You can make fast 
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The Editing Room 

J
ackie Gleason, writes Toby Thompson in this issue, is "down with a 
bad case of having seen it all." Reporting from the set of The Toy, 
one of three films featuring "The Great One" scheduled for release 
this winter and spring (the other two are The Sting II and Smokey 

and the Bandit III) , Thompson describes how the chain-smoking, heavy
drinking emperor of the golden age of television is taking his cinematic 
reincarnation. 

Gleason is tired of the longueurs of moviemaking, unwilling to pose for 
publicity shots or do more than go through the gestures required of him by 
the studio publicity departments. He is, writes Thompson, "tired of 
working. But there is something in his personality that won't let him quit," 
something under his skin that drives him forward to work in a medium 
that both bores and frustrates him, even though he has never quite 
managed to master it. 

Not that Gleason hasn't had his memorable moments. He'll always be 
remembered for snookering Paul Newman in his role as Minnesota Fats in 
The Hustler, back in 1961. Since then, though, his film career has not 
exactly prospered. He is so entirely a creature of the Philco era that he 
doesn't seem to travel well. But, on the other hand, why should he have to? 
Gleason's place in the hearts and minds of baby boomers who grew up 
with Ralph Kramden and Joe the Bartender is secure. 

D 
When we asked Marcel Ophuls to write a piece about the impact of the 
policies of the Mitterrand government on France's state-run television 
network, he didn't want to. Somewhat of a libertarian, he doubted 
whether Mitterrand's intentions toward a medium as important as televi
sion could be altogether honorable. But, as a Mitterrand supporter, he 
didn't want to be put in the position of, as he put it, encouraging "Beverly 
Hills entrepreneurs" to sneer at "European intellectual pinkos." 

After a lengthy exchange of letters, some of which Ophuls reproduces 
in his piece, he agreed--0n the condition that the criticisms he would 
make of the French he could make of the Americans as well. Several 
years after the enormous success of The Sorrow and the Pity in the 
United States, Ophuls returned to France because, he says, his attempts 
to complete "Company Town," a documentary on Hollywood, were 
frustrated by elements of the film industry. ("Company Town" was later 
remade, as Hooray for Hollywood, by Alan and Susan Raymond.) 

Since his return, Ophuls has been working, on and off, for French 
television. Although somewhat gloomy about that sector of the French 
audiovisual scene, he feels that its current lassitude is partially responsible 
for sparking a revival of the film industry. "Most people," he writes, 
"attribute this to the unrelieved tediousness of French television, which 
has taken to spoon-feeding 'culture' to the masses and showing endless 
series of documentaries about 'how ordinary people live.' " 

"In Paris," he continues, "things being as they are, the old-time TV 
'barons,' producers, journalists, and directors who have been parachuted 
by succeeding ministries into the state monopoly, have had many years to 
consolidate their bureaucratic positions, and are now given a better 
chance than ever before to secrete their own unique scent of ennui and 
slothful mediocrity. So, by decreasing the number of theatrical films (not 
just American ones!) on the small screen, in order to encourage 'original 
TV creativity,' the new audiovisual masters automatically increase the 
threshold of public boredom, thus driving the spectators back to the 
movie theaters." 

-Peter Biskind 
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Letters 

Making Love Loved 
Your September article on gay subjects on 
film was very well done ["Deep Focus: Gays 
and Film: Out of the Closet and On to the 
Screen," Al LaValley]. I thank you for· it. 
Your nine critics were honest and very inter
esting. I'm a thirty--0ne-year--0ld gay person, 
and I saw Making Love five times. It was 
the most wonderful positive experience of my 
life-. The beautiful and sensitive performance 
of Harry Hamlin in Making Love has done 
more for me about feeling good about myself 
and who I am than anything else in my life. I 
thank him for that. And I thank you for al
lowing me to say it. 

Gay Film Forum 

Michael Davis 
Woodstown, New Jersey 

As a gay male and a lover of films, I found 
your recent article on gay-themed films quite 
interesting. I would like to commend Ameri
can Film for offering diverse gay critical 
opinions on this current film trend. The arti
cle offered insight into the emergence of this 
trend as well as critical reactions to these 
particular fi lms. I was glad that it was han
dled so intelligently and in a way that could 
offer perception to moviegoers, straight and 
gay. It was a relief to finally see these films 
discussed rather than superficially praised or 
panned. 

Macho Myopia 

James Joseph Deery 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

"Out of the Closet and On to the Screen" 
shows the usual macho myopia. In it, a male 
writer interviews nine males-and they issue 
pronouncements about the portrayal of lesbi
ans in movies. 

Despite American Film's forthcoming 
symposium on "women's issues," it fails to 
see that everything is a "women's issue." 

Gay, schmay. Y'all look alike to me, boys. 

Natives Savaged 

Marie Shear 
Brookfyn, New York 

It was with great interest that I undertook 
to read Michael Goodwin's article in the 
June issue ["Herzog, the God of Wrath"], 
having spent much time in the Amazon Ba
sin area and in Iquitos. I must say, however, 
that although the article may have been a 
very real portrayal of the problems involved 
in the making of Mr. Herzog's film, and of 
the director himself, it did little to dispel 
some of the widely held assumptions concern
ing the people, both Indian and mestizo, of 
the area. This, coupled with the fact that the 
locals were expected to work in conditions 
that an engineer deemed unsafe for a meager 
wage (minuscule in terms of Mr. Herzog's 
budget, though high for the Amazon Basin), 
does little to dispel the idea that the people 

who live in the jungles of South and Central 
America are little more than savages and, as 
such, are only to be contended with and ex
ploited. 

I would hope that in the future a publica
tion such as yours would act to give a clearer 
picture of all involved in the making of a mo
tion picture. 

Lemmonade 

Janice L. Mah/berg 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

The lemon is a versatile fruit; it is used as an 
astringent, a purifier, a healer. I regard Mr. 
Lemmon's personal philosophies and his art 
along those very same lines ["Dialogue on 
Film: Jack Lemmon," September]. 

Custom-Made Issue 

Leslie Snitkoff 
Aptos, California 

On my way to lunch one day, I stopped by 
the library to obtain some browsing material, 
and the librarian suggested your September 
issue. Attracted by the article on Luis Buiiuel, 
I decided to delve deeper into your 
publication. 

I was indeed appreciative of Michael 
Wood's story of the director whom I had 
studied in my college years. However, a big
ger surprise was yet to come, for as I pro
ceeded to read, I came upon further articles 
on such noted foreign film directors as 
Rainer Werner Fassbinder and Pier Paolo 
Pasolini , whom I'd also studied. 

And then Terry Atkinson's article "Scor
ing With Synthesizers" really hit home. For 
many years now, I have been an ardent syn
thesizer-music lover, and have collected all of 
Giorgio Moroder's scores and most of his 
other works. It was indeed refreshing to read 
about artists whose work I admire greatly. 
As to the fear of people becoming tired of 
synthesizer scores, one must bear in mind 
that a good composer-player can explore the 
endless facets of the instrument and provide 
much more variety than an ordinary orches
tra, providing he or she limits the use of the 
Star Wars- like effects. 

All in all it looks like your September is
sue was published specifically for me. 

Mohamed Shameem 
Adelphi, Maryland 

American Film welcomes letters from 
readers. Letters for publication should 
include the writer's name and address 
and should be mailed to: Editor, Ameri
can Film, The John F. Kennedy Center 
for the Performing Arts, Washington, 
D. C. 20566. Letters may be edited for 
reasons of length or clarity. 
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HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR 
SOCIAl llfE: 

If you're leaving singles bars still single, if 
you're getting nothing but healthy at the local 
health club-take heart. 

stereo concerts, sports, the arts-and new releases 
every month, so you can build quite a collection. 
Players start at under $300, and VideoDiscs 

With the magic of the 
RCA VideoDisc System, you'll 
have great opening lines to help 
you make new friends. Like, 
"Want me to show you my Bogart 
collection?" Or, "Rod Stewart? 

"'"'"'"""""',,,-"""'°""'="en'"" are as low as $14.98. ~~-~ 
ROO STEWART 
"''" """'"'"'"""m The System is so 

easy even a not-so
smooth operator can 
operate it-and RCA 

VideoDiscs play '-----==--__, '-----==-__, 
He's at my w- "'"'"" ~=~~ 

place!" Or even, 
"Like to come 
over and watch 

............... onanybrandof CED 

me play 
Superman?" 

RCA VideoDiscs can satisfy even the most 
demanding women. Show Airplane to get things 
off the ground with Gloria. Use The Godfather to 

~=,,.---~ make Donna an offer she 
can't refuse. Mix it up 
with Stacey over 
Stir Crazy. Get Patty 
to say "yes" to Dr. No. 

RCA VideoDiscs 
have over 250 fantastic programs you can 
bring home right now. There are movies, 

videodisc player and on . 
any TV set. But only 

RCA has the variety to 
put real magic in your 

social life. 
And if you need a break from all your new

found popularity; have a night in with the boys to 
watch Muhammad Ali or Dirty Harry. 

See your nearest RCA dealer now and find 
out just how much magic you can bring home. 

What you do after that is up to you. 

non 
Video Discs 

Bring the Magic Home 





is unthinkable. 

~ Itisratherpuzzling whysome 
~ carmakers are still building 
low-performance luxury cars. 

Here in Bavaria, Audi engineers 
find it inconceivable that a true lux
ury car can' t maneuver through the 
mountain roads of Oberbayem with
out stumbling, or rocket down the 
Munich-Salzburg Autobahn without 
maintaining directional control. 

Yet, somehow in this more enlight
ened engineering era, the quaint no
tion that a luxury car can get by on 
flashy upholstery alone endures . 

Such myopic thinking wouldn't 
endure for a moment here in the 
Bavarian works of Audi. 

We have never sacrificed mindful 
performance for mindless luxury. 

Granted, we do appreciate thick 
carpets, sumptuous seats and the like. 
So, a luxury Audi comes replete with 
the de rigueur amenities that the mod
em world expects in a car. 

But it also comes replete with 
something else: legendary engineer
ing finesse. 

And that is what makes an Audi an 
Audi. 

Nearly 50 years ago when Audi 
Grand Prix racers dominated European 
circuits, our engineers were already de
veloping high-performance engines, 
transmissions and suspensions. 

Audi's worldwide reputation for 
precision, high-performance luxury 
cars is based on this evolutionary, 
thoughtful philosophy. 

As a result, Audi is one of but a few 
carmakers not frantically retooling 
entire fleets of overweight, under
engineered automobiles. 

Instead, we are engaged in produc
ing luxury cars that are technologi
cally advanced. 

If few cars in America handle like 
an Audi, it's because no car sold in 
America has Audi's 51 years of front
wheel drive expertise. 

If few production cars in the world 
equal the performance of our new 
Quattro, it's because no other car has 
the all-wheel drive, turbo-powered 
technology of this newest Audi . 

Searching constantly for new in
novations, such as our high
efficiency five-cylinder engines, 
negative steering roll radius , and tor
sion crank rear axles is what makes 
Audi engineering unique. 

It makes every Audi we build a 
driver's car. A performance car. 

Indeed, it's not surprising that 
Audi offers perhaps the greatest vari
ety of performance-oriented German 
automobiles sold in America. 

After all, who takes performance 
more seriously than Audi ? 

For your nearest Porsche Audi 
dealer or details on the Audi Delivery 
In Europe Program, call toll free 
(800) 44 7-4 700. In Illinois, (800) 
322-4400. 

The 5000 Turbo 
The luxury flagship sedan of the 

Audi marque. Available in Turbo 
Diesel and Turbo Gas models. Both a 
rare blend of performance and luxury. 

The Quattro 
Extremely fast , zero to 50 in 5.3 

seconds. Top track speed of128 mph. 
All-wheel drive traction establishes 
new parameters in road holding. 

The Coupe 
So exciting with its aerodynamic 

bold styling, speed and handling, 
Road & Track named the Audi Coupe 
"best sports coupe for the '80s." 

The4000 
May be the best value in a Euro

pean sedan. Front-wheel drive ex
citement with high-efficiency engine 
and power-train. <i;l 1981 Pomho Audi 

PDRSCHE + AUDI 

Audi: the art of engineering. 



Everybody's 
Gone Filming 

Surfs up all along the Pacific 
coastline--on the screen, that 
is. Surfing films, a curious hy
brid of hipster travelogue and 
sports documentary, made for 
surfers by surfers, have been 
called the only commercially vi
able ethnographic film industry 
in the country. 

However, with the exception 
of Bruce Brown's 1966 search 
for the perfect wave, The End
less Summer, surf films have 

CINE at 
Twenty-Five 

Organized in 1957 to encourage 
American participation in inter
national film festivals, CINE 
(the Council on International 
Nontheatrical Events) is cele
brating its twenty-fifth anniver
sary. A series of screenings and 
diplomatic receptions will be 
held in Washington, D.C., No
vember 30 through December 
2. 

CINE's founders were con
cerned that although the major 
foreign film festivals in Venice 
and Edinburgh were being del
uged with American entries in 
the fifties, less well known but 
important international festi
vals often included no Ameri
can films. CINE established 
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Newsreel 

not yet strayed far from the 
circuit of theaters along the 
West Coast. Scott Dittrich, a 
Malibu-based surf-film veteran 
who made Fluid Drive and Ad
ventures in Paradise, describes 
authentic surf films as "basic, 
very basic. Good surfers, big 
waves. Hot, championship-level 
surfers like Mark Richards, 
Shaun Thompson, Joey Buran, 
Buttons Kaluhiokalani draw 
well. Exotic locales like Bali, 
Tahiti, Indonesia draw, too." 

But what really pulls them in, 
he says, is wave action. "Big, 
monster waves, long rides, radi
cal cutbacks, aggressive riding, 

compet1t1ons for professional 
and amateur filmmakers, with a 
jury selecting films to represent 
the United States at foreign 
film festivals. 

CINE's first competition 
chose films for only three festi
vals, but by last year some three 
hundred jurors serving in thirty
five regions throughout the 
country were deciding on win
ners from nearly seven hundred 
applicants. These films partici
pated in more than ninety film 
festivals all over the world: in 
North and South America, 
Western and Eastern Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa, Aus
tralia, and Asia. Many films 
honored by CINE have won 
awards at international festi
vals, and some, like one 19 81 
a ward winner, The Life and 
Times of Rosie the Riveter 
(produced and directed by Con-

lots of action. But big waves
really big, like the thirty-footers 
at Banzai Pipeline, Sunset Bay, 
the Hawaiian North Shore dur
ing the winter swells-are the 
most popular item. And then, of 
course, spectacular wipeouts 
are popular, too." 

Equally in demand, says Dit
trich, are bikini contests-"the 
mammary element," he calls it. 
However, full nudity, overly ris
que humor, and profanity are 
very rare in surf films. "A lot of 
surfers are strongly into Chris
tianity these days," Dittrich ex
plains. "Anyway, high schools 
and youth clubs rent films, and 

nie Field), have returned from 
abroad to enjoy successful the
atrical runs in this country. 

The Life and Times of Rosie the 
Riveter received a CINE Golden 
Eagle Award in 1981. 

they'll avoid one with a contro
versial reputation." 

The old days, when the basic 
requirements for a surfing 
movie were little more than film 
and a smooth panning tech
nique, are long gone. There's a 
reason for the new emphasis on 
technical quality: cable televi
sion. "Surfing is growing, which 
means the audience for surfing 
films is growing as well," Dit
trich says. "If the technical as
pect is up to par, there's no 
reason why a good film couldn't 
be sold to cable. To recover the 
production costs up front would 
allow a lot more films to be 
made. Cable could really help 
us, and I'm trying to make sure 
we're ready for it." 

If surfing and surf films con
tinue to grow in popularity, will 
Dittrich be worried about com
petition from better-financed, 
studio-backed competition? 
"Not really," he scoffs. "Surf 
films have to be made by surf
ers. If the person behind the 
camera isn't someone who un
derstands what it means to be a 
surfer, forget it. And what 
surfer would ever work in Hol
lywood?" So far, only John 
Milius has managed to hang ten 
in those treacherous waters. 

-John Kehoe 

Dear Filmgoer ... 
For many years, the movie in
dustry has toyed with the idea 
of using direct-mail marketing 
to sell films. But until recently, 
no one tried it. Paramount .Pic
tures broke with tradition this 
past summer and initiated an 
innovative experiment. The stu
dio is involved in testing the 
direct-mail marketing concept 
on its rerelease of Reds. 

During the summer, Para
mount contracted with Richard 
Parker and Associates, a mar
keting firm in San Francisco 
that specializes in direct mail 
for progressive groups, causes, 
and candidates. This fall, the 
firm sent about a hundred thou
sand solicitation letters to po
tential moviegoers in three test 

Continued on page 16 



THE CASE OF THE 
IMPECCABLE PRESENT 

~===========================~~============================~ 

I was nursing a nip of Glenfiddich 
when I received an urgent call from 
Lady Harriet Hollyhock. "You must 
help me!" she pleaded. "I can't 
decide what is more fitting for my 
husband ... the gun or the dagger?' 

What she handed me was a pair of 
elegantly framed antique armaments. 
Unfortunately, they slipped from my 
hands and clattered to the floor. At 
that, a familiar voice bellowed from 
below, "I'm trying to take a nap!" 

Did Lady Harriet have designs on 
her husband's life? Setting aside the 
celebrated single malt, I raced to 

Hollyhock Manor. But I was too 
late! For there, on the couch, lay the 
body of Lord Henry Hollyhock. 

"N ow what will I give Henry for the 
holidays!" Lady Harriet wailed as 
I dashed to the parlor. An unharmed 
Lord Hollyhock stood behind the bar. 
"Hello!" he cried. "I'd offer you a 
Glenfiddich, but we seem to be out'.' 

I found Lady Harriet upstairs. "I 
believe in giving Lord Henry exactly 
what he deserves!" she cheerfully 
exclaimed. "He deserved better;' I 
coldly replied, demanding that she 
hand over the deadly weapons. 

As it turned out, Lord Hollyhock 
received Glenfiddich. "And I was 
afraid you'd give me another bloody 
antique!" he chortled. Whatever 
the occasion, a gift of Glenfiddich 
is proof of impeccable taste. 

G L E N F I D D I C H® SINGLE MALT 

Glenfiddich Highland Unblended, Single Malt Scotch Whisky. 86 Proof. Bottled in Scotland. © William Grant & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y 10020. 



340 THE PLATINUM YEARS -
Richard Schickel; photos by Bob 
Willoughby. 22 major films, 1953-71, 
with Willoughby roaming the sets to 
snap 226 stunning photos, 59 in blazing 
color. Sumptuous 9 x 12. $25 

347 . THE COMPLETE DIRECTORY 
TO PRIME TIME NETWORK TV 
SHOWS, 1946-PRESENT - T. Brooks 
& E. Marsh. Revised, enlarged edition. 
American Book Award winner. Com
plete data on over 3,000 nighttime 
shows. Over 9,000 performers. MUCH 
more! "The Encyclopedia Britannica of 
television!" - TV Guide. $25 

359 THE MOVIE STAR. Something 
different: 71 of the greatest, captured 
and dissected by 26 heavyweight critics. 
Photos. $25 

410 LULU IN HOLLYWOOD -
Louise Brooks. The year's surprise hit. 
"Wonderful. . . ravishing . . . extraor
dinary." - John Lahr, NY Times. 
"May be the best book ever about early 
Hollywood." - People. Over 100 vin
tage photos. $15 

TA 

SAVE u 
4 mo 

355 TV DETECTIVES - Richard ..-------------___;;i 
Meyers. Some 270 shows, 1947-81. Over
sized. 131 photos. $25 

372 THE MOVIES - R. Griffith/ A. 
Mayer/E. Bowser. Classical pictorial 
history now updated thru the 70s. 575 
giant 9Ys x 12Y, pages. A must. $25 

391 HOLLYWOOD COLOR POR
TRAITS - John Koba/. 74 portraits · 
from the Golden Age, in blazing color. 
"Year's most beguiling group of 
photographs." - NY Times. Big 81/i x 
11. $19.95 

2 SUPERSTAR PICTURE VOL 
COUNT AS ONE BOOK 

31 JOHN WAYNE: IN T H 
CAMERA EYE - Sam Shaw. Sha 
famed photographer of the stars, t 
many of these pix in the Duke's o 
home, with his considerable f · 
Shaw also gives us a good pal's remi · 
cences. Oversized, 166 photos, fi 
ography of 153 Wayne pictures. $7.98 

THE JOY OF MARILYN: IN T 
CAMERA EYE - Sam Shaw. Not 
usual shots. This is the private Maril 
captured by the lensman who knew h 
way back when. 165 photos, many ne 
published before. Oversize 
Filmography of 29 Monroe pictur 
$7.98 

342 STREISAND: The Woman and 
the Legend - James Spada. The 
season's glamour-rich film book - and 
also an intimate portrait of the woman 
behind the superstar. 180 ravishing 
photos. Luxury size. $24.95 '--------------~ 

343 SCREEN WORLD: 1981 Film 
Annual - John Willis. "The best year
book of photos and facts on films," said 
Variety of an earlier edition. "Each edi
tion seems to improve over the last one," 
observes Box Office. Covers all U.S. and 
foreign films released in 1980 with com- 288 THE FILMS OF JANE FONDA 314 THE FILMS OF ALAN L 
plete filmographies, 1,000 photos, reams - George Haddad-Garcia. Hollywood's - Marilyn Henry & Ron DeSour 
of profiles and data. $19.95 finest contemporary actress - and in The first "tough guy" matinee id 

.__ _____________ __J these pages we watch her grow, film by Alan did as much as anyone tom 

407 WATCHINGTV-H. Castleman 
& W.J. Podrazik. "Easily outdistances 
every other book that details the 
longterm history." - Prevue. "Each 
television season since 1944 is recounted 
with care." - Channels. Giant size. 107 

' photos. $22.95 

432 WHATEVER BECAME OF .. . ? 
(8th Ed.) - R. Lamparski. Biggest, 
newest, BEST of the famed "Where are 
they now?" series. 50 new profiles PLUS 
100 complete updates on earlier celebs. 
Over 300 then-and-now photos. $17.95 

film. Fine career profile, plus a sensitive Hollywood something special back in 
look at Jane the woman. Filmographies, 40s and 50s. Oversized, compl 
over 300 photos, and an Exclusive: filmographies, and by far the bigg 
photos and filmography of the recently Ladd photo gallery ever assembled: °' 
released On Golden Pond, the superpic- 400 pix! $16.95 
fore with her father Henry and Kate ..-----------------11 
Hepburn. $16.95 

246 THE SCIENCE FICTIONARY 
- Ed Naha. "If you are seriously in
terested in science fiction, this is a 'must 
have' book." - Gene Roddenberry. 
Over 1,000 detailed entries on SF films, 
authors, awards, quotes, etc. Almost 200 
photos. $16.95 

338 TELEVISION 1970-1980 - n 
cent Terrace. Never has one decade 
covered in such depth. 1,356 netwo 
PBS and syndicated series with CO. 
PLETE data on each .. . 516 pilots . 
425 variety specials ... 165 photos .. . 3 
giant pages. $22.50 



E ANY 2 BOOKS FOR 
ONLY $2.87 

to $47 .13 when you join the Club and agree to buy 
books at regular Club price over the next 2 years 

321 WHO WAS THAT MASKED 
MAN? - David Rothe/. The Lone 
Ranger "encyclopedia," now newly 
revised and enlarged. Covers everything; 
radio, TV, movies, books, premiums, 
exclusive interviews with key figures. 
Oversized. 185 great photos. $19.SO 

320 SATURDAY MORNING TV -
Gary Grossman. "Lavishly illustrated 
celebration of the kiddy shows of our 
youth . .. a feast of nostalgia, trivia, 
photos, anecdotes - complete with a 
comprehensive directory of kidvid from 
1947-1980. The book is, quite simply, a 
delight." - TV Guide. Huge: 432 
luxury-size 8Yi x 11 pages, some 300 
photos. $22.50 

331 WHO'S WHO IN ROCK -
Michael Bane. Detailed data on over 
1,200 artists and groups: dates, career, 
records, much more. 173 hip pix, 295 
oversized 8Yi x 11 pages. $14.9S 

332 THE BIG BANDS (New 4th Re
vised Edition) - George T. Simon. 
"The definitive volume, " says the Los 
Angeles Tunes, correctly. Major articles 
on the 72 top bands, shorter portraits of 
219 lesser bands, plus extra articles on 
every aspect. Over 600 pages, over 300 
photos, much more - including updates 
on the scene today. $20. 

W TV FACI'S - Cobbett Steinberg. 
"Welcome addition ... a wealth of facts, 
statistics, and surveys ... Recommended 
for . both general and specialized 
reference collections." - Library Jour
nal. Huge: 541 oversized pages packed 
with data and trivia. $17.9S 

140 FORGOTfEN HORRORS: Early 
Talkie Chillers from Poverty Row -
G.E. Turner & M.H. Price. If you go for 
offbeat B pictures of the 1929-37 era, 
here's a feast: filmographies and deep 
detail on 115 forgotten gems and zircons. 
Oversized. 289 photos, all RARE. $19.9S 

358 FROM SCARFACE TO SCAR
LEIT: American Films in the 1930's -
Roger Dooley. "Monumental, all
encompassing ... a stunning, over
whelming overview." - Variety. "The 
movie blockbuster of the year." -
Publishers Weekly. "Near encyclopedic 
detail ... essential reference ... a popcorn 
feast of nostalgia for all us children of 
Loew's Paradise. Bravo for the ultimate 
double feature of scholarship and enter
tainment!" - Judith Crist. MASSIVE 
with 672 oversized pages and 173 uncom
mon photos. $25 

425 THE FILMS OF GEORGE PAL 
- G.M. Hickman. The master finally 
gets the book he deserves. Deep discus
sions of all 14 films, plus revealing com
ments by Pal and his co-workers. Over
sized. Over 250 great photos. $17.50 

r-------------------1 
ll8Yle/ftlftlAll...-I 1881 CLll 

15 Oakland Avenue• Harrison, NY 10528 

I enclose $2.87. Please send me, postpaid and at no further charge, the two books 
whose numbers I've written below: 

At the same time, Qlease accept my member
ship in the MOVIE/ENTERTAINMENT BOOK 
CLUB. I agree to buy 4 books over the next 2 
years at regular Club prices, plus shipping and 
handling. After I buy and pay for 4 books at 
regular Club prices, my membership may be 
terminated by me or by the Club. I'll be offered 
some 200 books on movies and entertainment, 
the majority at 20-33% dis counts plus shipping 
and handling. For every book I buy at the 
regular Club Qrice, I receive one or more FREE 
Bonus Book Certificates which entitle me to 
buy many books at far below regular Club 
price, usually 60-80% discounts. I'll be offered 

a new Club Selection plus Alternates every 4 
weeks (13 times a year) in the Club bulletin, 
PREVIEWS. If I want the Selection, I will do 
nothing and it will come automatically. If I 
want an Alternate or no book at all, I'll notify 
you on the order card by the deadline date 
specified. If I should ever receive a Selection 
without having had 10days to decide if I want 
it, I may return it at Club expense and receive 
full credit. PREVIEWS also includes news 
about my fellow members and their hobbies . I 
am welcome to send in similar items about 
myself. PREVIEWS will publish every such 
item it deems suitable, FREE. 

AF - 34 

Address-----------------------------

L City . tate . ip :.J --------------------



From page 12 
cities. The idea was to target a 
movie audience that might not 
otherwise line up at the box 
office. It's rumored that Para
mount had become increasingly 
dissatisfied with the results of 
its massive print and broadcast 
ad efforts-spending an esti
mated $118 million last year
and decided to to try direct mail. 

Using zip code zones to iden
tify likely neighborhoods, the 
Parker firm hopes to identify an 
audience for Reds that was not 
reached before by other ad
vertising. The studio could sin
gle out opinion leaders, offering 
them discounts on admission to 
the movie, in the hopes that 
these people would generate 
more admissions by word of 
mouth. Test results should be in 
this month from the letters 
mailed in September and Octo
ber. If the results look good, 
Paramount will reportedly 
move to a five-million-piece 
mailing in the spring. 

Lloyd Kieran, an account ex
ecutive at Rapp &. Collins, a 
direct-mail firm associated with 
Doyle Dane Bernbach, thinks 
direct mail could be a useful 
tool for publicizing films. "If 
the studio can match demo
graphics with a profile they 
identify as potential viewers of 
a movie, then it's a very inter
esting concept and quite test
able," he says. 

But Eliot DeY. Schein, presi
dent of Schein-Blattstein Ad
vertising in New York, doubts 
that a movie studio advertising, 
say, love stories or comedies 
could target neighborhoods 
where romantics or people with 
a sense of humor reside. "It's 
impossible," he concludes. "To 
try and match zip code lists or 
census tracts to a movie subject 
makes no sense whatsoever. 
Readers of direct mail are not 
likely to go to the movies. Mov
iegoers are young people and 
young people don't read solici
tation letters. They don't read 
anything." 

Schein thinks a better idea 
would be to market videocas
settes of Reds through the mail, 
offering discounts to buyers. 

-Amanda Spake 
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Newsreel 
Free on a Match 
"We're like marriage brokers; 
we save film companies time 
and money," says Robert Kovo
loff, president and founder of 
Associated Film Promotions, a 
Los Angeles firm that matches 
its corporate clients' products 
with films needing props. Bud
weiser beer was one of Associ
ated's contributions to Polter
geist, along with Royal Crown 
Cola, Wheaties, Stokeley Van 
Camp canned goods, and Cheer
rios. Kovoloff estimates that 
by providing complimentary 

props , Associ
ated ' s match-
making saved 
the motion pic
ture industry 

more than $3.5 million in 1981. 
Corporations make their 

products available free of 
charge to filmmakers in ex
change for the publicity. The 
products aren't promoted on the 
screen; they simply appear in 
the background or are used by 
actors as a natural part of 
the plot. Among Associated's 
eighty corporate clients are 
Nikon, Quaker State Motor 
Oil, General Foods , 
Procter & Gamble, and 
Mastercard. 

This Christmas, 
you '11 be seeing 
Associated's prod
uct tie-ins in several 
movies. Glenfid
dich Scotch, 

-.-~--~ 

Dunkin' Donuts, and Cadillac 
will all have supporting roles 
in Six Weeks, starring Mary 
Tyler Moore and Dudley 
Moore . Mattel Intellivision, 
Maverick Jeans , Frito-Lay 
snack foods, and Wild Turkey 
bourbon appear with Jackie 
Gleason and Richard Pryor in 
The Toy. 

It doesn't seem to matter 
whether products 

are used by heroes 
or villains. If 
people see them 

in movies, 
Kovoloff says, 

they're more 
likely to 

buy 
them. 

Faye Dunaway, as Joan Crawford, serves Cheerios for breakfast in Mommie Dearest. 

Rating Ratings 
When a group of unaccompa
nied five- to thirteen-year-olds 
in Meridien, Michigan, tried to 
see Animal House a couple of 
years ago, they were barred 
from the theater. Their out
raged parents hollered age 
discrimination and took the the
ater owner to court. This June, 
the Michigan Supreme Court 
ruled in favor of the exhibitor's 
right to ban children under sev
enteen from R-rated films. 

At the same time, the Dal
las Motion Picture Classifica
tion Board told MGM/UA 
that Poltergeist could not 
play in that city unless the 
film's PG rating was changed 
to an R. The studio fought 
the Dallas board and won a 

court ruling to keep the PG. 
While many big-city cinemas 

ignore the ratings system, per
mitting youngsters their fair 
share of screen sex and vio
lence, small-town theater own
ers often take it all quite seri
ously. Recently, they've been 
pushing for a new rating, mid
way between PG and R; and the 
motion picture industry is con
sidering several, including an R-
13, which would bar young 
children but not teenagers, and 
a PG-M, which would alert par
ents to mature material'. 

The National Association of 
Theatre Owners, according to 
its president, Richard H . Orear, 
has agreed to look into changes 
in the ratings. Orear says many 
theater owners have received 
complaints from patrons that 
some fi lms contain violence, 

sex, or vulgar language too 
strong to carry the PG rating. 
Other moviegoers, however, 
complain that a Jot of R-rated 
films aren't strong enough to 
have attendance restricted. 
"Goody-goody stuff is no longer 
their cup of tea," Orear ex
plains, referring to how chil
dren's tastes have changed over 
the years. "Kids today don't 
want that kind of thing. They 
want to see more sophisticated 
entertainment." 

Jack Valenti, president of 
Motion Picture Association -
America, says any changes --
the ratings S} tem are · -
the discusfilon stage. So. fi 
time being, teens an ret 
in most towns can enjoy a 
healthy scare or a guilty plea
sure with or without their par
ents.-Douglass K. Daniel 



FOR BUSINESS 
OR PLEASURE 
The AFI Diary 
Companions 

Whether film is your 
business or your plea
sure, you 'll want to plan 
your year with The 
American Film Institute 
Diary Set. 

For home or office, 
the AFI Desk Diary is 
the perfect planner for 
anyone involved in film 
and television. Orga-
nized into weekly 
spreads with ample 
space for appointments 
and notes, the AFI Desk 
Diary is as useful as it is 
attractive. Significant 
motion picture/TV events, 
historical footnotes, and 
photo stills from great 
shows of the past highlight each page. 
Also includi;d are 12 full-page por
traits by award-winning photographer 
Maureen Lambray. 

Throughout the 1983 AFI Desk 
Diary you'll find a level of quality and 
practicality that make it a delight to 
own, to use, and to give as gifts. 

Elegantly hardbound in black leath
erette with silver endleaves, SW' x 
10%", 144 pages including 12 drama
tic full-page photos and a special film 
almanac section. Discounts on 10 or 
more copies available on request. 
AFI Member Price $14.00 
Non-Member price $15.95 
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And for pocket or purse, the Ai I 
Pocket Diary makes the perfect com
panion. With generous room for your 
own daily entries, plus four pages of 
pertinent film dates, a weights and 
measures spread, a listing of time
saving toll free numbers, international 
dialing information, and area code/ 
time zone map, the AFI Pocket Diary 
puts a treasure of information at your 
fingertips. 

Beautifully softbound in black 
leatherette with silver page edging, 
311.'' x 611.'', 144 pages. 
AFI Member price $8.50 
Non-Member price $9.95 

/., 

,,, 

Reserve the 1983 Edition today! 
Order the companion set and save 
$3.00! 

You may purchase the AFI Desk 
Diary or the AFI Pocket Diary indi
vidually, or save three dollars when 
you order the set. 
AFI Member price $19.50 
Non-Member price $22.95 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Please send me: Qty. AFI Member 

Price 

"' 1983 AFI Desk Diary $ 14.00 '"' <U 
.0 1983 AFI Pocket Diary $ 8.50 -E 

~ <U 

~~ 1983 AFI Diary Set $19.50 

Non-Member 
Price 

"' 1983 AFI Desk Diary $15.95 '"' <U 
.0 1983 AFI Pocket Diary $ 9.95 2: E 

0 <U 

z~ 1983 AFI Diary Set $22.95 

*Handling Charge 

TOTAL 
*Add handling charge of $1.50 per Desk Diary; 
$1.00 per Pocket Diary; $2 .00 per Diary Set. 

Total 

0 Please send me information about multiple order discounts (10 or 
more copies). 

Mail to: 
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Dialogue on Film 

Dyan Cannon 

Coming off good notices for Deathtrap and Author! Author!, 
the actress pauses to discuss her work as a director. 

I n 1969, the New York Film 
Festival, an event usually 
stuffed with serious works 

by established foreign directors, 
presented a satire on life in 
Southern California directed by 
an unknown American named 
Paul Mazursky. The film was 
Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice, 
and Alice was played by an 
equally unknown blonde actress 
named Dyan Cannon. 

In the years since, Mazursky 
has risen steadily to promi
nence, but for Dyan Cannon the 
road has been a little rockier. 
Her engaging performance in 
B&C&T&A earned her an Os
car nomination, but critics com
plained that roles in subsequent 
films didn't capitalize on her 
gifts as a brassy comedienne. 

Discouraged by the kinds of 
parts she was being offered, Cannon 
dropped out of acting for several years. In 
1976 she wrote, directed, and produced a 
modestly budgeted short, Number One, 
which was nominated for an Academy 
Award. Dyan Cannon was back. 

Since Number One, Cannon has re
turned to acting, this time in strong films 
like Heaven Can Wait and her two most 
recent releases, Deathtrap and Author! 
Author!. In the Dialogue, Cannon dis
cusses the controversy over Number One 
and her role as writer-director-producer. 

The Dyan Cannon seminar was held in 
cooperation with the Screen Actors Guild 
Conservatory, and was arranged and con
ducted by Darrah Meley. 

Question: Were you always interested in 
acting? 
Dyan Cannon: Oh, yes, absolutely. At five 
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and six I was producing plays in the garage. 
Question: But you studied writing? 
Cannon: I wanted to be in the theater 
section at the University of Washington, 
but the students were all part of a special 
breed. They wore long hair and sandals and 
were different looking and didn' t really 
belong. I needed to belong much more than 
I needed to act, so I stayed with things that 
were more popular. 
Question: How did your acting career get 
under way? 
Cannon: I was working for a dress manu
facturer in downtown Los Angeles, and I 
was having lunch on the Sunset Strip with 
several girl friends. A man came up to me 
and announced that he was an agent and 
asked me if I was an actress, and I said, 

An inquiry into the arts and crafts of 
filmmaking through interview seminars 
between Fellows and prominent filmmakers 
held under the auspices of The American Film 
Institute's Center for Advanced Film Studies. 

"Of course I am!" He asked me 
what I had been in, and I named 
all the plays I had ever read. 
"But you're too young for those 
parts; those are character 
parts." I said, "I do anything." 
He said that Jerry Wald was 
making a film at Twentieth 
Century-Fox called "Jean Har
low" and they would like to 
have me come out and test for 
it. I said, "Test for it! What does 
that mean?" I went downtown 
to my boss, and I said, "I don't 
know what this big deal is about 
it being so hard to be a movie 
star in this town! I was just 
discovered." Then I said, "I'm 

.~ :;: leaving here. I'm going to be an 
~ actress." Naive, really! So I met 
.~ Jerry Wald and he said, 
~ "What's your name?" I said, 

"Diane Friesen." He said, "Oh, 
wait a minute- I see cannons and explo
sions. What about calling you Dyan Can
non?" I said, "Fine." Can you believe that? 
Question: It didn't get you the job, though. 
Cannon: You know why? They said my 
nose was too flat. The acting wasn't bad. 
This man who wanted to be my agent 
called me and said, "Your nose is not one of 
those noses that photograph perfectly." 
And I said, "What can we do about that?" 
He said, "There are plastic surgeons in this 
town." In those days, I was a nice Jewish 
girl, and all the other nice Jewish girls I 
had met in Los Angeles had mink stoles, 
and I had called my mom and dad and said 
I wanted one, too. I quickly made another 
call to them and said that instead of a mink 
stole I wanted a nose job. This is all true. So 
I went to this wonderful doctor, and I said, 
"I want you to change my nose." He said, 
"I want you to leave my office. Your nose is 
just a part of what makes you different. 
You don't look like everybody else. Be 
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After Child Under a Leaf, I didn't know whether I 
wanted to be an artist any more-because it hurt too much. 

proud of what you are!" That was the first 
time I ever heard that from anyone in my 
life-that not being like everyone and 
maybe looking a little offbeat and maybe 
being a 'little different could work for me, 
instead of against me. So I didn't have it 
done. 
Question: Weren't you hired some time 
after to go on a promotional tour for Les 
Girls? 
Cannon: MGM interviewed hundreds of 
girls and hired three. They said if we went 
around the world publicizing this movie, 
we would have careers. It was actually a 
very good training ground. In every major 
city where we appeared, advance publicity 
would say that we were the fastest-rising 
starlets in Los Angeles and that we were in 
the film. Which we were not! But people 
who had never heard of me would yell, 
"Yea Dyan," and they would go in and see 
the movie and come out and say, "You 
were wonderful!" After about six months 
of that, I thought, This is really something: 
They believe what you tell them out there; 
they can even look at a movie and think 
they're seeing you if the publicity says 
you're in it! I thought, This is scary. 

I made a lot of money. MGM gave each 
of us a $25,000 wardrobe-I'd just come 
from clearing $49.50 a week working in 
downtown Los Angeles. I came back and 
the studio said, "Thank you very much, but 
we don't have any use for you as an ac
tress." It was all a very interesting educa
tion. But something wasn't right. And then 

I heard of Sanford Meisner, who was com
ing from New York ~o teach acting. 
Question: He had been directing and teach
ing at the Neighborhood Playhouse. 
Cannon: Yes, and he was going to pick 
thirty people from all the applicants in Los 
Angeles and teach them for one summer. I 
went and auditioned, and I was one of the 
thirty chosen. The press people handling 
him wanted to pick one person and see if 
they could build an unknown through pub
licity, and Sandy suggested me. So that 
was kind of how it started. I got into the 
acting thing and worked with other people 
who were interested in the substantial part 
of acting, rather than the glossy part. I am 
very grateful for that experience, because 
if I hadn't had it, perhaps the gloss of 
Hollywood would have meant more to me 
than it has. It has meant nothing to me. 
Question: Didn't Meisner recommend you 
for The Dingaling Girl with Eddie Albert 
on "Playhouse 90"? 
Cannon: l don't know if he did or not, but I 
got the job. He was very, very influential. 
Directors like John Frankenheimer would 
come and audit our acting classes. 
Question: Your first big break was Bob & 
Carol & Ted & Alice. How did that come 
about? 
Cannon: I was doing a play in Chicago, 
Ninety Day Mistress. I had starred in it on 
Broadway. It didn't quite have a ninety-day 
run, either. Clive Barnes said, "Dyan Can
non was extremely nubile," and I had to 
run to the dictionary to see what that 

Cannon and friends bed down in Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice. 
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meant. It means "marriageable"-in the 
play I don't get married. While I was doing 
the play, I was sent two movie scripts. With 
one came a firm offer, a five-picture con
tract at Universal Studios; this was after 
not working for three to four years. The 
other offer was a chance to test for a part in 
Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice. I had to make 
a decision that night. I read the first script 
and it was a comedy, it was fun, and, God, 
it was a lot of money. But I went with the 
test because it was such a good part. I just 
had to take a shot at it. One of my agents 
said, "Go for it," and I did. 
Question: The script went through a lot of 
changes. Did you add to it? 
Cannon: I did not add one word- those 
were Paul Mazursky and Larry Tucker's 
words. I can't say that for any movie I have 
done since. 
Question: With Child Under a Leaf, didn't 
you feel you were finally going in a direc
tion that you wanted to go? 
Cannon: I did. Unfortunately, the film 
didn't go in the direction that I wanted it to 
go. It showed a full-bodied woman, and 
there were not many films in this town then 
(or now) that showed women, women, as 
mothers and lovers and little girls and 
grown-ups, all being one person, as we 
really are. We're all called upon in our lives 
as women to be many things to many 
people all day, and no parts are written like 
that. This woman was married and she had 
a lover and she had a baby with her lover 
and her husband was-God, it was a part! I 
read the script, and thought, This is going 
to be wonderful. When I saw the finished 
movie, it was not wonderful. It had no 
substance. The best work I'd ever done, but 
it doesn't matter if you're good in a picture 
that doesn't work. The whole thing has to 
work. 
Question: What do you look for when you 
read a script? 
Cannon: Something that has reality to it. 
Something that has humanity to it. 
Deathtrap was real hard for me, because 
when Sidney Lumet sent me the script, it . 
was just dead on paper. Absolutely noth
ing. I said, "I cannot do this part, Sidney. I 
cannot do it." He said, "Why?" I said, 
" Because she's not human. I can't find 
anything real in her." 
Question: After Child Under a Leaf you 
went through a period where you wanted to 

Continued on page 84 
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New Dynamicron High Grade is a bit like the family 
silver: it's meant for truly special occasions. 

You see, regular Dynamicron, the best-selling Beta 
tape, is perfect for most recording needs. But there are 
times when you may need something even better. Like 
when you're making a home movie of a special occasion 
and want a master tape to make duplicates. Or when pic
ture and sound quality are critical. Or if you want (and 
can afford) to always use the very best. 

Sony Dynamicron High Grade has even better pic
ture and better audio quality than our superb regular 
pynamicron. It's got higher picture resolution at each 

recording speed. So you can tape at the Beta III speed 
and get a picture that 's the same quality as recording 
regular Dynamicron on Beta II. It soNY 

begins with a better picture, and it 
stays that way longer. 

So when you need a superior 
Beta tape, get Sony Dynamicron. 
And when you need a superior 
superior Beta tape, get new Sony 
Dynamicron High Grade. It's a 
fine distinction. 

SON"Y; 
Dynamicron"' 

Cl 1982 So ny Tape Sales Co., a DIY. of Sony Corp. of America. Sony and Dynarilicron are trademarks of Sony Corp. 



CASSETTES ARE 
SELLING LIKE 
HOTCAK_!z BUT 
WHILE :. 1 uDIOS 
WAFFLE, VIDEO 
STORES LOOK 
FOR MILK AND 
HONEY. 

VIDEO BOOM 
BUSTS 

RETAILERS The home video business is 
just five years old, and the prin
cipals have yet to achieve ami
cable working relationships. 
Studios have altered their 
wholesaling policies with regu
larity, and video entrepreneurs 
sprout like mushrooms, each 
one hoping to make a quick 
buck in a trendy market. Most 
of them, however, lack the ex
perience to make these ventures 

·work, adding to the instability 
of the business. In the following 
report, Howard Polskin ex
plains why all video stores 
aren't striking it rich, and Seth 
Goldstein finds Hollywood stu
dios forsaking rental-only 
schemes to look for new ways to 
work with retailers. 

Editor's note: So you finally 
decided to become a full
fledged member of the home 

Howard Polskin 

entertainment revolution and ~t;~~f~lr!!ii~!i2~ 
bought a videocassette re- b 
corder. You're looking forward 
to many happy hours viewing 
your Hollywood favorites in the 
comfort of your living room. 
But wait a minute; there's a 
hitch. Walk into your corner 
video store to buy a copy of 
Chariots of Fire. You can't. 
The tape is available for rental 
only. So you decide instead to 

rent Star Wars, but your dealer L.....L.~~~ __ _:__./.f_'.:'.._ ___ _JL __ _s~~~_JL _ _J 
has decided to take advantage 

I f Hollywood were to make 
a movie about video retail
ing, they'd probably call it 
Death Wish Ill. Most of 

the five thousand to eight thou
sand video specialty stores in 
this country that merchandise 
software are fighting for their 

of Twentieth Century-Fox's recent decision 
to make it available for sale, and doesn't 
rent it any more. Browse through the deal
er's catalog to find a copy of Adam's Rib, 
Godard's Weekend, or Raiders of the Lost 
Ark. None is available; indeed, you can 
only locate Raiders with the assistance of a 

. bootlegger. You finally rent a copy of Bye
Bye Brazil, take it home, and invite a few 
friends over to enjoy the show. But when 
it's time to return the tape, the store is 
closed and there's a "For Rent" sign hang
ing in the window. Your corner video store 
has gone out of business. 

The plight of the cassette consumer 
stems from both the parlous conditions of 
home video retailing and a continuing 
struggle between Hollywood studios that 
release their films on tape and retailers who 

market the tapes for them. Over the past 
two years, the studios have developed a 
variety of plans allowing retailers to rent 
some titles, sell others, and either rent or 
sell additional titles at their discretion, all 
adding up to confusion for the consumer. 
Until September, for example, the only 
way you could have secured your own 
personal copy of Star Wars would have 
been to tape it yourself or buy a bootleg 
copy. But as of September I, Twentieth 
Century-Fox took all restrictions off the all
time box-office champ, allowing video re
tailers to sell the tape as well as rent it. 
Some retailers have found, however, that 
they can't make a profit renting tapes, and 
when Star Wars became available for sale, 
a number of video stores stopped renting it 
altogether. 

lives. Very few stores are connected to 
chains; according to Frank Bamako, presi
dent of the Video Software Dealers' Asso
ciation, eighty-five to ninety percent are 
independents with a limited cash flow. 
About half are expected to fold within the 
year . 

For the VCR owner, the fallout will 
mean fewer stores from which to buy or 
rent titles. So far, the customer has bene
fited from a marketplace bulging with 
thousands of titles at rental prices often 
cheaper than a theater ticket. But it is the 

0 

dealer who must stock large inventories, ~ 

keep long hours, and adjust to the changing ~ 

policies of Hollywood wholesalers. 8 
> 

As vice-president of marketing for Co- ~ 

lumbia Video Systems, a large, prosperous ~ 

electronics store in Highland Park, Illinois, ~ 
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Gene R. Kahn has a better chance of 
surviving than most video retailers. But 
Kahn can only sigh when asked about the 
viability of merchandising video programs. 
"I don't think there are profit margins in 
video software any more," he says. If any
one would know, it would be Kahn. His 
store was one of the first in the country to 
sell prerecorded videocassettes. 

In the fall of 1977, he was approached 
by a sales representative from Magnetic 
Video Corporation- the first company to 
market movies on videotape- to carry the 
company's line of products. Kahn's initial 
impression was crystal clear: He thought it 
was a stupid idea. He couldn't figure out 
who would pay fifty to seventy dollars to 
own a movie. But, in what he terms a 
"weak moment," he placed an order for 
one hundred films. "Sales were unbeliev
.ably good from the start," he recalls. "I 
began buying any software I could get my 
hands on." 

Since Beta was the dominant cassette 
format at the time, dealers balked at buy
ing movies in VHS. Kahn remembers buy
ing RCA VHS recorders from a sales rep 
who carried them in the back of his car. It 
was a tough, grubby business sparsely pop
ulated by pioneers who had a vision of how 
Americans would prefer to be ·entertained 
in the next decade. 

Soon after Magnetic Video's tapes were 
on dealer shelves in late 1977, the pornog
raphy industry realized the potential of 
home video. Pornographers took 8mm 
hard-core sex films and transferred them to 
videocassettes on technically inferior 
equipment. "It was virtually unviewable," 
says Kahn. But it sold incredibly well. 

Instructional videocassettes, the next 
trend in software, did not. Kahn, like many 
dealers around the country, stocked his 
shelves with dance, exercise, and sports 
tapes. He especially remembers a 
Szechuan cooking tape that was produced 
by a company in Kansas City. He bought a 
few copies three years ago. They're still 
sitting on his shelves today. "The one thing 
we've learned in this business is that noth
ing but movies sells," he notes. 

Today, Kahn figures . that he rents about 
fifty titles a day. But he's still not pleased 
about the software business. "There's no 
doubt that rentals create a lot of traffic in 
my store," he says. "But I'm not really sure 
we're making money on them." 

Kahn can at least hope to make money 
on a customer who comes to rent a movie 
for five dollars and walks out of the store 
with a thousand-dollar video camera. But 
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"IN THIS BUSI
NESS,'' RETAILER 
GENE KAHN 
POINTS OUT.1 

"NOTHING SELLS 
BUT MOVIES." 

I 
to the estimated five thousand video spe-
cialty stores that offer nothing but prere
corded videocassettes; the outlook is bleak. 
"It's a difficult business to make a buck 
in," says Bamako, who runs five video 
specialty stores. "The studios keep chang
ing the rules that aH;ect our profits. Plus 
we' re competing against appliance stores 
that are using rentals as a loss leader." 

Studios with rental-pnly policies require 
stores to pay an up-front leasing fee that 
must be recouped before retailers can be
gin to make money on a particular tape. 
"Take a title like Superman//," Bamako 
explains. "The film st~dio wants us to lease 
it for seventy-five dollars for a six-month 
period. A dealer would need to rent it more 
than fifteen times to niake a profit on it." 

Even the tape stores that buy from 
studios to rent or sell as they wish must rent 
to dozei;is of customers to make the deal 
viable. Dennis Thomas, who operates a 

I 
video store in Royal Oak, Michigan, says 
this kind of volume is hard to create. "The 
video business is like the theatrical film 
industry. Most movies only exist a few 
weeks as a hot commodity. The average 
tape has a life of four weeks as an exciting 
title. Then it dies." 

D espite the od~s against making a 
profit at the · retail level, more 
video stores ~eep opening up. In 
the town of Skokie, Illinois, 

which is not exactly the VCR capital of the 
world, three video stores coexist within a 
block of each other. 

1 A lot of merchants get into the software 
business for one simple reason: It's fairly 
cheap. A retailer can open up a software
only shop with about three hundred titles in 
Beta and VHS formats. The inventory 
costs will run about thirty thousand dollars. 
To start a retail estabVshment that sells 
video hardware, one will need at least a 
quarter of a million dollars in inventory. 

For mom and pop enrrepreneurs, open
ing a video software store seems like the 
quickest route to cashing in on the widely 
touted video revolution, especially in Cali-

fornia, where about one thousand video 
specialty stores have opened since 1977. 
Many hardy veterans of the five-year-old 
business resent the surge of newcomers. 
"Most of them are idiots," says Thomas. 
"They don't have the marketing intellect," 
complains Kahn. "They should go back 
and manage a 7-11 store. They're not your 
heavy thinkers." Bamako adds, "The guys 
who got into video software stores this year 
are the same guys who operated tanning 
booths last year. Next year, they'll be in 
video arcades. In two years, they'll run a 
computer software store. They hop from 
fad to fad. They'd do a lot better if they ran 
a little dry-cleaning shop." 

But Len White, vice-president of sales 
for CBS/Fox Video (formerly Magnetic 
Video), thinks that the newcomers are be
coming sophisticated. "I don't get inquiries 
like: 'My aunt died and left me five thou
sand dollars. How do I get into the busi
ness?'" 

According to White, a year and a half 
ago the market became saturated on the 
wholesale and retail levels. For example, in 
1981 there were 118 wholesalers peddling 
his product to stores; in some markets he 
found as many as 8 wholesalers vying for 
the business of the same group of stores. 
Today there are only 39 total. 'This busi
ness can be compared to the gas station 
industry," says White. "A few years ago, 
there were four gas stations on every inter
section. Now there are two. But people can 
still get gas." 

Most of the established retailers agree 
that saturation is no longer the biggest 
problem in the software business; rentals 
are. At one time, when the studios ignored 
the stores' rental revenues, rentals were 
profitable. Then the studios decided they 
wanted their share, and now many retailers 
feel that their profits from rentals are seep
ing into the hands of the studios. 

"It's killing the video business at the 
retail level," moans Thomas. "You just 
can't make a profit. There's more book
keeping. There's more staff to hire. I have 
to increase my hours to satisfy the guy who 
wants to return a tape on the way home 
from work. A lousy fifty-dollar investment 
takes two or three months to recoup. If I 
had my choice, I'd abandon rentals alto
gether. I can make enough money on 
sales." 

"I've always maintained that you can't 
make a living on rentals," adds Andre Blay, 
founder and former president of Magnetic 
Video, who recently sold his software firm , 
the Andre Blay Corp., to Norman Lear's 



Embassy Communications. "I wish I could 
wave a magic wand and make rentals dis
appear." 

But the rental problem will not go away; 
even if studios deep-six rental-only plans, 
customers will still want to rent movies. 
Probably the only thing that will disappear 
are the video stores. An estimated three 
thousand are expected to fail in the next 
year. 

Some successful merchants, like Dennis 
Thomas, wonder if they'll be in business in 
three years. "I wouldn't be surprised if 
everyone folded," he says. Frank Bamako, 

who launched his first video store in Be
thesda , Mary\land, in 1979 and later 
opened four more stores in three states, 
says he's barely made a profit from soft
ware. He's plowed all his money back into 
inventory. "I 'm like everyone else in the 
retail video business," explains Bamako. 
"I'm not really sure I've prospered. There's 
only one good reason why I've been able to 
stay in business for three years and expand. 
I've had an understanding bank." 

Howard Polskin is a New York- based writer who 
specializes in new' electronic media. 

STUDIOS DEMAND 
RENT CONTROL 
Seth Goldstein 

Despite store owners' claims that 
retailing videocassettes is a 
tougher way to make a living 
than selling snow cones in Sibe

ria, home entertainment is big business. In 
1981 studios sold retailers some five mil
lion cassettes, about sixty percent above 
the 1980 mark and miles above the six 
hundred thousand or so delivered in 1978, 
the first full year of home video activity. If 
you figure the wholesale price of a cassette 
at fifty dollars, retailers paid the studios 
about $250 million in 1981. This year's 
sales seem to have leveled out, despite a 
thirty-five percent growth in the number of 
videocassette recorders sold. Burned by the 
rise of rentals with marginal retail profits, 
store owners bought fewer tapes from stu
dios in 1982. But even with a no-growth 
business, the studios aren't losing money in 
home video. 

Twentieth Century-Fox and Paramount 

are the video industry leaders, each ac
counting for tw~nty percent of the busi
ness, followed by Columbia, MCA, and 
MGM/UA (each worth ten to fifteen per
cent) and Wamers and Disney (five to 
eight percent), with a host of independents 
like Media Home Entertainment compos
ing the remainder It costs at most twenty
five dollars to duplicate and package a 
movie, leaving the studios with a tidy 
profit. 

With one significant exception, Holly
wood had never sold anything in its history 
before the arrival of home video. That 
exception, of course, was the sale to televi
sion stations in the early fifties of some of 
the studios' movie iibraries--deals made in 
haste and repented over the next three 
decades. Never again, said the studios, and 
most of the majots decided to stick to what 
they did best, that is, leasing films to the
aters and the networks. 

The model of theatrical leasing guided 
the studios ·when they entered the home 
video market. The studios thought they 
could sell videocassettes to retailers and yet 
retain control of them. They forbade mer
chants from doing anything but selling 
tapes; rentals, swaps, and exchanges were 
all verboten. 

Store owners bitterly resisted Holly
wood's attempts to tell them what they 
could do with products they'd bought and 
paid for. The controversy intensified a few 
years ago when retailers began to rent 
tapes intended only for resale by Holly
wood wholesalers. The studios understand
ably resented being cut out of the profits 
from products they'd created and financed, 
and responded with rental-only plans in 
order to share rental profits with retailers. 

Of the major studios, Fox, Wamers, Dis
ney, and MGM/UA all started to license 
some titles for rental only, generally for 
periods of several months, after which
like Star Wars-the movies moved to the 
sales mode. Although the studios suspected 
that their restrictions might be hard to 
enforce, they hoped that retailers would go 
a long, if only to avoid being cut off from 
the source of a valuable product line. That 
dependency, however, worked both ways. 
Once the studios discovered the potential 
of home video, it didn't make sense to 
alienate the retailers who made the bo
nanza possible. 

Ironically, the boom in VCR sales
from a total of one million by December 
1979 to three million by December 1981 to 
perhaps five million by the end of this 
year-coupled with the seeming ease of 
software entry, has only exacerbated the 
battle between the studios and the stores. 
More and more dealers today have to rent 
at lower and lower prices to compete, all 
the while hoping that revenues are suffi
cient to both pay for inventory and pur
chase the next round of hit movies (and in 
two videocassette formats, Beta and VHS). 
As Walt Disney Telecommunications pres
ident Jim Jimirro told the audience at a 
trade meeting in Cannes last fall, too many 
dealers with too much product are chasing 
too few customers. He emphasized that 
retailers were being forced to carry five 
hundred to seven hundred titles to be com
petitive, and "there isn't a retail store in 
America that can handle that kind of in
ventory." If anything, the situation has 
worsened since, with releases increasing to 
one hundred or more a month. 

To Jimirro, the solution continues to be a 
rental plan, one that allows Disney to share 
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LIVES ON! 
In these four new releases from Hollywood's 
most orlglnal studio: 

{) RKO STAR POSTER This luxurious Art 
Deco-style 21"x38" poster is printed on 
heavy red, gold, black, white and silver 
stock and features more than 50 RKO 
greats from Fred Astaire to Fay Wray. 
Shipped with photo key in sturdy mailing 
tube. $10. 

Collectors edition T-shirts hand-screened on 
quality 100% U.S. cotton blanks. Indicate size 
below: S/M/L/X. 
( I RKO FIASHING TOWER Grey, white and If. blue 
on navy. $10. 
( ) ROSEBUD This design taken from original sled. 
Yellow, green on red. $10. 
( ) RKO TRIANGLE FIASH LOGO Red on white and 
very exclflng. $10. 
Calltornla res. pis. add 6% sales tax. All prices 
Include postage/handling. 

My name 

Address_----------~ 

City State Zip __ 
Make check/m.o. payable to TSI: 1716 Main street: 
300 Venice, CA 90291 
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STUDIOS OFFERING 
RENTAL PLANS SAW 
THEMSELVES AS 
. WHITE KNIGHTS, 
SAVING RETAILERS 
FROM COLLAPSE. 

in those rental revenues through up-front 
leasing fees, and helps curb the retailers' 
appetite for purchases-regardless of . 
whether they want to diet or not. In fact , 
Disney has offered its accounts a choice of 
sale, rental, or both, but Jimirro clearly 
would like to limit the option to rental-only. 
The studios offering rental plans- all but 
Columbia, MCA, and Paramount-envi
sioned themselves as white knights, saving 
the retail trade from collapse. Warners, 
Disney, Fox, and MGM/UA all developed 
separate plans, but have all caught equal 
hell from retailers. 

I
n a sense, the movie companies are 
damned if they do and damned if they 
don't. Stores complain about the extra 
paperwork involved in working with 

four different rental plans, yet, at the same 
time, are horrified at the notion that the 
studios might consolidate their schemes. 
The studios themselves are scared off by 
the antitrust implications of banding to
gether to make wholesale policy. Early in 
1980, for example, Columbia Pictures se
nior vice-president Larry Hilford an
nounced that his studio was ready to enter 
into a rental partnership, only to withdraw 
the offer a few months later when no volun
teers from Hollywood's ranks stepped for
ward. Hilford left the studio, and no one or 
nothing since has convinced Columbia that 
any rental scheme, separate or combined 
with other studios' plans, is worth adopting. 

Columbia hasn't missed anything but 
headaches. Warner Home Video (WHY) 
executives, meanwhile, have feasted on Ex
cedrin. WHY went from sale-only to be
come the industry's first rental-only setup 
in September 1981. The terms were stiff
for example, all the video outlets ' WHY 
inventory had to be returned for repackag
ing- the reception stormy, and the results 
mixed at best. 

By December, it was clear that Warners 
wasn't progressing as quickly as it had 
expected, that retailers weren't ready for 
such a radical change, and that revisions 
were in order. In January, Warners Joos-

ened some of its restnct10ns and at the 
same time put a slew of titles back in the 
for-sale category. 

Still, until recently, Warners was saying 
that customers were lining up to reserve for 
future rentals such titles as Chariots of 
Fire, Arthur, and Superman II, but those 
hits didn't seem like enough to satisfy re
tailers. Take the curse of the well-stocked 
shelf. "The better you're doing, the worse 
you look" is how Paramount executive Bob 
Klingensmith describes the appearance of 
rental-only retailers who strive to keep in
ventory at a minimum. Because of the cost 
of participating in rental plans, stores limit 
themselves to relatively few copies of 
blockbuster titles and try to get customers 
to reserve them well in advance as a way of 
generating the number of "turns" needed 
to pay off the investment. 

But what about VCR owners who drop 
in on the spur of the moment to rent Arthur 
or MGM/UA's Shoot the Moon? If 
they're turned away, they might be turned 
off-even when the movie has become 
available for sale. The studios don' t have a 
ready answer for this. But neither can the 
retailers satisfy Hollywood's search for a 
way to share in rental revenues. 

In the last few months, the studios have 
decided that the only plan that has proved 
workable is the one available from the 
start--do nothing at all. Faced with a 
steady drop in the number of cassettes that 
stores are leasing for rental, Warners, 
MGM/UA, and CBS/Fox are suspending 
their rental-only efforts. Only Disney is left 
with its dual-inventory plan. There has 
been little in the way of official announce
ments- after all, no one likes to brag about 
failures. But by the end of the year, insiders 
predict that rental-only will be just a mem
ory. 

Retailers have clearly won this round. 
But it could be a Pyrrhic victory. The 
studios are lobbying Congress for permis
sion to dictate retail terms, as in the theatri
cal film business. In turn, the studios prom
ise the store owner lower prices and a 
product customers will want to buy, not 
rent. Ultimately, if studios don't see some 
profit from rentals, there may be no prod
uct released to buy or rent, and the bright 
promise of prerecorded cassettes may van
ish like a shooting star. Unless a compro
mise emerges, this could be a duel to the 
death. 

Seth Goldstein is the managing editor of Video 
Week and a senior editor of Television Digest. 

Continued on page 33 





BLOCKBUSTERS 

Celebrate the holidays with a brand 
new lineup of hits from MCA 
Video. To make the season sparkle. 
we've put together an assortment of 
holiday goodies that you won't be 
able to resist. Like the latest 
blockbusters from Hollywood. 
Including laughs. thrills. and a 
movie with plenty of muscle. 

Other blockbusters available include 
CAT PEOPLE and WOODY 
WOODPECKER AND HIS FRIENDS. 

When it 
comes to 
horror. John 
Carpenter's 
THE THING 
is just the 
thing. 

ORIGINAL 
PROGRAMMING 

Now you can trim up while you're 
trimming your tree with AEROBIC 
DANCING and Judi Sheppard 
Missett's JAZZERCISE. two fast 
moving exercise tapes that can only 
be found on MCA Video. 

You'll also want to pick up HOW 
TO WATCH PRO FOOTBALL. THE 
WORLD OF MARTIAL ARTS and 
other original programs. 

Burt and Dolly get their jollies in the musical comedy 
hit THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS. 

Arnold 
Schwarzenegger stars 
in a giant of a movie. 
CONAN THE 
BARBARIAN. 

Experience a lusty epic 
of revenge and magic 
with THE SWORD 
AND THE SORCERER. 

Hundreds of thousands of students now participate in 
JAZZERCISE with Judi Sheppard Missett. 

Steve Martin 
will slay you in 
his spoof of 
1940' s murder 
mysteries 
called DEAD 
MEN DON'T 
WEAR PLAID. 

One of the fastest moving tapes around is 
AEROBIC DANCING with Jacki Sorensen. 



MCA VIDEO 

COLLECTORS 
CHOICE 

--- - - -- -- -~ 

- - - ~ --~- -- ~~;:....J 

This season, our Collector's Choice 
series priced at an incredible 
$39.95 per cassette delivers 
everything from Irving Berlin's 
HOLIDAY INN to Groucho and 
the gang cooking up their own 
brand of insanity in DUCK SOUP. 
So stock up on memories and save 
a bundle while you're doing it. 

Other Collector's Choice titles 
include TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD. 
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN 
FRONT. THE WIZ and many more. 

Bela Lugosi makes his debut as the most famous blood
sucker of all time in the 1931 classic, DRACULA. 

Bing Crosby is 
at liis best in 
GOING MY 
WAY, the 
heartwarming 
musical that 
won 7 Academy 
Awards. 
including Best 
Picture 

ENTERTAINMENT 

ABBOTI' AND 
COSTELLO 
MEET 
FRANKENSTEIN, 
in this 1948 
blend of thrills 
and laughs. 

W.C. Fields and Mae West are out for high stakes and 
high-jinks in the classic romp. MY LITTLll ClUCKADEE. 

Jiwinq, Beditt'1 
••~• •n•v Jlnll l\UP BLrJll JIUJJJ\\ ))I 

iii Ni\~ 
BIN~.CllOSllY • PRED ASTAIRI 

MARJORIE REYNOLDS• VIROINIA DALE.• WALTER ABEL 

Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire are playing tonight in 
the 1942 classic. HOLIDAY INN. 

The Marx Brothers go to war in DUCK SOUP and the 
result is one of the funniest movies ever. 

As you can see MCA Video has 
the kind of well-rounded 
holiday package that's perfect 
for gifts or home viewing. 
including the hot tickets from 
Hollywood. vintqge favorites 
that never go out of style, and 
fun and fast paced exercise 
tapes to help you burn off 
those holiday calories. 

So stop by your nearest video 
dealer and do your Christmas 
shopping with MCA Video. And 
get ready for the best holiday 
season ever with the best in 
take-home entertainment. 

70 Universal City Plaza 
Universal City. CA 91608 

© 1982 MCA Videocassette lnc. 
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friends to "A Walt Disn 
mas" - a ne~ holiday title featuring six classic Walt Disney carfi 

ere, for your lasting enjoyment, are "ONCE UPON A WINTERTIME," 
SANTA'S WORKSHOP," "THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS," 
PLUTO'S CHRISTMAS TREE," "DONALD'S SNOW FIGHT" and "ON ICE." 

urchase this NEW videocassette now, while supplies last. It comes 
specially packaged with a FREE Mickey Mouse plush toy! (A $1 O Retail 
Value!) Together they make a great holiday gift idea - one to be shared and 
enjoyed by the entire family, year after year. So have yourself " A Walt 
Disney Christmas!" Suggested Retail Price: $49.95. 

For details, visit your nearest authorized Walt Disney Home Video dealer now! 

The magic lives on . .. with over 50 Walt Disney Movies and 
Cartoons Now Available on videocassette and videodisc. 



VIDEO FILE 
from page 28 

MELIES MELANGE 
~ f ~ 

REMEMBRANCE OF 
FILMS PAST 

TeleFrance USA, the French ·=-:: 

cable television programming / ·- -~ 

:::;;;;:: ~~/ While film buffs bemoan 
~ the dearth of classic movies avail

network, is offering as -~~ · 
part of its current season ~ 
a retrospective of the films of _ = 
cinema pioneer Georges ~ . 
Melies. Many of the twenty-nin~ .. • 
films included in the series -~/ A~ • 
were lost for years, and · ~;?) 
the TeleFrance airing · ~ b. '\; . 
represents the first major public (/ ·" f lf:/ 1, . .,.., 
showing of those recently redis- _, , '/JJ ;, '· \ \ :-\ 
covered titles. / I// ,' . 

Born in Paris in 1861, I · 
Melies started out in life as a magician; ' . 
in the 1890s, he became fascinated 
with the Lumiere brothers' "magic lan
tern," used for theatrical spectacles. He 
began recording his stage illusions on film, 
employing techniques developed by the From Melies's The Impossible Voyage. 
Lumieres and creating new ones of his own. 
In 1897, Melies built France's first perma
nent film studio and founded Star Film 
Company, the first French firm devoted 
exclusively to making movies. By 1903, the 
Star Film catalog listed more than five 
hundred titles, and by the end of his career, 
Melies had produced more than seven hun
dred films. 

Melies's fantastical style was popular for 
more than a decade, but by 1911 it was 
beginning to lose out to a more realistic 
school of filmmaking, and in 1923, he was 
bankrupt In a state of disillusionment, he 
destroyed many of his negatives, sold his 
prints to a second-hand fi lms dealer, and 
retired into obscurity. Fortunately, Melies 
had sent copies of his negatives to his 
brother Gaston in the United States. In 
1929, Rene Clair, convinced that Melies 
was still alive, launched a search for him 
that ended in a major retrospective in Paris. 

To adapt Melies's films for television, 
TeleFrance used a "magnasynch videola," 
which slows the rapid pace of the original 
films while retaining a high technical qual
ity. The series began in October and runs 
through the spring. 

NEXT-DAY PUBLICITY 
The insatiable demand for material to fill 
widening television-news time slots 

l prompted Universal vice-president Gordon 

Armstrong to dream up a new way to 
promote films: electronic press kits. Begin
ning with the release of Conan the Barbar
ian, Armstrong has been sending out forty
five- to fifty-five-minute videocassettes that 
include trailers, on-location stories and in
terviews with directors and actors to 144 
broadcast stations and 40 cable systems 
around the country. 

The tapes are divided into short seg
ments that stations can edit into their own 
reports. Each station receiving the tapes 
has exclusive use of the material in its 
market. Kits are currently being prepared 
for The Dark Crystal, Six Weeks, and 
Frances, all Christmas releases. 

The tapes cost close to $100,000 to pro
duce, but, according to Armstrong, they're 
well worth the cost. The Conan kit was 
used by seventy-five percent of the stations 
receiving it and the E.T. kit by eighty-five 
percent. Universal recently tried to send 
the kits by the Westar I satellite, but, 
Armstrong says, the experiment was less 
than successful. Some local stations, espe
cially in smaller markets, lacked the proper 
dishes to receive feeds, and even at stations 
with the right equipment, engineers re
sisted . taking the time to record the trans
missions. Universal found that Federal Ex
press delivers the electronic press kits to 
stations "absolutely, positively overnight," 
even without space-age technology. 

able on cassette, most video man
ufacturers ignore nostalgia 

in favor of recent re-
~ --.... leases, like On Gold-

en Pond and 'Star Wars, that are 
seen as the paragons of merchan
dising success. Now at least two 

major studios are beginning to 
-.... release classic films. Billing 
its new series as "the magic of yes

teryear's movie palace experience," 
Warner Home Video is packaging 

feature films like· The Wrong Man 
and The Prince and the Showgirl 

with cartoons, newsreels, and trailers 
from the mid-fifties. Of the series' five 

current releases, two, Auntie Mame and 
Dial M for Murder, have hit the Billboard 
best-selling video charts, which has encour-
aged Warners to release more soon. 

MCA Video recently launched "Collec
tor's Choice," a series of older movies that 
will retail at $39.95 each, significantly 
lower than the price of contemporary films 
on cassettes. Holiday Inn, State of the 
Union, Duck Soup, To Kill a Mocking
bird, and the original Scarface are among 

Fred Astaire's talent sparkles in Para
mount's Holiday Inn. 



Japanese Movie Star Photo Albums 
Thousands Sold in America! 

89 Quality Picture Books 
Many Previously Unpublished Photos! 

M~~~ id~f t6~~~S , .. 
BOOKS WITH GLOSSY 
DUST JACKETS. EACH 
BOOK HAS FROM 100 
TO OVER 250 PAGES 
OF GLOSSY BLACK & · 
WHITE AND COLOR · 

PHOTOS. 
THE EDITIONS BELOW \ 

ARE $19.95 EACH: 
. 1 MARILYN MONROE 

2 BRIGITTE BARDOT ~·· 
:. 3 FARRAH FAWCETT 
• 4 C. DENEUVE 

-. . ·: 5 AUDREY HEPBURN 
6 ALAIN DELON #1 • _ . 
7 JAMES DEAN 
8 JANE FONDA • J 
9 STEVE MCQUEEN #1 ~ ~-4 

~ ~ ~::~c~o~:~~ //A 
12 GARBO/DIETRICH 

Q 
13 REDFORD/HOFFMAN~ 14 ALAIN DELON #2 
15 GIULIANO GEMMA 
16 CLINT EASTWOOD . 
17 VIVIEN LEIGH . 

.• . •,'.. 18 ELIZABETH TAYLOR .. ._ ; 

~6 ~~~~~TEWM1~STON ~· 
21 NATHALIE DELON 
22 OLIVIA HUSSEY 
23 FAYE DUNAWAY 

In.-,·,·.... . . . IH~~~r~;~;;ss 
• 29 DOMINIQUE SANDA 

30 BELMONDO 
31 CANDICE BERGEN 
32 JULIE ANDREWS 
33 JOHN WAYNE 
34 '75 MOVIE ANNUAL 
35 C. CARDINALE 
36 BARBRA STREISAND 
37 AL PACINO 
38 '76 MOVIE ANNUAL 
39 ROBERT REDFORD 
40 BOGART 
41 JACK NICHOLSON 
42 SYLVIA KRISTEL 
43 SEAN CONN ER Y 
44 C BRONSON 
45 BURT REYNOLDS 
46 TATUM O'NEAL 

47 MARLON BRANDO ~·· · 48 INGRID BERGMAN ~· 
49 PETER FONDA . · · 
50 '20'S ACTRESSES . 
• • 50 STARS' PINUPS , • l. . 
51 '77 MOVIE ANNUAL ,. ·- ~ 
52 LINDSA Y WAGNER 
53 ELVIS PRESLEY 
54 GRACE KELLY 
55 ROMY SCHNEIDER r :. 
56 JAMES COBU RN 

§~ ~~~~~F/lo~~ct 1· --; 59 JODIE FOSTER 
60 SCREEN LOVERS 
61 ROBERT DENIRO I 
62 JEAN GABIN al . 
63 DUSTIN HOFFMAN '. . . 64 CARY GRANT 
65 '78 MOVIE ANNUAL .• 
66 '79 MOVIE ANNUAL · • 
67 '30'S ACTRESSES 

68 KUNG FU MOVIES ~ , 69 THE WESTERN 
70 '80 MOVIE ANNUAL 
71 U.S. TV SHOWS ._., 
72 STEVE MCQUEEN #' ; 
73 JACKY CHAN 
74 DIANE LANE 
75 '81 MOVIE ANNUAL 
76 ACTORS OF 1960'S 
77 KRISTY MCNICHOL 

THE SERIES 2 DELUXE EDITIONS 
(A·K) PRICED AT $24.95 ARE LARGE 
FORMAT AND CONTAIN ENTIRELY 
DIFFERENT PHOTOS FROM THOSE 

LISTED ABOVE 
A AUDREY HEPBURN G CHARLIE CHAPLIN 
B BRUCE LEE H TRAINS IN FILMS 
C MARILYN MONROE I BROOKE SHIELDS 
D OLIVIA HUSSEY J CLINT EASTWOOD 
E ALAIN DELON K CHERYL LADD 
F JAMES DEAN 

Postage- $1 1 ST BOOK; 50¢ EACH ADDITIONAL 
Send 50¢ for complete illustrated brochure of 

photo albums and magazines. 
Please send check, money order or Visa / Mastercard 

(include account number and expiration date) to: 

Kensington Gardens 
Box 582N Clinton, WA 98236 

(206) 221-3575 
Money back if not delighted 
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Video rescues the jukebox industry. 

the titles currently in the collection; it also 
includes a number of B-movies, such as 
Bedtime for Bonzo, which some film fans 
(and Republicans) consider a classic in its 
own right. I 

HEY,, MISTER, THAT'S ME 
UP ON THE JUKEBOX 
In the fifties, virtually every soda shop, 
diner, and beer joint in the country had a 
jukebox. But these days, video games and 
tape-recorded music have replaced the old 
Seeburgs and Rockolas. To the rescue of a 
dying industry comes Jack Millman, whose 
video jukeboxes may combine the best of 
the old and the new. 

A former jazz trumpeter, Millman now 
distributes Startime Video Muzzikboxx, a 
combination jukebox and video console. 
The machine is equipped with dozens of 
video clips provided by record companies 
in exchange for royaltids. By dropping fifty 
cents into the coin sloL music lovers can 
enjoy their favorite bands' performances in 
color and in stereo. 

Although only a handful of boxes have 
been sold in the United States, Millman 
says he has sold a thousand of them in 
Britain. His company, Video Music Inter
national, has also signed distribution agree
ments in Sweden and the Philippines 
and expects to close deals soon in Nige
ria, Mexico, South Afr~ca, and Spain. 

Millman sees a variety of uses for the 
video jukebox: in dentists' offices, playing 
oral hygiene tapes; in factory cafeterias, 
offering job-safety tips; in amusement 

programming; 
well as in bars and restaurants. 

By next summer, Millman hopes to have 
a thousand boxes placed around the coun
try. "Move over, Pac-Man," he boasts. The 
only drawback to the video jukebox as a 
source of entertainment seems to be Mill
man's plan to program advertisements that 
will play continuously until a customer 
pays to see a selection. This feature will 
probably earn Millman lots of change as 
viewers desperately try to drown out the 
commercial jingles. 

LET THERE BE DISCS 
God is alive and well on the RCA Video
Disc system. RCA has licensed five vol
umes of ' 'The New Media Bible," a video 
translation of the Bible by the Genesis 
Project. 

Under the supervision of movie producer 
John Heyman, Genesis set out seven years 
ago to film the Scriptures from beginning 
to end. By last January, Heyman had al
ready spent $20 million shooting on loca
tion in the Middle East; he expects to 
spend as much as $200 million by 1995, 
when work should be completed. 

The five RCA feature-length discs
including such immortal tales as those of 
Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and Noah 
and the Ark- will be priced at under 
twenty-five dollars each. According to Seth 
Willenson, RCA VideoDisc vice-president, 
"We are bringing spiritual values into the 
home in a historical, realistic, and enter
taining way that appeals to all members of 
the family. These videodiscs highlight the 
new medium's ability to tailor programs for 
specific audiences-programs that can be 
seen at any hour of the day." Regrettably, 
RCA won't release the five Bible discs 
until early next year, too late to add to this 
year's Christmas shopping lists. II 

Biblicals are back- on R CA discs. 



A guide to motion picture features mentioned 
in this issue that are available on videocassette 
or videodisc. (C) denotes Beta/VHS cassette 
distributor ... (L) Laservision optical disc ... 
(S) Selecta Vision CED disc. For further in-

1 formation, refer to the Distributor Directory.* 

NEWSREEL 
The Endless Summer (Cinema 5), 1966, 90 
min., color. Pacific Arts Video Records (C). 
Poltergeist (MGM/UA), 1982, 115 min., 
color. MGM/UA (C). 

DIALOGUE ON FILM: DYAN 
CANNON 
The Anderson Tapes (Columbia), 1971 , 98 
min., color. Columbia (C). 
Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice (Columbia), 
1969, I 06 min., color. Columbia (C). 
Deathtrap (Warner Bros.), 1982, 116 min., 
color. Columbia (C). 
Heaven Can Wait (Paramount), 1978, I 00 
min., color. Paramount (C); RCA (S). 
Honeysuckle Rose (Warner Bros.), 1980, 119 
min., color. Warner (C). 

VIDEO BOOM BUSTS RETAILERS 
Adam's Rib (MGM), 1949, 101 min., B/W. 
MGM/UA (C). 
Arthur (Orion), 1981 , 97 min., color. Warner 
(C). 
Bye-Bye Brazil (Carnaval/Unifilm), 1980, 
I 00 min., color. Warner (C). 
Chariots of Fire (Warner Bros.), 1981, 124 
min. , color. Warner (C). 
Shoot the Moon (MGM/UA), 1982, 124 min. , 
color. MGM/UA (C). 
Star Wars (Twentieth Century-Fox), 1977, 
121 min., color. CBS/Fox (C); RCA (S). 
Superman ll (Warner Bros.), 1981 , 127 min., 
color. Warner (C). 

SCANLIN ES 
Auntie Mame (Warner Bros.), 1958, 143 min., 
color. Warner (C). 
Bedtime for Bonzo (Universal Pictures), 1951, 
83 min., B/W. MCA (C). 
Conan (Universal), l 982, l 15 min., color. 
MCA (C). 
Dial M for Murder (Warner Bros.), 1954, l 05 
min., color. Warner (C). 
Duck Soup (Paramount), l 933, 72 min. , B/W. 
MCA (C). 
Holiday Inn (Paramount) 1942, 101 min., B/ 
W. MCA (C). 
On Golden Pond (Universal/ITC), l 981 , l 09 
min., color. CBS/Fox (C). 
The Prince and the Showgirl (Warner Bros.), 
1957, 1l5 min., color. Warner (C). 
Scarface (United Artists), l 932, 94 min., B/ 
W. MCA (C). 
Star Wars (Twentieth Century-Fox), l 977, 
121 min., color. CBS/Fox (C); RCA (S). 
State of the Union (MGM), 1948, 124 min., 
B/W. MCA (C). 

\'Hi rtll! l t(i]I] i1'7 

The Thing (RKO), 1951, 80 min., B/W. Nos
talgia Merchant, King of Video (C); RCA (S). 
To Kill a Mockingbird (Universal), 1962, 129 
min., B/W. MCA (C). 

HOW SWEET lir WAS 
Citizen Kane (RKO), 1941, 120 min., color. 
Nostalgia Merchant, King of Video, RCA (S). 
Easy Rider (Columbia), 1969, 88 min., color. 
Columbia (C); RCTA (S). 
Inside Moves (AsJociated Film Distribution), 
1980, 113 min., color. CBS/Fox (C). 
Smokey and the Bandit (Universal), 1977, 96 
min., color. MCA (C). 
Superman (Warner Bros.), 1978, 128 min., 
color. Warner (C). 
The Wild Bunch ,(Warner Bros.), 1969, 127 
min., color. Warner (C). 

PRAIRIE FILM COMPANION 
Apocalypse Now (iUnited Artists), l 979, 139 
min., color. Parambunt (C); RCA (S). 
Badlands (Warner Bros.), 1974, 95 min., color. 
Warner (C). 
Wolfen (Orion), 1981, I 15 min., color. Warner 
(C). 

HISTORY OF THE (FILM) WORLD, 
PART II i 
Breathless (Films 'Around the World), 1960, 
89 min. , B/W. Festival Films (C). 
Citizen Kane (RKO), 1941, 120 min., B/ W. 
Nostalgia Merchant, King of Video (C); RCA 
(S). 
How to Marry a l\1illionaire (Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox), 1953, 96 min., color. CBS/Fox (C). 
The Robe (Twentieth Century-Fox), 1953, 133 
min., color. CBS/Fox (C). 

MARTY i 
Alice Doesn't Livel Here Any More (Warner 
Bros.), I 13 min., color. Warner. 
History of the World, Part 1 (Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox, l 981, 90 min., color. CBS/Fox (C); 
RCA (S). 
The Last Waltz (United Artists), 1978, 117 
min., color. RCA (:?). 
The Man Who Fell to Earth (Cinema 5), 1976, 
11 8 min., color. Columbia (C). 
Poltergeist (MGM/ UA), l 982, 114 min., 
color. MGM/UA (C). 
Rabid (New World Pictures), 1977, 90 min., 
color. Warner (C). 
Raging Bull (United Artists), l 980, 128 min., 
B/ W. CBS/Fox (C); RCA (S). 
The Red Shoes (Eagle Lion), 1948, l 33 min., 
color. RCA (S). 
Scanners (Embassy), 198 l, l 02 min., color. 
CBS/Fox (C). 
Stardust Memories (United Artists), l 980, 89 
min., color. CBS/Fox (C). 
Street Scene (United Artists), 193 l, 80 min., 
B/W. Budget Video, Cable Films, Video Con
nection ( C). 
Taxi Driver (Columbia), l 976, l l 3 min., color. 
Columbia (C). 
West Side Story (United Artists), 1961, 151 . 
min., color. CBS/Fox (C). 

BOOKS 
The Damned (Warner Bros.), 1969, 150 min., 
color. Warner (C). 

TRAILERS 
Animal House (Universal), 1978, 109 min. , 
color. MCA (C). 
Dressed to Kill (Filmways). 1980. 105 min .. 
color. Warner (C); RCA (S). 
The Four Seasons (Universal), 1981, 107 min., 
color. MCA (C). 
The Late Show (Warner Bros.). 1977. 94 min., 
color. Warner (C). 
North Dallas Forty (Paramount), 1979, 1 17 
min ., color. Paramount (C); RCA (S). 
The Pursuit of D.B. Cooper (Universal), 1981 , 
I 00 min., color. MCA (C). 
Rocky (United Artists) , 1976, I 19 min , color. 
CBS/Fox (C); RCA (S). 
Up in Smoke (Paramount) , l 979, 97 min., 
color. Paramount (C); RCA (S). 

Distributor Directory 
Budget Video, Inc. 1534 N. Highland Avenue, 
Hollywood, CA 90028, (213) 466-2431. 
Cable Films Country Club Station Box 7171 , 
Kansas City, MO 641 1 3, (913) 362-2804. 
Capital Home Video Corporation, 128 J 2 Gar
den Grove Blvd., Suite B, Garden Grove, CA 
92643 , (714) 534-0501, (800) 854-7119 
CBS/ Fox Video 23434 Industrial Park Court , 
Farmington Hills, Ml 48024, (313) 477-6066. 
Columbia Pictures Home Entertainment 290 I 
W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, CA 91505, (213) 
954-4950. 
Festival Films 2841 Irving Avenue South, 
Minneapolis, MN 55408, (612) 870-4744. 
King of Video 3529 South Valley View Boule
vard, Las Vegas, NV 89 103, (702) 362-2520, 
(800) 634-6143. 
MCA Distributing Corp. 70 . Universal City 
Plaza, Universal C ity, CA 9 1608, (213) 508-
451 8, (800) 257-5209. 
MGM/UA Video 1700 Broadway, New York, 
N.Y. 10019, (212) 975-5277. 
Nostalgia Merchant 6255 Sunset Boulevard, 
Suite I 019, Hollywood, CA 90028, (213) 464-
1406. 
Pacific Arts Video Records PO Box 22770 
Carmel, CA 93922, (408) 624-4704, (800J 
538-5856. 
Paramount Home Video 5555 Melrose Ave
nue, Hollywood, CA 90038, (213) 468-5000. 
RCA SelectaVision 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New 
York, N.Y. 10020, (212) 621-6000. 
Sheik Video Corporation 1823-25 Air line 
Highway, Metarie, LA 7000 I, (504) 833-
9458, (800) 535-6005. 
Video Connection 3240 Sylva nia Avenue, To
ledo, OH 43613, (419) 472-7727. 
Video Dimensions l I 0 East 23rd Street, Suite 
603, New York, N.Y. 10010, (212) 533-5999. 
Warner Home Video Inc. 3 East 54th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10022, (212) 750-0750. 

*Information provided by the National Video 
Clearinghouse. (5 l 6) 364-3686. 
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Her Tueth Are 50% Brighter 
Thanks To ATube Of Mitsubishi. 

Have you ever looked at projection 
television and decided that the picture 
size was awesome but the picture wasn't? 

What was doubtless dimming 
your enthusiasm was the lack of bright
ness, a traditional problem with 
projection TV 

For which Mitsubishi now intro
duces the solution. A major projection 
1V breakthrough that delivers 180 
foot Lamberts of brightness on our 
over 4-foot-diagonal of screen. No 
other front-projection 1Vhas over 120 
foot Lamberts. 

And this 50% improvement in 
brightness was achieved without sacri
fice to picture sharpness. 

This translates into a projection 
1V picture as bright as that on a con
ventional 25-inch set. 

For those of you who like to know 
the whys and wherefores, read on. 

• 

Each of our lens systems 
contains six lens elements 
instead of the usual three 

[]] 

offered by every other lead
ing front-projection TV 
This results in a sharper, 

6glasselernentsvs. higher-contrast picture. 
3 plastic elements. B 1 
There 's no comparison. Ut even more revea , 
ing is what those lenses are made of. 

Ours are fine precision ground 
optical glass, the kind you find in the 
most expensive cameras. 

Theirs are plastic. 
Glass possesses some inherent 

technical advantages over plastic. 
Glass can be coated, reducing light 

reflections within the lens barrel for 
improved picture contrast.This coating 
also improves lens transparency, which 
allows more light through, resulting 
in a brighter picture. 

Our most impressive representation 
of these technological 
advancements is the 
model VS-522R you see 
before you. 

Close its doors and 
the screen is discreetly 
hidden from View. How to hide a Mitsubishi. 

Open them and you open up a whole 
new dimension in home entertain -
ment: twice the diagonal measure and 
four times the square footage of a 
conventional 25-inch television screen. 

Its analogous to having a movie 
theater screen in front of your easy 
chair An appealing idea in a world of 
five-dollar movie tickets. 

All of the above notwithstanding, 
you may prefer to trust your own eyes 
rather than any advertising claim. In 
which case, we confidently invite you 
to visit your Mitsubishi dealer and see 
for yourself. 

And if you think it looks good, 
wait till you hear how it sounds. 



Because the VS-522R also features 
two separate amplifiers and speaker sys
tems.Together they produce an exciting 
stereo effect even from regular mono 
television transmissions. And they 
deliver the real thing from stereo video 
discs, stereo video-cassettes, and (with 

our built-in FM tuner) FM simulcasts. 
And if you think that sounds good, 

wait till you see how it looks. 

J.. MITSUBISHI 
Even If You Can't Have The Best Of Everything, 

You Can Have The Best Of Something. 

Mitsubishi Elec tric Sales America, Inc., 3030 Viccoria Sr., Rancho Dominguez, CA 90221. Available at/ine depariment stores and specialty houses nationwide. Specifications are subject to change without notice. 





In the golden age of 
television, no one had 
the Midas touch like 
Jackie Gleason. Now 
he's working harder 
than ever in movies, 
but the thrill is gone. 

Toby Thompson 

J
ackie Gleason looks beautiful. 

He's seated in a tall director's chair 
with "The Great One" written across 
its back. He's draped in a maroon 
dressing gown, and his tiny dancer's 

feet shine in brightly polished slippers. A 
cigarette dangles from his left hand. He 
stares straight ahead. Presently his energy 
will fill the set as he improvises a scene 

Gleason then-at a fifties recording 
session-and now-in his new film, The 
Toy, with Richard Pryor. 
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From the Gleason 
gallery of characters, 
all regulars on his 
weekly television 
series: ] oe the 
Bartender, Brooklyn's 
resident philosopher; 
Reggie Van Gleason 
III, dissolute playboy; 
Charlie Bratton, 
loudmouth scourge of 
the meek. 

with Richard Pryor in this, their new 
movie, The Toy, to be released by Colum
bia in December. But for the moment 
Gleason is quiet, an island of New York 
sophistication in a morass of California 
yahoos. 

If character had a theme song, the 
strains of "Melancholy Serenade" would 
light Gleason like a Manhattan dawn. His 
mustache is perfectly trimmed, his hair 
tinted blond for the part. Smoke curls 
about it. He is tan and, for Gleason, moder
ately thin. He motions impatiently to his 
valet for another cigarette. As usual, 
Gleason is furious about waiting. Unlike 
his halcyon years in television, he has little 
control of his time on the movie set. And 
Jackie Gleason needs control. So he sits, a 
stone figure, aloof, brooding, alone with his 
thoughts. 

The setting is the game room of a 
wealthy businessman in Baton Rouge, Lou
isiana. (Gleason plays the tycoon, who buys 
Pryor as a toy for his eleven-year-old son.) 
Here reality and fantasy overlap, for the 
company is shooting in the mansion of AC. 
"Ace" Lewis, a Baton Rouge entrepreneur, 
reputedly the richest man in Louisiana. In 
fact, the set is Lewis's game room- tempo
rarily garnished with big-game heads, a 
stuffed lion, and a pool table. But here 
Jackie Gleason is padrone. Exercising his 
prerogative, he rises nimbly from his chair, 
performs several trick shots on the pool 
table, then runs half a rack. 

The crew is waiting for Richard Pryor. 
The crew has spent two weeks waiting for 
Richard Pryor, who has been hospitalized 
for exhaustion and is currently indisposed 
with an eye infection. 

"An eye infection," Gleason mutters. 
"Has anybody seen it?" 

Pryor's indisposition has been the butt of 
Gleason's sarcasm the past few days
Gleason, who, despite his sixty-six years, 
triple-bypass heart surgery, and a partially 
incapacitated leg, arm, and eye, has not 
missed a day on the set. Pryor is here this 
morning, and the company is eager to see 
the old and new masters mix. 

Gleason picks up a shotgun he is to use in 
the scene. He works its breech. Director 
Richard Donner (Inside Moves, Super
man) walks him through the action once 
and calls for Pryor. There is the .sound of a 
door opening. Gleason whirls, shotgun in 
hand. Pryor slithers along the wall, mug
ging heavily in mock terror. 

"You saved my life," Gleason says. "I 
guess I owe you one." 

"You owe me one?" Pryor says. "I owe 
you one," and on like that, in dialogue 
meaningless outside the context of the 



script, yet strangely significant. For both 
comedians do owe each other: Pryor for 
Gleason's mythic example, Gleason for the 
chance to work in a high-budget film with 
today's hottest star. Trading barbs with 
Richard Pryor will do Jackie Gleason's 
pocketbook no harm. 

The two perform brilliantly together. 
There are shades of Laurel and Hardy, 
Abbott and Costello, Gleason and Carney. 
As the scene finishes, the set erupts in 
laughter and director Donner turns, ex
claiming, "Now that's comedy." 

Gleason strides toward his trailer. 

That's comedy, but these days 
nothing seems terribly funny to 
Jackie Gleason. It's not that 
he's depressed; he's just down 

with a bad case of having seen it all. Except 
for a six-year hiatus in the seventies, 
Gleason has since 1931 worked nonstop in 
nearly every branch of show business. He 
has emceed talent shows, carnivals, and 
nightclubs; danced; performed in vaude
ville, burlesque, Broadway theater, televi
sion comedy, and television drama; com
posed and conducted· music; and, since 
1941, acted in a succession of Hollywood 
films-sometimes two or three a year. 
Jackie Gleason is, well, tired of working. 
But there is something in his personality 
that won't let him quit. At least, not on the 
crest of a new wave of popularity. 

Fifties and sixties audiences remember 
Gleason best for his blisteringly eccentric 
cast of television characters-Ralph 
Kramden of "The Honeymooners," Reggie 
Van Gleason III, the Poor Soul, Joe the 
Bartender-and for movie roles like Min
nesota Fats in The Hustler and Maish 
Rennick in Requiem for a Heavyweight. 
But to an emerging generation he is in
stantly recognizable as Sheriff Buford T. 
Justice from the phenomenally successful 
Burt Reynolds Smokey and the Bandit 
vehicles. 

"Everybody had done a southern, red
neck sheriff," Gleason says, "and it both
ered me, when I read Smokey, that I 
couldn't think of how to do it different. 
Then I got the idea of the pencil mustache; 
then I got that accent. And I wrote every 
line I qid, in both Smokeys." 

Wh<;(n Gleason wraps The Toy, he will 
begin &hooting Smokey III. Counting The 
Sting II, to be released in February, it will 
be the third picture he has made this year. 
"After this Smokey, no more comedies," 
Gleason mutters. "I've got some dramatic 
projects I'd like to do-but maybe not even 
them." 

For someone so impatient with movies, 

Gleason spends enough time working at 
them! And he surrounds himself with the 
accoutrements of movie stardom: a two
million-dollar house in Lauderhill, Florida, 
a lavish wardrobe, a personal valet. Back in 
his trailer, after the game-room scene, 
Gleason perches in yet another director's 
chair, flicking ashes all over the rug and 
crying, "Mel!" to Mel Pape, his function
ary for many years; he demands Pape's 
assistance in the slightest task. Gleason 
seems to feed on the man's presttnce. He's 
anxious about being alone. When Gleason 
was nine, his father abandoned him. His 
mother died when he was sixteen; an older 
brother had died when he was two. As long 
as Gleason can pay a man to remain in his 
service. he will. 

Pape serves drinks, adjusts the air condi
tioner, and fetches cigarettes. Gleason 
smokes five or six packs a day. He may nip 
intermittently at light beer or Scotch dur
ing the afternoon. By his own admission, he 
is and always has been a world-class 
drinker. It was Orson Welles who, after an 
evening of tippling and reciting Shake
speare with Gleason, dubbed him "The 
Great One." 

"I never missed a performance because 
of drinking," Gleason says. "I take only one 
or two when I'm working. Otherwise it 
throws off your timing. The coffee cup on 
'The Jackie Gleason Show,' that was al
ways booze. One week we threw out a 
'Honeymooners' script several hours before 
the show, started drinking, and improvised 
the whole skit. But that was rare." 

Today, author James Bacon and Marilyn 
Taylor, Gleason's third wife, are on the set. 
Bacon, a contemporary of Gleason's and 
the last of the old-time Hollywood colum
nists, is collaborating with Gleason on the 
star's autobiography. Their method of 
working is to pour the Scotch, turn on the 
tape recorder, and swap stories until one or 
the other quits. The stories are hilarious. 
They are by turn inflammatory, licentious, 
and crude, and they involve everyone of 
whom you've ever heard. 

With only one reaction shot left this 
afternoon, Gleason is not holding back on 
the Scotch. He drinks it straight and with
out ice. Still, he seems morose about break
ing training. Other days, he's confined him
self to diet soda. "It's the boredom," he 
says to no one in particular. "That's the 
terrible thing about making pictures. You 
work two minutes, then wait for an hour. 
It's a pain in the ass. You pray for a long 
scene." 

Boredom wasn't always a problem. Dur
ing television's golden age, when Jackie 
Gleason was Mr. Saturday Night and had 

an eleven-million-dollar contract with 
CBS, he was producing two "Honeymoon
ers" a week and was always hopping. "We 
used to do an hour show, before a live 
audience, in an hour and fifteen minutes. 
The fifteen minutes was for set changes. In 
all those years, we only stopped the show 
once, when the backdrop collapsed, and we 
had to. I broke my leg onstage, and Carney 
went out to close the show. Fortunately, it 
was right near the end. I used to make 
mistakes, then come out and tell the audi
ence-but never from within the scene. We 
did 'The Honeymooners' in a theater, like a 
play. That was the first live sit-com; Skel
ton came afterwards, and so did Lucy." 

"It's the boredom. 
That's the terrible 
thing about making 
pictures. You work 
two minutes, then 
wait an hour. It's a 
pain in the ass. You 
pray for a long 
scene." 

Would Gleason consider a return to tele
vision? "Every year they want me to come 
back and do a variety show. Too tough. You 
can't get the writing. And the writers got it 
easy now. All they have to do is show a 
broad's ass wiggling. Or give an inference 
that somebody's pregnant. The easy kind 
of writing. Nobody would want to try and 
write the stuff that I would do. 'Cause we 
had to have real scenes." 

There is a knock at the trailer door. "Ten 
minutes," a script girl says. 

"Ten minutes," Gleason laughs. "Ten 
minutes means forty-five." He calls for 
another drink. 

T he contradictions of Jackie 
Gleason's personality are the 
contradictions that have en
deared him to the public as a 

star: an affection for lavishness juxtaposed 
with a propensity to blue-collar crudity; a 
skill at broad physical comedy combined 
with an indulgence in pathos and an ability 
to play tough dramatic scenes; a soft spot 
for romance, "lush strings and: gorgeous 
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dames," undercut by an intense loyalty to 
theatrical realism. It is theatrical realism 
that may be Gleason's principal contribu
tion to television. In an era when television 
comedy was "all jokes- joke, joke, joke," 
Gleason personally created a cast of char
acters that he presented dramatically, and 
that he delineated as fiercely as any in the 
medium's history. Most were from his past, 
and many reflected parts of the Gleason 
personality. 

"I knew a hundred guys like Ralph 
Kramden in Brooklyn," Gleason affirms. 
"And there were seven or eight Nortons on 
every block. Pop Dennehy, from 'Joe the 
Bartender,' lived downstairs from us when 

"I knew a hundred 
guys like Ralph 
Kramden in 
Brooklyn. And the 
set for 'The 
Honeymooners' was 
exactly our living and 
dining room-we 
had a different stove, 
but that was it." 

I was a kid. And the set for 'The Honey
mooners' was exactly our living and dining 
room-we had a different kind ·of stove, 
but that was it." 

John O'Hara, in complimenting Gleason 
as an artist, compared Ralph Kramden to 
"a character we might be getting from Mr. 
Dickens if he were writing for TV." Cer
tainly "The Honeymooners" set, and the 
way it vaulted Jackie Gleason from child
hood destitution to adult stardom, is Dick
ensian. It was in that room that Gleason's 
parents argued, like Ralph and Alice 
Kramden. And it was to that room that 
Gleason's father returned, the last night 
Gleason saw him, to destroy every family 
photograph in which he appeared. 

His father's disappearance was a pivotal 
moment in Gleason's life. The elder Glea
son, a clerk for an insurance company, was 
a drinker who would occasionally vanish 
for entire weekends on binges. But he did 
introduce his son to Saturday vaudeville 
shows. The first time Gleason realized he 
wanted to be an actor he was a six-year-old 
seated in his father's lap "at a movie and a 
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five-act vaudeville show at the Halsey The
ater. During the stage show I turned 
around, like the comedians, and faced the 
audience. I saw all the people laughing and 
I knew that life was for me." 

After his father left, Gleason's mother 
worked as a changemaker in the subway. 
Gleason finished grade school but dropped 
out of high school. From the time he was 
eleven, he had hustled pool in Brooklyn 
billiard parlors and gambled; he was al
ways able to make a few cents. Gleason was 
venerated in the neighborhood for his skill 
at pool, his fancy dress, and his sense of 
humor. "I was a riot in front of the candy 
store." Expressions like "How sweet it is" 
grew out of his shenanigans in the pool hall. 
"I was a riot up there, too." Gleason's first 
professional job in show business was em
ceeing the amateur shows at the old Halsey 
Theater. 

When his mother died, he left Brooklyn 
for Manhattan. He took any work he could 
get. He was an exhibition diver in a water 
show and an emcee for a traveling carnival 
called "B. Ward Beam's International Con
gress of Daredevils." "That was a terrible 
life. All you did was drink booze and eat 
eggs with ants in them." He worked for 
three years as an emcee and bouncer at 
Newark's Club Miami. His first big break 
was a two-year run at Manhattan's Club 
18, on West Fifty-second Street. "That was 
one of the best nightclubs in the world," he 
recalls. "You couldn't do an act there. 
Couldn't tell jokes. You had to ad-lib. Ev
ery night it was packed with celebrities. 
We never did the same show twice." 

It was there that Gleason honed his 
improvisa tional techniques, and it was 
there that Jack Warner saw him and of
fered him a one-year Hollywood contract 
that resulted in a string of bit parts in some 
less-than-memorable films: Navy Blues 
(1941), All Through the Night (1942), and 
Larceny, Inc. (1942). For Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox he did Springtime in the Rockies 
(1942) and Orchestra Wives (1942), with 
Glenn Miller. Gleason, it is claimed, was 
the only comedian who could ever make 
Miller laugh. And it was in Miller's band 
that Gleason met musician Bobby Hackett, 
with whom he would later initiate a series 
of some forty albums of romantic music, 
featuring the Jackie Gleason Orchestra. 

Although making movies had been a life
long ambition for Gleason, live theater and 
nightclubs remained his first loves. During 
the forties, Gleason appeared in a number 
of Broadway shows, including Keep Off the 
Grass and Follow the Girls, and continued 
to work in clubs, most notably Slapsie 
Maxie's in Los Angeles, "the second-best 

, .............. _____ . ____ ---------------·--

nightclub in the world." It was from 
Slapsie Maxie's that Gleason was hired in 
1950 for "a two-week engagement" as host 
of DuMont Television Network's "Caval
cade of Stars," an engagement that 
stretched to two years and was the spring
board for his extraordinary career in live 
television. 

Before DuMont hired him, he had 
worked for twenty-six weeks during the 
1949-50 season as Chester A. Riley in the 
first television version of "The Life of 
Riley." But that NBC show was filmed and 
was not the best format for Gleason's tal
ents. "Cavalcade" was live, it was variety, 
and it was a showcase for all that Gleason 
had learned in nightclubs and burlesque. 
He demanded total control of the show, 
and got it. 

Why take the risk of demanding total 
control at such an early stage in his televi
sion career? Because, Gleason says, he 
didn't care. "I was anxious to get back to 
Slapsie's, where all the fun was. I told the 
producer, 'You've only got me for two 
weeks. If I'm going to flop, I'll flop my own 
way. And if I'm a hit, I'm going to take all 
the credit.' " 

Gleason composed his theme music 
("Melancholy Serenade"), approved the 
writing, and began to create the characters 
that would make him famous : Charley the 
Loudmouth, Rudy the Repairman, Pedro 
the Mexican, Stanley R. Sogg, Reggie, and 
many others. With the exception of Reg
gie, most were blue-collar predecessors to 
the Archie Bunkers and Fred Sanfords of 
the seventies- and anomalous on televi
sion. "I knew I had to create characters," 
Gleason says, "because no personality is 
rich enough to last an hour-and because I 
always hated to tell jokes." Gleason's 
sketches worked, and his two weeks were 
extended. But it was not until the creation 
of "The Honeymooners" that his future in 
the medium was secured. 

Much has been written about "The Hon
eymooners": about Ralph Kramden as the 
perpetual loser, the quixotic dreamer, the 
get-rich-quick schemer; about the sympa
thetic magic between the three principals, 
Art Carney, Audrey Meadows, and Glea
son. But not much has been said about the 
show's tone. Overall, it was one of anxiety. 
Like contemporary television, "The Hon
eymooners" was structured around tension: 
the tension of a household in disarray. The 
Kramdens ·argued incessantly, and though 
the ending was always happy-Ralph hold
ing Alice in his arms, crooning, "Baby, 
you're the greatest"- there were constant 
threats of violence and desertion. "How 
would you like a knuckle sandwich?" or 



"Pack your bags, Alice!" or "You're going 
to the moon, Alice-bang, zoom, smash
right to the moon!" The audiences sat wed
ded to this action, and of course laughed. 
("It's not violence when it gets laughs," 
Gleason has said.) The Kramdens' prob
lems infected a generation, just as 
Gleason's instinct for situation comedy 
most certainly influenced television 
through the years. 

"Carroll O'Connor, when he was doing 
'All in the Family,' wrote me a letter," 
Gleason states. "It said, 'I know I'm doing 
all the things that you did.' I sent him a 
letter back and said, 'I wish I had done 
some of the things you're doing.' " 

I n 1952, Gleason left DuMont for CBS 
and "The Jackie Gleason Show." 
Again he got total control over pro
duction. He took with him the June 

Taylor Dancers (Marilyn Taylor is June's 
sister) and the cast of "The Honeymoon
ers," plus as many extra beautiful women 
as he could squeeze into an hour. Gleason's 
shows, right through the late sixties, were 
some of the sexiest on television. It wasn't 
just the chorus girls kicking, but Gleason's 
"Glea-Girls," who, to suggestive music, 
cooed, "And away we go!" 

"Sexy, yes," Gleason admits, "but al
ways in good taste. It was a hell of a lot 
better having some gorgeous broad an
nounce me than Jack Lescoulie." 

In 1955, Gleason deeded the variety 
portion of his show to Tommy and Jimmy 
Dorsey- "though I maintained control of 
production"-and concentrated on "The 
Honeymooners." For the next year, he 
filmed thirty-nine episodes-then quit , 
claiming the quality of the material could 
not be kept up. "CBS wouldn't believe I'd 
walk out on an eleven-million-dollar con
tract," Gleason says. But walk he did, 
taking a year off to compose music and 
consider the future. 

Gleason continued in television, in vari
ous comedy formats, throughout the sixties 
(with "The Honeymooners" an intermit
tent feature), but began looking more to
ward Hollywood. "Any comedian who is a 
decent comedian is a good actor," Gleason 
said at the time, and set about to prove it. 
He won acclaim for his dramatic role in a 
1958 television production of The Time of 
Your Life. He then returned to Broadway 
in Take Me Along, the musical version of 
O'Neill's Ah, Wilderness! , and won the 
Tony Award as outstanding actor in a mu
sical. In 1961 he appeared in The Hustler 
as Minnesota Fats, a role that earned him 
an Academy Award nomination and with 

Continued on page 88 

More f ram the 
Gleason gallery: 
Maish Rennick, the 
frustrated fight 
manager of 
Requiem for a 
Heavyweight; the 
mute, simpleminded 
Parisian janitor of 
Gigot; and, last but 
hardly least, 
television's Everyman, 
Ralph Kramden, the 
bus driver who 
dreams big and 
thinks little. 
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COMPANION 
You can't see 

Hollywood from 
Minnesota, but local 

filmmakers don't 
care. They're less 
concerned with 

making deals than 
making films about 

their own state. 

Phil Anderson 

M 
innesota? Lakes, ice hockey, 
Vikings, snow, heat, flour, mos
quitoes. Bob Dylan, Judy Gar
land, Charles A. Lindbergh, F. 
Scott Fitzgerald. 

And independent filmmakers-although 
some Americans aren't yet prepared to 
believe it. Screenwriter Gary Jenneke of 
St. Paul once talked to a prospective agent 
(she'd called collect from Los Angeles) 
who consistently referred to the farmers in 
his script as "peasants." Documentary 
filmmaker Jim Gambone of Minneapolis 
once met a woman in Boston who inquired 
if one could see the Pacific Ocean from 
Minnesota. 

Despite these and other tales of bi coastal 
ignorance, Minnesota filmmakers have be
come a more active and more visible com
munity in recent years. The reasons have a 
lot to do with plain old personal ambition. 
Not entirely willing to give up the comforts 
of home for the uncertainties of some big-
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Minnesota.filmmakers on locationfor Finders, Keepers, a comedy about a hapless 
farmer suddenly made a local hero. 

ger (if not better) place, they have simply 
gone ahead with their work. They have 
found that, after all, you can get there by 
staying here. 

Minnesota-made films aren't at all ho
mogenous, and even if relations between 
Minnesota filmmakers are cordial, there's 
consid~rable disagreement over what their 
movies should do and look like. Some are 
eager to emulate the Hollywood look; oth
ers are just as eager to avoid it. Loose 
categories do present themselves. There 
are the narrative features. There are the 
documentaries, sadly small in number but 
strong in quality. There are the shorter 
avant-garde or "personal" films, many of 
which will be touring the country this 
month in a special package. 

Support for the arts in general has al
ways been strong in Minneapolis and St. 
Paul, where the public-private mix of cor
porate, foundation, and government fund
ing favored by the administration has long 

been practiced. The area is blessed with 
renowned orchestras and art museums, and 
much theater activity (nine Equity stages, 
including the Tyrone Guthrie repertory; 
more than forty-five theaters overall). The 
philanthropic organizations donate more 
money per capita than those in most U.S. 
cities. 

But film did not always benefit from this 
largesse. Until recently, few schools in
cluded it in their curricula, few institutions 
treated it as an art, and few investors or 
foundations dared to fund productions or 
filmmakers. Consequently, filmmakers 
were not encouraged to assert themselves. 
The Twin Cities have been home to a film 
community of sorts for years, but it suf
fered from malnutrition and lack of atten
tion. 

But now Minnesota filmmaking is show
ing signs of special care and feeding. The 
Twin Cities have become the center of a 
blossoming industrial-film and commer-
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Major star, miner story: Lisa Eichhorn, center, came to Northern Minnesota's iron ore 
range to make Wildrose, an entry next year at Cannes. 

cials business (the metropolitan area is one 
of the nation's top ten for the production of 
these types of films), and the filmmakers 
are lending their talents to independent 
productions. Foundations and investors 
seem more sympathetic to film, and the 
filmmakers themselves have become more 
creative in the fine art of raising money. 
The picture looks bright. 

Why did Minnesota filmmakers persist 
in the face of indifference, both local and 
national? One easy answer is that, winter 
excepted, it was easier to start in their own 
backyard, and the backyard was one worth 
staying in. But there are more complicated 
reasons. Sandra Schulberg, who has pro
duced a new film called Wildrose about 
the people of Northern Minnesota's Iron 
Range, was attracted to the indigenous 
culture of that area: "There's a tremendous 
ethnic heritage hanging on- Finns and 
Slovenes, for example, who still speak or 
understand their grandparents' language. 
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And there's a good relationship between 
old and young. We knew there had to be a 
story up here." 

"We" includes John Hanson, who wrote 
and directed the film, and co-directed 
Northern Lights (made in North Dakota). 
He and Schulberg shot Wildrose in Eve
leth, Minnesota, a small town sixty miles 
north of Duluth. Hanson and Schulberg 
moved to the area three years ago, got 
acquainted with the residents, and eventu
ally wrote a story based in the open-pit iron 
ore mines. The film stars Lisa Eichhorn 
(Cutter's Way, Yanks) as a young miner 
coming of age amid economic hardship. 
Eichhorn, a fan of Northern Lights, agreed 
to do the film because she was taken with 
the unusual story and unique setting of 
Wildrose. The film will premiere at next 

but one of them from the area. We had a 
SAG cast and a nonunion crew, and people 
in L.A. can't believe we shot the film for 
under a million." Earlier this year, The 
Personals won the Best First Feature 
award at the Houston International Film 
Festival. And after talking with several 
major distributors, Markle made a distri
bution deal with New World Pictures, 
which is releasing the film this fall. 

Markle came to his polished romantic 
comedy through the usual arduous dues
paying route of making industrial films and 
commercials. Directing features, however, 
was never far from his mind. To prepare for 
his next film, he and producing partner 
Patrick Wells have moved to Los Angeles, 
but they're maintaining an office in Minne
apolis. In dealing with Hollywood, they 

have discovered the 
"negativism of the 
612 area code," but 
they are determined 
to make a feature 
set in Minnesota's 
Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area on the 
Canadian border. 

The cast and crew of Wildrose, a mixture of Hollywood and 
local professionals, pose with a large cast member. 

Chuck Statler, an 
early master of the 
rock promo short (he 
directed the early 
and influential Devo 
films), values the 
"mystique" he main
tains by not living in 
New York or Los An
geles. Statler is now 
planning a feature 
that he describes as 
"a real pop film, like 
the great fifties rock 
films," and even 
though he has shot 
rock group tours all 
over the world, he in
sists he can make the 
big one right at 
home. "It sure would 
be easier if I lived 

year's Cannes Film Festival; its U.S. pre
miere will be held on the Fourth of July in 
Virginia, Minnesota (pop. 14,000), a town 
in the center of "the Range." 

Like Sandra Schulberg, Peter Markle, 
writer-director of The Personals, didn't see 
any good reason to leave his hometown 
when it came to making his first film. 
"Minneapolis was the ideal place to shoot," 
he says. "Most of the locations were a mile 
or so from my house, the crew was good 
and local-and so were the investors, all 
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elsewhere," he ad
mits. "But where and how I live is impor
tant to me. This is a good retreat." 

T
he first real effort at regional inde
pendent feature filmmaking in the 
Twin Cities (that is, aside from 
the dreary fishing travelogues now 
spoofed by John Candy and com

pany on "SCTV") was Loose Ends, a blue
collar drama shot in 1974 by the husband
wife team of David Morris and Victoria 
Wozniak. Morris and Wozniak, with cam-

eraman Greg Cummins and actors Chris 
Mulkey and John Jenkins, made the film as 
an audition piece, never expecting fame or 
fortune from it. Yet Loose Ends was shown 
at many festivals, garnering the kinds of 
notices many a Hollywood filmmaker 
would love to get. Morris, Wozniak, and 
Mulkey moved on to Los Angeles and 
found work in commercial features. In 
1981, Morris and Wozniak returned to 
Minneapolis to make Purple Haze, a draft
dodging comedy-drama set in the late six
ties. Both Purple Haze and Peter Markle's 
The Personals were among the twenty 
films invited to the Deauville film festival 
in September. 

"We call ourselves Minnesota filmmak
ers now in Los Angeles," Wozniak ex
plains. 'There are great advantages to 
shooting in Minnesota, among them the 
great logistical support, the investors, the 
cooperation of local institutions, and, of 
course, the lower expenses. In L.A. some 
guy might ask a thousand dollars just to use 
his driveway for a day, but in Minneapolis 
we can get such things free." 

Then there's the team of John Gaspard 
and Jack Steinmann, two writer-director
producers who started as high school whiz 
kids making ragged but inventive parodies, 
shot in Super-8. Now in their early twen
ties, Gaspard and Steinmann have recently 
completed two videotape features, Ten
ants, a wry comedy, and Deception, a 
thriller. They got their early training at 
Film in the Cities (FITC), in St. Paul. 
Founded in 1970 to provide instruction in 
"personal" film for high school students, 
FITC now mainly teaches adults, and last 
summer completed its first narrative pro
duction. 

"There had to be some way to support 
our serious screenwriters," explains FITC's 
executive director, Rick Weise, "and also 
to give our students professional experi
ence." Weise dreamed up the Minnesota 
Screen Project, a competition for half-hour 
scripts that drew sixty submissions. FITC 
commissioned Mikhail Bogin, a studio
trained Russian emigre now teaching at 
SUNY-Purchase, to choose a winner from 
five finalist scripts and direct it. Bogin 
decided on Gary Jenneke's Finders, Keep
ers, about a hapless farmer (not peasant) 
who becomes some kind of hero when 
$25,000 is lost on his property; the joke is 
that he doesn't know where. 

FITC hired area professionals for major 
production roles, and in turn they each 
chose a student apprentice. Everyone was 
paid for the three-week shoot. Weise hopes 
to sell Finders, Keepers to cable, European 
television, and U.S. public television, and is 
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counting on repeating the whole process 
next year. 

In its early days Film in the Cities gained 
a national reputation for its work in chil
dren's filmmaking, and was one of the 
country's first major media centers. Now 
FITC offers a two-year degree in filmmak
ing (through the state community college 
system); it also exhibits photography and 
performance art and screens films at its 
headquarters-a former bank building 
whose vaults now house the film collection. 

FITC is not the only place in the Twin 
Cities where one can view independently 
produced films (Walker Art Center and 
the twenty-year-old University Film Soci
ety have renowned programs), and it's not 
the only place to study filmmaking (the 
Minneapolis College of Art and Design 
offers a bachelor of fine arts). But it is the 
place that most often makes connections 
for area filmmakers. It's a "center" in the 
traditional sense of the word. 

Rick Weise, a filmmaker himself, sees 
the changes in FITC as a natural evolution. 
"Our first master plan pretty much de
scribed where we are now, except it was 
only supposed to take three years," he says. 
"Our main focus is still education, but 
there's much more to be done." FITC's 
well-stocked Filmmakers' Access Center is 
available to subscribing members; Weise 
hopes to add a similar program for artists 
working with sound technology. 

N 
o one in the Twin Cities makes a 
full-time living making docu
mentaries. The market is small, 
the funds are hard to come by, 
and the smaller but equally 

strong video community (led by University 
Community Video, a counterpart of Film 
in the Cities) is more likely to tackle docu
mentary subjects. 

But documentary films do get made, 
usually by those so engrossed in their sub
ject that they feel compelled to put it on 
film. Jim Gambone had a long, hard climb 
to get Agent Orange: A Story of Dignity 
and Doubt paid for and distributed, even 
after Martin Sheen agreed to do the narra
tion and after several · PBS stations aired 
the film. Agent Orange, an outgrowth of an 
FITC documentary production class, was 
the organization's first sponsored effort. 
Gambone has gone independent on his next 
film, Foreclosure, a twenty-minute narra
tive that deals with historical trends in the 
family farm economy. 

Foreclosure dramatizes the "penny 
sales" of the Depression, when the neigh
bors of a down-on-his-luck farmer would 
attend the auction of his goods and bid 

ridiculously small amounts-as low as five 
or ten cents-to buy the property and give 
it back to their friend. (Last August, sev
eral farmers revived the practice.) 
Gambone convinced the residents of Mi
lan, Minnesota, to make the film as a 
community education project. The money 
was raised from individual contributors 
and a few foundation grants; farmers 
loaned props and property. Several dozen 
rural churches agreed to buy prints even 
before the film was made. 

" I like the region for its people and its 
history," Gambone notes. "It's the only 
area with a real tradition of progressive 
roots- the Farmer-Labor party, the rural 
co-ops. This group of filmmakers cooper
ates, too, and doesn't indulge in cutthroat 
competition." 

take," he admits. "Now, the only thing 
that's really lacking here is experience in 
financing and distributing a theatrical fea
ture," 

Two reasons the local market for docu
mentaries is soft are the absence of cable 
television in the Twin Cities and the local 
PBS affiliate's policy of avoiding outside 
producers. To attempt to deal with the 
problem of distribution, the Minnesota 
Public Programming Corporation (MPPC) 
was formed in 1974. According to Lowell 
Pickett, a partner in MPPC, the group has 
modest goals: "We just want to make two 
to four quality programs a year, for both 
regional and national distribution." 
MPPC's productions have included a series 
of multimedia shows and avant-gardist 
Richard Foreman's video-theater piece 

"I like the region for its people 
and its history, " Jim Gambone 
notes. "It's the only area with 
a real tradition of progressive 

roots-the Farmer--Labor party, 
the rural co.-ops.'' 

Other recent documentaries have been 
similarly guided by the urgency of their 
subjects. Minneapolis native Don Mc
Glynn combined his love of jazz with his 
USC film school training to make Art 
Pepper: Notes From a Jazz Survivor, 
which was shown at this year's Filmex and 
will be screened this month at the London 
Film Festival. Just before Pepper died ear
lier this year, he saw the finished film and 
liked its fragmented, almost improvisa
tional style; McG!ynn next plans a profile 
of Sam Fuller, shot Fuller-style, with 
abrupt editing and tight close-ups. 

For dedication to a subject, John Good
ell of St. Paul may be the Twin Cities 
champ. He spent ten years making Always 
a New Beginning, an exploration of the 
treatment of brain-damaged children that 
received a 1973 Oscar nomination for Best 
Feature Documentary. He has since made 
Jackpot, a narrative feature. Something of 
a senior statesman in Twin Cities film, 
Goodell, a onetime product engineer, has 
been a filmmaker for twenty years. He's 
honest about the slim chance independent 
films have of reaching a wide audience, but 
he is also increasingly impressed by the 
pool of production talent in Minnesota. "I 
made my films alone, which was a mis-

City Archives (shown by many PBS affili
ates in 1981 ). Its current project, Flash
backs, is a series of dramatic vignettes 
based on the reminiscences of senior citi
zens, meant to show the positive side of 
aging. 

One of the area's most successful full
time documentarists is Kathleen Laughlin. 
After some years spent making short ex
perimental and animated films (Susan 
Through Corn, M adsong), she turned to 
making documentaries on a wide range of 
local subjects: the Chicano and Hmong 
(Laotian refugee) communities, the tour
ing Picasso retrospective that began at 
Minneapolis's Walker Art Center, experi
mental theater companies. 

"I don't think there's any one perfect 
place in this country to make films," 
Laughlin observes. "But I happened to 
start here, and I like it. The filmmakers 
aren't so haughty-we're flexible and not 
so frivolous. I don't seem to be shooting 
film as much as I used to, with my days 
spent on the phone or in meetings. But I'm 
learning more about distribution; it's good 
for me." 

For many years, there were two sepa
rate but hardly equal camps of Minnesota 

Continued on page 82 
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History 
of the 

(Film) World, 
Part II 

Douglas Gomery 

For decades, film historians have told us the same old story. 
Now, the next generation of scholars, asking different questions 

and using new methods, is writing its own version. 

A 
fter a decade of neglect in favor of glamour issues 
like film theory and criticism, the stock of film 
history at last seems to be rising in academic 
esteem. Signs of this resurgence appear almost 

daily in the form of specialized conferences, individual issues 
of journals devoted solely to the subject, and the publications 
of university presses. In fact , if judged by the publication rate 
of basic surveys, the field of film history seems to be booming. 
Within the space of three years we have seen three brand-new 
volumes and three significant revisions of older works. Like 
their predecessors, all share a set of underlying assumptions 
that reveal less about the history of film than about the way 
film history, until very recently, has been understood. 

Most surveys organize their material into a narrative. Film 
history becomes the "story" of past films and filmmakers, and 
this story utilizes the familiar devices of narrative: exposition 
and closure, heroes and villains, dramatic crises and resolu
tions. <;::ourtesy of the auteur theory, which has now been 
widely adopted not only by film critics but by film historians 
and scholars as well, the heroes are generally the directors and 
the villains are the moguls. Boastful, crude, and powerful, the 
moguls-themselves a confluence of press releases, anecdotes, 
popular biographies, and even movies-make wonderful heav
ies. As Arthur Knight writes in the 1979 edition of The 
Liveliest Art, "The American producers seemed to be irresist
ibly drawn to strong, creative personalities, to artists with a 
flair for using film to make a highly personal observation on 
life and the ways of the world. Invariably, the studios put them 
under contract with considerable fanfare, then proceeded to 
force them into the mold of their own preconceptions of what 
constituted good box office." Artists against businessmen
this is the motive force of traditional film history. So Griffith 
struggled against New York financiers; von Stroheim's great 

masterpiece, aptly named Greed, was mutilated by studio 
bosses; and Welles's career was ruined by his inability to play 
the game. 

This approach serves only to mystify our understanding of 
film history by deflecting our attention from social and eco
nomic forces. To the extent that it does emphasize economics, 
it makes economic analysis easy, obviating the need for 
reading corporate records, such as balance sheets. It is the 
Great Man theory of history at its most simplistic. Towering 
geniuses move it ahead; petty moneygrubbers set it back. 

The narrative strategy of film history is facilitated by a 
biological premise that permeates the language. The cinema is 
"born" with Edison; Griffith is the "father" of editing. Such 
logic helps writers personalize, dramatize, and structure film 
history in chronological sequence. If, say, the French New 
Wave was born in 1960 with Breathless and died in May '68, it 
can be treated as a self-contained organism with a clearly 
delimited life span. 

Many film histories manipulate their material to fit neat 
categories, often dictated by decade and national boundaries, 
following the formula established by Knight twenty-five years 
ago when The Liveliest Art was first published. All begin with 
the technological origins of the cinema. We learn of the 
inventors and innovators: Thomas Edis.on, Georges Melies, 
and the Lumiere brothers. Next comes the transition from 
"primitive" cinema to D. W. Griffith. At this point a purely 
chronological discussion gives way to organization by country, 
So, for the twenties, we learn about the U.S. studio system, 
German expressionism, and Soviet montage. (Some authors 
add short chapters on French impressionism and an emerging 
international avant-garde movement.) The coming of sound 
signals the effective end of all national cinemas and move
ments save Hollywood, which is discussed studio by studio or 
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We should seek out categories that help us understand 
the past, not those that merely create the best stories. 

auteur by auteur throughout the thirties and forties. Citizen 
Kane usually represents the pinnacle of this era. Regarding the 
foreign cinema of the thirties, surveys content themselves with 
Knight's categories: France (Renoir), Germany (Nazi propa
ganda), and Great Britain (documentaries). 

The surveys' treatment of post-World War II cinema is 
even more fragmented. After running through the three stan
dard areas- postwar Hollywood, Italian neorealism, and the 
French New Wave- they degenerate into a free-for-all con
sisting of Knight's "international trends"-Swedish 
(Bergman), British, Czechoslovakian, Soviet, and Third 
World cinema-plus the idiosyncratic interests of particular 
writers. Logically, surveys ought to cover cinema and cine
matic institutions from all countries. If that is too much for one 
book, then we deserve multivolume considerations like those 
by Jean Mitry and Georges Sadoul. We should seek out 
categories that help us understand the past, not those that 
merely create the best stories. 

The narrative and biological framework of historical sur
veys is buttressed by an unstated teleological bias. That is, 
they regard historical change as moving toward the fulfillment 
of a final cause. For example, we learn from Gerald Mast, in A 
Short History of the Movies (1971), that "the idea for sound 
was born with film itself." We often hear that a certain 
director, from his or her earlier work, "was destined to create 
masterworks." A teleological assumption further simplifies, 
not to say annihilates, historical causation. Why should we 
look for causes at all if a film or a movement contains its own 
internal motivation? In reality, it is most often the case that 
there is no final cause, just a rather complex set of forces 
coming together in a certain way at a certain time. 

Finally, film histories eclectically combine a number of 
contradictory assumptions about how history works. They lack 
a coherent theory of change. For example, in one decade, the 
twenties, technological innovation is used to explain the com
ing of sound. During the thirties, with the studios feeling the 

Movie palaces like Chicago's old Tivoli were built to attract 
the middle class and well-to-do, not the working class. 
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effects of the Depression, technology gives way to economics, 
only to rise again in the fifties with 3-D and the wide-screen 
processes. Or else, a narrative survey history that stresses 
economics in the teens and technology in the twenties will 
stress aesthetics in the thirties. But what of technology in the 
thirties and forties, when noiseless recording and magnetic 
tape were developed? Sound processes changed constantly, 
but when technological changes like these were not suffi
ciently dramatic to create narrative pleasure for the reader, 
they are ignored. 

Until quite recently, there was a paucity of raw data that 
excused slipshod film history. For example, prior to 1970, 
historians looked in vain for original archival documents of a 
single Hollywood studio. But now this situation has changed 
dramatically. The Warner Bros. collection is deposited at 
Princeton University and the University of Southern Califor
nia, the United Artists papers are at the University of Wiscon
sin, and the RKO collection is housed by UCLA. Most of the 
trade papers are now on microfilm. Moreover, throughout the 
studio period, the majors (and minors) were constantly suing 
and being sued. Courtroom data generated by these cases, part of 
the public record, has become a treasure trove for historians. 

Traditional surveys have long been hobbled by a kind of 
Hollywood centrism, the assumption that all the action took 
place in-Burbank or Universal City, not in our own communi
ties. This bias is partly a testimony to the success of decades of 
studio public relations, partly a result of the traditional dis
repute of local history, always in the shadow of national 
history. But local or regional changes are, after all, the 
building blocks of national trends. In any community, an 
enormous amount of primary material on local exhibition 
practices is buried in newspaper files, city and county building 
permits, court records, and transcripts of public hearings on 
censorship and theater safety. 

Based on this data, a quiet revolution in film historiography 
is now under way. Scholars are turning from macrohistory to 
microhistory, from surveys to monographs, reformulating ba
sic approaches in a nonnarrative, nonlinear fashion. The new 
work focuses on the structure and conduct of the industry as a 
whole {production, distribution, and exhibition); it examines 
corporate behavior, industrial relations, and the place of film 
in international trade, as well as the films and filmmakers 
themselves. It takes into account the interaction of social, 
aesthetic, economic, and technological forces. 

Here, for example, are three areas where the new film 
historians have shed some light, dispelling the legacy of half
truths bequeathed by the work of the past. 

Who Went to the Movies? 

T 
his is not so easy a question to answer as it seems. 
We have a pretty good idea of who went to the 
movies from the forties on, but prior to that decade 
little reliable data is available. Most surveys take it 

for granted that during Hollywood's golden age all segments of 
American society attended the movies in equal proportions. In 
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his book, Film: The Democratic Art (1976), Garth Jowett 
finesses the issue and, like others before him, simply assumes 
that movie attendance was a regular part of life for all 
Americans. 

Other classic surveys, like Benjamin Hampton's A History 
of the Movies (1931) and Lewis Jacobs's The Rise of the 
American Film (1939), imply that the movie audience was 
largely poor, immigrant, and working-class. More recently, 
Robert Sklar, in his book Movie Made America (1975), made 
this point explicit, and used it to argue that since early 
audiences were largely proletarian, the movies they patronized 
subverted traditional middle-class values. Sklar's provocative 
claims have sparked a reassessment of the work of pioneers 
like Edwin S. Porter, particularly by Marxist scholars inter
ested in ideology. 

Since there is no direct evidence, we must turn to indirect 
evidence, like architectural and business records, to address 
these questions. Consider the .case of the picture palace. It is 
tempting to assume, with Jowett and his colleagues, that 
downtown movie palaces attracted patrons from all income 
levels. Film history surveys are dotted with photographs of 
theaters from "America's downtown," Times Square and 
vicinity: the Roxy, the Paramount, and Radio City Music 
Hall. However, the majority of movie palaces were not situ
ated downtown, but in outlying neighborhoods. What type of 
neighborhood in, say, Chicago, generated the demand neces
sary to construct a 5,000-seat picture palace several miles 
from downtown? 

To find out we have to turn to urban history. The twenties 
were a decade of suburbanization. People with the money, 
relying on streetcars or subway transportation, began to move 

away from the downtown area. Not surprisingly, the new 
"suburbanites" sought shopping and entertainment amenities 
near their new homes. Outlying business and recreational 
centers quickly grew up to rival downtowns. 

Such educated and well-off moviegoers were crucial in 
expanding midwestern port cities such as Chicago, Detroit, St. 
Louis, Cleveland, and Milwaukee. Indeed, in Chicago, Ameri
ca's second largest city during the twenties, the . number of 
outlying picture palaces far surpassed the number found in the 
Loop. The officers of Balaban & Katz, Chicago's dominant 
theater chain, who understood the needs of the new Chicago 
suburbanites, built their first theaters near streetcar transfer 
points in distant Chicago neighborhoods. Only then did they 
build their flagship, the Chicago Theatre, downtown. 

What was true of post- World War I Chicago was true of the 
rest of the nation as well. In Manhattan in the twenties, 
population growth was concentrated in the area north of 145th 
Street, five to eight miles from Times Square. Apartment 
dwellers there demanded their own picture palaces, so that in a 
relatively short time, one-fifth of Manhattan's twenty largest 
movie theaters came to be located in this area, including the 
4,000-seat Loew's l 75th Street Theater, and the RKO Coli
seum at 181 st Street. With only one-twentieth of the popula
tion, northern Manhattan supported one-sixth of all the pic
ture palaces on the island. 

What kinds of people exerted such an extraordinary de
mand for movie entertainment? During the twenties, the 
district north of 145th Street provided a comfortable, uncon
gested residential environment. Its well-off residents lived in 
modern apartment buildings. They were second- and third
generation Americans, with education levels far above the 
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Survey histories suggest the giants of film were nearsighted 
about television. This scenario couldn't be further from the truth. 

city's average. These upscale adults and their children had the 
necessary free time and discretionary income to frequently 
attend movies. 

New studies demonstrate that after the First World War, · 
middle- and upper-class audiences living in what were then 
considered the suburbs attended the movies far more often 
than the rest of the population. The movie audience can be 
characterized as predominantly poor, immigrant, and work
ing-class only during the nickelodeon period (1905 to 1914), 
and even this period is being nibbled away at by new evidence, 
marshaled by scholars like Robert Allen and Russell Merritt, 
that suggests that exhibitors in cities such as Manhattan and 
Boston were trying to tailor their shows to the middle class and 
leave the working class behind. 

Local records in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, reveal that as early 
as 1909, the Saxe brothers, Milwaukee's movie exhibition 
moguls, opened a 900-seat pleasure palace called the Princess 
aimed directly at middle- and upper-class audiences. The 
Saxes invited members of what would become Milwaukee's 
chamber of commerce to an exclusive premiere. Ushers, opera 
seats, cut flowers, palms, and a small orchestra served to 
create a milieu similar to that of Milwaukee's upper-crust 
legitimate theaters. 

The results of this research indicate that the pattern of 
suburban moviegoing began long before our modern era of 
drive-ins and multiplexes. Balaban & Katz pioneered a subur
ban strategy as early as 1917, and other exhibitors quickly 
followed. Recent studies also throw doubt on the assertion that 
post-World War I films, or even those of the nickelodeon 
period, were from an audience point of view subversive to 
middle-class values. Finally, the prevalence of middle-class 
patrons in early movie audiences should even make us question 
the widespread notion that movies are the twentieth century's 
first mass medium. This distinction, if it is one, should proba
bly go to television. 

The Coming of Sound and Color 

L 
ike the problem of the movie audience, the coming 
of sound and cofor raises key questions for the 
history of film. First, why does movie technology 
change? Is innovation itself sufficient, or are other 

factors involved, such as economic necessity and ideology? 
Second, does change occur abruptly and dramatically, as most 
film histories suggest, or is it more likely to be gradual and 
matter-of-fact? 

Warner Bros., and to a lesser degree Fox, pioneered talking 
pictures. Warners did so, the histories say, because it was on 
the verge of bankruptcy. This is not entirely true. 

In 1925, Paramount; Lowe's, the parent company of the 
newly formed Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; and First National had 
come to dominate the film industry through vertical integra
tion, that is, the ownership and control of film production, 
distribution, and exhibition. Smaller firms like Warners and 
Fox needed to expand, or be squeezed out of the market. 
Warners and Fox aggressively looked for ways to differentiate 
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their products, and they acquired (or built) a chain of picture 
palaces. Beginning in 1925, and backed by financial giants
Goldman, Sachs (Warners) and Halsey, Stuart (Fox)- these 
two medium-size companies, in the space of five years, came to 
occupy the number-one and number-two places in the indus
try. Pioneering talkies was simply one part of their expansion
ary strategies. In this case, crisis is not the best explanation of 
industrial change. The quest for larger profits and market 
power provides an explanation that is more consistent with 
corporate records and accounts in the trade press. 

As for the major corporations, they colluded and adopted 
sound as soon as they recognized that they could make more 
with talkies than silent films. Acting as a group, they were able 
to play the giant corporate patent holders, AT&T and RCA, 
against each other to secure reasonable contractual terms. 
Paramount, MGM, and United Artists signed for sound on the 
same day (May 11, 1928) in identical contracts. They then 
programmed talkies in their picture palaces, eliminating stage 
shows and live orchestras, and thereby cutting the costs of 
presentation. Even though the costs of films rose, profits rose 
much faster. The coming of sound was an example of an 
industry taking advantage of technological change to double, 
even triple, profits. 

New technology cannot take hold unless economic condi
tions demand it. But it is also true that change cannot succeed 
unless it fulfills an ideologically determined need. Moreover, it 
is often ideology, coupled with economics, that explains the 
form innovation takes. In the case of Hollywood, that ideology 
has been labeled "realism." Consider the case of color, a 
technology that was introduced during the twenties but did not 
become the industry standard until the fifties . To be sure, 
there were problems along the way; for instance, early color 
stock was easily scratched. But the major obstacles were not 
technical. Color was finally adopted because, as Edward 
Buscombe stressed in Jump Cut, the introduction of color 
television "lowered the relative resale [to television] value of 
theatrical features made in black and white." But both the 
nature of the innovation and the long delay in adopting it were 
dictated by the ideology of realism a!f well as economics. 

Color, of course, replicates the real world more closely than 
black and white, but by the thirties black and white, for 
technological reasons, had come to be regarded as the true 
measure of reality, and color was perceived as "unrealistic." 
(As Buscombe noted, color was first used in genres that were 
least realistic: comedies, musicals, and costume dramas.) 
When, as Edward Branigan pointed out in Film Reader, color 
technology further evolved in the late thirties, with improve
ments in the camera, lighting equipment, and laboratory 
processing, it became possible to make color films using 
lighting levels extremely close to the black-and-white stan
dards. At the same time, the Technicolor Corporation intro
duced a faster film stock, which made possible further im
provements. This meant that color could finally achieve 
effects that up to then had been the province of black and 
white: softer images, retention of shadows, sharper close-ups. 
Color became less garish and more natural. Technological 



change, in this case, reponded to the need for realism. 
Economics played a key role in the adoption of both sound 

and color. But the speed with which motion pictures assimi
lated sound, compared with the long time it took color to be 
widely used, can only be explained by the power of realism. 
Sound was immediately perceived and accepted as realistic; 
color was not. 

Television: Technology and the Studios 

I
t is an axiom of most film histories that the major studios 
resisted technological change until it was forced on them. 
We have already seen that this was not true in the case of 
sound. Nevertheless, the notion persists that the studios, 

technologically speaking, had (and still have) their heads in 
the sand; it has been repeatedly used to explain why they did 
not get into television after World War II. The majors, so the 
story goes, simply withheld stars and other talent from the new 
medium until they had no alternative. Only then, utterly 
defeated, did the stubborn moguls finally begin to produce 
shows for television and regularly distribute features and 
shorts to the networks and local stations. 

The surveys suggest three reasons why the giants of the film 
industry were so nearsighted. First, executives deluded them
selves with the belief that the public would soon tire of the new 
fad; after a wave of initial interest, Americans would naturally 
return to the movie house. Second, they believed that televi
sion programming could never attain the "quality" of movie 
productions. Third, they were just dumb, too set in their ways 
to see the handwriting on the wall. 

This scenario couldn't be further from the truth. Every 

.......... _________________________ - -

major Hollywood studio tried to enter the television industry. 
For example, even before 1945 Paramount secured a share of 
the DuMont network, which included three owned-and-oper
ated stations (Paramount itself owned KTLA in Los Angeles). 
And, on the exhibition side, the United Paramount Theatre 
Chain in 1951 gained control of the American Broadcasting 
Corporation. Yet the motion picture companies failed to 
obtain a real foothold. Why? 

Barriers to their entry into television proved too high. 
Although radio stations and newspapers acquired television 
licenses in America's large cities, and hooked up with NBC or 
CBS, the movie companies lacked the political muscle to win 
over the Federal Communications Commission, which was 
unfavorably disposed toward the industry because of the 
government's 1948 antitrust decision that had divested the 
studios of their theaters. The timing could not have been 
worse. The decision guaranteed that the majors would never 
secure a significant place in the ownership of U.S. television 
networks and stations. 

Encountering obstacles in their efforts to buy into the 
burgeoning television industry, the motion picture studios 
tried to better conventional home television through the 
presentation of "theater television" as a differentia_ted prod
uct. The consumer could see television events at the local 
theater in the form of spectaculars, major news stories, and 
special sporting events like the World Series. 

All of the major Hollywood corporations participated in a 
nationwide effort to sell theater television. In March 1950, 
only ten U.S. theaters had theater television; by November 
there were sixteen; by July 1951 the number reached twenty-

Continued on page 89 
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Has the election of a Socialist president brought a 
cultural revolution to French television? Plus <;a 
change, plus c'est la meme chose. 

Marcel Ophuls 

Franqois Mitterrand 

Marcel Ophuls 
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T 
he recent decline in the use of 
subtitles for the translation of for
eign films shown on French televi
sion had just been mentioned in 
passing. Abruptly pushing his 

glasses to the top of his head, Pierre Kast 
leaned forward across the conference table, 
his voice tense and his expression grave: 
"Moncher maltre, do you realize what this 
will mean? Entire generations growing up 
without ever hearing Gary Cooper's voice." 

There was a moment of stunned silence. 
Sitting across from us, the emissary from 
the new Socialist government seemed mo
mentarily flustered. Thus called on to con
sider an imminent threat to French culture 
as we know it, the young and elegant Pari
sian attorney tried his very best to look 
seriously concerned, but merely succeeded 
in appearing puzzled. 

"But surely we all agree," he pointed out 
with some diffidence, "that there are far 
too many American products shown on 
national TV. And surely you, as the French 
film directors' representatives, cannot fail 
to recognize the need for some protective 
measures against the kind of unrestrained 
and cynical commercial exploitation which 
the great multinational companies- " 

Someone else interrupted impatiently. 
Was it Bertrand Tavernier or Costa
Gavras? Frankly, I don't remember: "Yes, 
yes, of course, mon cher maltre. We agree! 
That's what we've been saying for years, 
when no one in power seemed willing to 
listen. But you don't seem to understand. 
We're not talking about 'Dallas' here, or 
'Love Boat.' We're talking about Gary 
Cooper's voice." 

Shortly thereafter, the meeting broke 
up. And a few months later, the govern
ment commission over which our distin
guished guest had presided turned in its 
"Report on the Reform of the French Film 
Industry" to the new minister of culture, 
M. Jack Lang. It wasn't a bad report, as 
reports on the reform of French film indus
try go: It recommended some measures to 



reduce the excessive concentration of dis
tribution circuits (Gaumont, UGC, and 
Parafrance) and pleaded for increased 
state subsidies to quality films and for a 
better coordination of efforts to export 
French cinema abroad, particularly in the 
United States. It asked for a sharp increase 
in the prices paid by state television for the 
acquisition of motion pictures originally 
produced for theatrical release. Many of 
these recommendations had been discussed 
that day, and had been advocated by the 
Societe des Realisateurs de Films for a 
long time before that. (SRF is a kind of 
Directors Guild, without the wealth and 
the clout.) But, alas, in the commission's 
report, there was no mention of Pierre 
Kast's warning about the probable disap
pearance of Gary Cooper's voice. 

At this point, some impatient reader 
more familiar with the Hollywood Re
porter than with the Cahiers du Cinema 
might well ask: "Who is Pierre Kast?" 
Well, for that matter, who is Gary Cooper? 

In answer to the first of these hypotheti
cal questions, Pierre Kast is a veteran of 
the old New Wave, an early contributor to 
the Cahiers, and, incidentally, also one of 
the very few French filmmakers who were 
genuinely active in the Resistance move
ment during the war. At the Liberation, he 
was still a very young man, and, like most 
of his friends, he made no secret of his 
Communist sympathies. Somewhere be
tween Budapest and Prague, he became 
gradually disillusioned with, then bitterly 
resentful of, Soviet power and influence. 
Now in his early sixties, he remains a 
staunch Marxist, at least philosophically. 
You would think that after twenty-five 
years in opposition to Gaullist policies, 
Gaullist censorship, Gaullist right-wing 
protectionism, such a man would be jump
ing for joy. And so he was at first-and so 
were most of us! Then what's all this about 
Gary Cooper's voice? 

It's my guess that since May 10, 1981, 
the day of Fran9ois Mitterrand's upset vie-

tory, a grea t many French film and televi
sion directors, writers, and critics, not to 
mention political journalists, have come to 
feel a bit like my friend Pierre. Even 
though all of us have come to resent the 
mass invasion of our cultural territory by 
the powerful and increasingly cynical 
forces of American multimedia schlock, 
most of us have been nurtured on and 
continue to draw spiritual sustenance from 
the mainstream tradition of Hollywood 
moviemaking. How can we make clear to a 
young and enthusiastic Socialist minister 
of culture that this only seems like a 
contradiction? How, for that matter, can it 
be made clear to Charles Bluhdorn or Kirk 
Kerkorian? 

Let me try to explain! But first, a break 
for station identification, and a note from 
our sponsors. Don't go away, we'll be right 
back! 

Dear Marcel: 

Washington, D.C. 
November 10, 1981 

We'd be delighted if you would do an 
article for us focusing on the changes in 
French television brought about by the new 
government. Don't hesitate to use personal 
experiences; also some comparisons with 
television in other European countries and 
in the United States might be helpful. 

Dear Tony, 

Sincerely yours, 
Tony Chemasi 
Executive Editor 
American Film 

Neuilly-sur-Seine 
November 26, 1981 

Your request causes some problems for 
me. The truth is, I don' t want to be cor
ralled into writing a critical piece about the 
Fren.ch Socialists' apparent designs on the 
television state monopoly for the sole pur-

pose of reinforcing the intellectual comfort 
of your American readers. 

To put it even more bluntly, unless you 
give me the opportunity of showing how 
"Company Town," the documentary 1 was 
making for ABC, was deliberately aborted 
by the Hollywood motion picture acad
emy- with the articulate support of the 
corporation lawyers at ABC (the memos 
are still in my files!)-in order, presum
ably, to protect David Begelman from 
whatever mischief it felt I might be up to, 
it's just no go. 

My reluctance to state my misgivings 
about the new French government's "au
diovisual" policies in the pages of your 
magazine is not essentially motivated by 
bread-and-butter issues, though these, as 
you know, are nothing to be sneezed at. 
The fact is that in most important areas of 
political life, like social justice, human 
rights, fiscal reform, the abolition of capi
tal punishment, relief for the unemployed, 
and assistance to Third World countries, 
I'm vastly supportive of Fran9ois Mitter
rand's presidency, and grateful for the vic
tory of the Socialists. Therefore, the almost 
irresistible urge to explain why I don' t trust 
this French president's motives (or any 
French president's) any further than I 
could throw the Arc de Triomphe in mat
ters pertaining to my own profession is 
strongly checked by my disinclination to 
allow my analysis merely to confirm the 
prej udices of all those mellow Beverly Hills 
entrepreneurs, whose good faith and per~ 
sonal honesty some of us have had ample 
opportunity to appreciate. Whatever sneer
ing they might wish to do at the expense of 
European intellectual pinkos, they'll have 
to do without any encouragement from me. 

Anyway, my checkered cosmopolitan ca
reer has taught me that, come rough-cut 
screening time, it doesn 't really matter very 
much if some poor, hassled, stubborn, mid
dle-aged sucker like me is facing a battery 
of public television bureaucrats or con
fronted with a gaggle of studio executives 
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supported by a couple of sharp corporation 
lawyers. Power is power, whether public or 
private, and always reaches for control over 
individual expression. In a crunch, intuitive 
sympathies will unite the private-sector en
trepreneurs with the public-sector bureau
crats, at the expense of individual creativ
ity. I've seen it happen time and time 
again. Why is it, when the chips are down, 
that the Kremlin power brokers always 
prefer a Richard Nixon to some benighted 
Social Democrat? 

Paradoxically, I'm convinced that poli
tics has very little to do with it all. And 
that's just the trouble! Because when 
you've been typecast, as I have, as a "politi
cal filmmaker," finding out that politics 
has nothing to do with it is to discover that 
content has nothing to do with it, that 
you've been wasting your time. Somehow, 
it makes you feel doubly frustrated, a pris
oner twice over, like being jailed for drunk
enness while living in a ghetto. Nor is it 
very much a matter of weighing the 
chances of obtaining a fair return on the 
investors' money, which I've always consid
ered a most legitimate concern. 

No, what it really comes down to is the 
question of how you can turn out some sort 
of marketable commodity for some kind of 
audiovisual outlet, with a minimum of fuss 
and bother. This means steering clear of 
genuine controversy (as opposed to the 
kind of pseudocontroversy that "60 Min
utes" specializes in). It means taking care 
in advance of any objections that might be 
raised by any interest group or political 
lobby, and making sure to keep enough 
editorial control in the hands of the mer
chandisers so that the product, in various 
forms, lengths, and contexts, can be pre
sented on television screens in Hungary as 
well as in Chile, in Sweden as well as in 
South Africa. In the end, the "respectable 
and controversial" filmmaker's name is re
duced to serve as a convenient label to 
paste onto a bottle of tasteless and innocu
ous slop. It's just another episode in the 
endless series of assaults on the obsolete 
principle of truth in advertising. 

The only way out, or so I'm told, is to 
accept the condition of "independent film
making," to let oneself be pauperized for 
the sake of capturing truth in the raw 
(which is something I've never much be
lieved in, anyway), and spend the rest of 
one's life smoking joints in some Soho 
fleabag. Well, I happen to like three-star 
restaurants in the Guide Michelin, and an 
occasional custom-tailored suit from Savile 
Row that gives me the illusion of looking 
like the late Anthony Eden. And if Emile 
de Antonio or the Maysles brothers don't 

approve of that , they can stuff it! To be 
quite candid about it, I've never under
stood why I shouldn't be able to afford to 
spend a week at the Carlton during the 
Cannes Film Festival, if some minor film 
crook from the Champs-Elysees can. Just 
plain conceited, I guess. 

An example of what I mean: Having 
recently completed a ninety-minute docu
mentary for French television, on the York
town bicentennial celebrations, my new 
employers offered me a three-hour special 
on the history of the International Brigades 
in the Spanish Civil War. As talking heads 
marathons go, this certainly looked like a 
choice assignment. The mere fact that I 
had been getting rather fed up with this 
whole cinematic genre is probably beside 
the point. During my very first meeting 
with the head of the department called 
"Creative Documentaries" (I swear to 
God, that's the official title), it soon be
came clear that, undoubtedly attracted by 

Nazis, or faced show trials after the war in 
Budapest or Prague, or been reviled and 
slandered by their former comrades after 
having fought heroically in the French Re
sistance. What were we supposed to do, 
pretend that George Orwell's Homage to 
Catalonia had never been written? 

On the contrary, the loss of a common 
and simple faith in the fight against fas
cism for a whole generation of workers and 
intellectuals seemed to me the central, the 
inevitable theme of such a film. Andre 
Malraux had created L'Espoir (Man's 
Hope). Our film would have to be the 
follow-up: L'Espoir trahi (Man's Hope Be
trayed). How was I supposed to explain all 
this to the television executives in East 
Berlin? And even if they pretended to give 
me carte blanche for the sake of European 
detente, who would be the French official 
willing to front for them, and sell me down 
the river a year or so later, at final-cut 
time? Not, mind you, that I object on 

In the end, the "respectable and controversial" fil,m .. 
maker's name is reduced to serve as a convenient 
label to paste onto a bottle of tasteless and 
innocuous slop. 

the change in the French political setup, it 
was the management of East German tele
vision that had suggested the project, as a 
vehicle for a major coproduction effort. 
The apparatchiks in East Berlin had even 
come up with an appropriate title: "The 
Dead Stay Young Forever." 

My initial enthusiasm considerably 
dampened, I pointed out that such a title 
al ready gave the show away, that it pro
vided a fairly good clue to official Commu
nist attitudes toward a filmed commemora
tion of their "revolutionary heroes." The 
head of Creative Documentaries, a witty 
Parisian skeptic, was quick to agree: 
"Yes," he said, laughing, "the dead stay 
dead forever!" This gave me an opportu
nity to remind him that for most of the 
survivors, life hadn't exactly been a bed of 
roses, either. Stalin had imprisoned, tor
tured, and shot countless thousands of 
them. Others had perished in French con
centration camps, or been betrayed to the 

principle to coproductions with Eastern 
Europe. But the International Brigades? 
No way! 

"Of course," said the witty and charm
ing Parisian department chief. "How 
thoughtless of me! You know, Marcel, I've 
been so busy lately I just haven't taken the 
time to think all of this through. You're 
absolutely right, of course. Now, what 
would you say to a coproduction with the 
West Germans?" I replied that as far as I 
was concerned, any of the dwindling num
ber of parliamentary democracies would 
do, whereupon he nodded cheerfully and 
left for the International Television Market 
in Cannes to see whom he could enlist. 
After that, it was "We'll get back to you" 
for a number of weeks. When at last I 
managed to get through the usual barrage 
of secretaries, my friendly neighborhood 
bureaucrat told me that, to his consider
able surprise and disappointment, the West 
German television executives in Cannes 
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hadn't shown much enthusiasm. 
So here I am, just a few months after the 

triumphant lifting of "Gaullist censorship" 
on The Sorrow and the Pity , and its highly 
publicized airing on French television, 
where some twenty million viewers are 
supposed to have watched all four and a 
half hours of it, back among the unem
ployed, and waiting for the phone to ring. 

Is that President Mitterrand's fau lt? Of 
course not! He and his ministers have 
other, far more important responsibilities. 
But what his government and the Socialist 
party should, perhaps, be asking them
selves when they happen to get around to it 
is how, in the light of the promises they 
made for twenty-five years to "liberate" 
French television, they can prevent people 
like me from getting into that kind of 
predicament, how they can protect us from 
being neutralized, sterilized, internation
ally standardized, satellitized. What tenta
tive answers they have managed to come 
up with, until now, seem far from satisfac
tory to me. Then again, I wasn't too im
pressed with ABC's response to my prob
lems, either. 

And so I have to ask myself: Have I 
changed? Have I become even more eccen
tric and difficult to deal with than I used to 
be? Or is it the men I'm facing across 
various office desks who have grown more 
blandly repressive? Ideology, like politics, 
has very little to do with it, unless you' re 
willing to admit that audiovisual consum
erism, whether privately or publicly fi
nanced, has become an ideology unto itself. 
Frankly, I'm inclined to think so. 

Have a nice day, Tony, and do get back 
to me. 

Yours ever, 
Marcel 

B
efore I left France in 1968, after 
we in French television had lost 
our strike against government con
trol and censorship, I was very 
happy working there. Even the 

censorship was fun in a way, because we 
had worked out all sorts of clever ways to 
outmaneuver the censors. Once, it must 
have been sometime in 1967, I was stand
ing for two hours in the Ampex machine 
room, where our l 6mm film was regularly 
transferred to videotape. Two gentlemen 
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had 
come to demand the removal of a film clip 
I had included in my reportage about radi
cal student unrest in West Berlin. The 
sequence they objected to was a scene from 
a movie written by an up-and-coming 
young German author named Giinther 
Grass, and it starred Willy Brandt's teen-
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age son in a fictional role, he being promi
nent among the student radicals in Berlin 
at the time. I had also interviewed young 
Brandt on the steps of the Reichstag in the 
course of my report. In the interview, he 
had some very nasty things to.say about the 
decay of capitalist society, but that wasn't 
what the two diplomats were worried 
about. In the sequence from the Grass film, 
the boy was shown dancing on a half
sunken U-boat wreck, prancing up and 
down the deck with an old Iron Cross 
dangling across his naked chest. 

At that time, Willy Brandt was the Ger
man foreign minister. The Quai d'Orsay 
had decided that showing young Brandt 
making a mockery of a German war deco
ration might offend his father. I had come 
prepared for just such a debate. At what 
seemed to me just the right moment, I took 
out a press clipping from my breast pocket 
and started translating the text from the 
original German. In a letter to a Hamburg 
newsweekly, Brandt senior stated categori
cally that his son's politics were his own 
business, and that if he wanted to become a 
movie star, that was perhaps unfortunate, 
but couldn't be helped. 

Nonetheless, the two envoys from the 
foreign office refused to be demobilized. I 
thought that perhaps their stubborn behav
ior had a' less apparent motive. Their boss, 
at the time, was Maurice Couve de Mur
ville. Before becoming De Gaulle's minis
ter, he had once been Marshal Petain's 
emissary to the notorious Wiesbaden com
mission, which had negotiated economic 
cooperation with the Nazi victors after the 
French defeat in 1940. Could these strange 
diplomatic susceptibilities about dangling 
Iron Crosses be related to such distant 
events? Who knows? I just kept arguing. 

After a while, the two young would-be 
censors began stealing surreptitious 
glances at their watches. This was a result 
of our technique: Our weekly magazine 
show was aired on Tuesdays; we always 
scheduled these sessions on Friday after
noons, as late as possible. Family weekends 
beckoned on country estates. Parisian cus
tom prevailed where reasoning could not. 
Sighing politely, one of the two diplomats 
shrugged. "Ah, well, at least cut out that 
one close-up where you see the boy's nip
ples. Really, that's most indecent!" 

I'm afraid you couldn't get away with 
such shenanigans any more, in Paris or 
anywhere else. Way back then, the televi
sion censors were still polite and slightly 
apologetic amateurs, always a bit on the 
defensive, always afraid of being ridiculed 
at a fashionable dinner party, where some 
Left Bank intellectual might point the fin-

ger of shame at them. The trouble, of 
course, is that Fran\:ois Mitterrand is some
thing of a Left Bank intellectual himself. 
Remember when Roland Barthes got run 
over by a truck coming out of a restaurant 
in the Latin Quarter? He'd just been hav
ing lunch with Franr;:ois Mitterrand. No
body could be more "with it" than that. I 
mean Mitterrand, of course, not Barthes! 
Barthes was "it," until he got run over, that 
is. So what's Mitterrand got to be afraid of? 
Nothing. And that's what I'm afraid of. 

On another occasion, back in those pio
neering days of Gaullist audiovisual mon
archy, we were all sitting around in the 
producers' office, between assignments, 
our feet on the one and only desk, arguing 
once again about "freedom of informa
tion," and what it would be like to have it. 

One of the two producers, who was a 
great friend of mine and a very funny 
fellow, looked out at the Paris skyline, a 
dreamy expression on his face. "You know 
how I would know when we have it?" he 
asked of no one in particular. "It would be 
on the evening news, during some political 
campaign or other. At one point, the an
chorman would turn to the journalist cover
ing the election, and he would ask: 'Jean
Louis, what did the candidate say in 
Orleans this afternoon?' And the journalist 
would glance up from the papers on his 
desk, looking very bored, and just say: 
'Nothing very interesting, Jacques.' Now 
that would be freedom of information.' ' 

If it should turn out later that the candi
date had made the most important state
ment of the campaign that day, the journal
ist could always be fired. But the decision 
of what makes the news, like the apprecia
tion of art, falling in love, or a belief in 
God, is a matter of the individual sensibil
ity. 

Andre Harris, the man who described so 
cogently, some fifteen years ago, what po
litical independence on television ought to 
look like, is now the program director of 
Channel One (TF-1). Recently, President 
Mitterrand sent a telegram to his network, 
which was published in the press, protest
ing the prime-time programming of a fea
ture-length documentary celebrating the 
literary merits of one F. Mitterrand, a very 
talented writer. The film was scheduled at 
the last minute to replace the previously 
programmed telecast of "Sherlock
Holmes," a rather popular show. From his 
vacation home in the South of France, the 
president of the French republic let it be 
known that he was a great Conan Doyle 
fan, and saw no good reason for the un
timely switch in programming. With a 
great show of character and civic courage, 



the network management decided to disre
gard the chief of state's own wishes, and 
stick to its original, sycophantic decision. 
Consequently, the French viewers were 
treated, that evening, to a massive dose of 
presidential prose. "Elementary, my dear 
Watson!" 

So what does Andre Harris, my accom
plice on The Sorrow and the Pity, think of 
his definition of audiovisual independence 
now? I don't really know; we haven't spo
ken in years. 

Not long after that conflict over pro
gramming, the government's legislative 
plan for the liberation of French television 
was presented to the National Assembly. 
No more secret telephone calls from the 
Elysee Palace were to be tolerated, no more 
government interference would be possi
ble. Henceforth, all policy decisions affect
ing the mass media would be made by nine 
high commissioners appointed for nine 
years, constituting "the High Authority," a 
sort of audiovisual Supreme Court, com
pletely free from political pressure of any 
sort. And who would appoint these jealous 
guardians of liberty? Well , three would be 
named by the National Assembly (that is, 
by its Socialist majority), three by the 
Senate, which has a conservative majority, 
and three by President Mitterrand himself. 
Any questions? 

And so on April 27, the Societe des 
Realisateurs de Films voted a motion of 
protest and sent it to the press, which 
ignored it completely: 

" . .. At the very moment when a legisla
tive measure concerning our professional 
future is discussed in parliament, we fail to 
understand why the government shows 
such undue haste and diligence in wanting 
to institute a High Authority, to be en
dowed with great powers of decision, when 
each of its members are to be chosen exclu
sively by political powers. To justify these 
measures, it's being argued that only the 
country's elected representatives are quali
fied to express their compatriots' majority 
will. This argument was also the one much 
used by the former majority in order to 
maintain its grip on the TV monopoly. It 
was particularly well expressed by the late 
President Pompidou when he spoke of 'The 
Voice of France' to explain why TV jour
nalists could not be treated like any others. 
For twenty-five years, the new majority
and the SRF with it- had denounced these 
attitudes and revealed their hypocrisy. 
Where creative freedom and the liberty to 
inform are concerned, we feel that these 
arguments are without merit . . . . " 

(The time has come for me to confess: I 
am the sole author of this protest. When I 

submitted it to a vote, I expected a good 
deal of opposition from Communist and 
other colleagues. The motion was passed 
within ten minutes, unanimously') 

On May 28, we received a reply from 
Pierre Joxe, president of the Socialist 
Group in the Chamber of Deputies: " ... 
the High Authority, as it is now being 
planned, does not seem to deserve the ac
cusations you formulate against its mem
bers, whose appointments will be neither 
revocable nor renewable, and who, conse
quently, will be free to resist any political 
pressure from whatever quarter it may 
come .... " 

H
ave we time for another flash
back? In May 1968, a few nights 
after the historic confrontation 
between the Paris police and the 
students on the barricades, I at

tended a very small and informal meeting. 
"The Voice of France," it seems, was not to 

Suddenly, my fellow director Michel 
Mitrani, who looks like a cross between a 
Vatican monsignor and a rather sleepy owl, 
climbed up on a chair, raised his right fist, 
and shouted: "We demand immediate and 
total independence from the Ministry of 
Information and the Ministry of Finance." 
Then he paused, looked around the room, 
and asked softly: "How does that sound?" 

Ten minutes later, standing dramatically 
under a single spotlight on Sound Stage 
Number One, like Lenin at the Finland 
Station, Max-Pol Fouchet read the dec
laration to the more than five hundred 
television employees, who greeted it with 
total silence. And then he came to the last 
sentence. Suddenly a great roar went up 
from the crowd, wild cheering was heard, 
hats were thrown into the air- and the 
Great French Television Strike of 1968 
was on! It lasted six glorious weeks and 
involved fifteen thousand professionals. 
And, of course, it was lost. 

The trouble is, Mitterrand is something of a Left 
Bank intellectual. So what's he got to be afraid of? 
Nothing. And that's what I'm afraid of. 

be allowed to air what half of Paris had 
seen with its own eyes just by looking out 
the window. As filmmakers and journalists, 
most of us didn't feel much like "The Voice 
of France" just then, but rather like deeply 
humiliated individuals. At some point, I 
don't remember how or why, I found my
self jammed into a small office along with 
some twenty other people. Downstairs, 
more than five hundred television profes
sionals were waiting for some kind of state
ment, some written platform to start a 
strike on. Rather pompously, each of us 
managed to come up with an eloquent 
sentence or two. A producer of cultural 
documentaries, the art historian Max-Pol 
Fouchet, jotted everything down and then 
read it all back to us. It sounded very noble 
and rather tepid. We looked at each other, 
somewhat helplessly. With some trepida
tion, I contributed a shy criticism: "It 
seems to---how do you say? It seems to lack 
teeth, no?" 

Toward the end, when the Communist
led CGT union leaders, in secret alliance 
with the Gaullist government, were trying 
to get people back to work, a professional 
orator had just repeated the much bela
bored point that we should cut our losses, 
since this was not, in Marxist terms, "a 
truly revolutionary situation." Whereupon 
another famous producer of culture films, 
a balding man in his early fifties, Jean
Marie Drot, got up on the podium and 
merely asked, rather sadly: "Can someone 
here please explain to me what's supposed 
to be so fucking revolutionary about re
questing an autonomy which the BBC was 
granted in 1927?" Among the two thou
sand listeners, nobody, as far as I can 
remember, came up with an explanation. 

When it was all over and the strike lost, I 
left France and only returned ten years 
later. Well, the Ministry of Information no 
longer exists, so I suppose my friend 
Mitrani got half his wish. It's called the 
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Ministry of Communications now, and it 
wears a bow tie. 

The French have always had trouble, I 
guess, separating political power from the 
power to shape public opinion. Partly, I 
think, there is a basic difference between 
the intellectual attitudes that have grown 
out of the Catholic and Protestant tradi
tions . Back in 1733, in his Lettres 
phi/osophiques, old Voltaire already had 
quite a bit to say about that. To some 
extent, the present situation of the mass 
media in many countries is just a historical 
accident, and still reflects the political situ
ation as it existed in these countries at the 
time of the first radio broadcasting fran
chises, when the possible influence of the 
media didn't look so threatening to political 
leaders. The BBC obtained its charter 
early on, when those middle-class radio 
journalists must have looked rather seedy 
and harmless to distinguished Tory cabinet 
members sitting in their fine clubs. 

Nor do I believe that "the free enterprise 
system" presents a viable alternative any 
more. The dissemination of news and enter
tainment based solely on the profit motive 
is bound to lead, and already has led, to 
even greater trivialization and cheap sensa
tionalism. The "culture of narcissism" is 
upon us: Hundreds of talk-show hosts with 
blow-dry haircuts will drivel down at us 
from dozens of satellites circling around 
the Earth, while cute little £. T. monsters, 
relentlessly merchandized, will drive us 
ever further back into the warm, mindless 
security of the maternal womb. 

I 
n any case, the old magic of Holly
wood is living on borrowed time. That 
unique balance between a few self
made millionaires-the Jewish entre
preneurial gamblers and the inventors 

and masters of the century's greatest art 
form, between Harry Cohn and Frank 
Capra-was a once-in-a-millennium mir-

Does our minister of culture really feel Castro 
could ever have replaced Zanuck as a partner in 
cinematic ventures? If so, I'm on my way 
to Switzerland. 

As for West Germany, it benefited 
greatly from the fact that after the war Sir 
Carleton Greene (Graham's brother) was 
put in charge of making sure no Joseph 
Goebbels could ever get hold of a German 
microphone again. Would Willy Brandt 
ever have been elected, would Helmut 
Schmidt still be in power today, without 
the liberal and anti-Nazi influence a gen
eration of German intellectuals was able to 
exercise on postwar radio and television? 
Probably not, and this might well explain 
why the Christian Democratic party is do
ing its very best to destroy Sir Carleton's 
handiwork, and quite nearly succeeding. 
All things considered, would any politician 
in power today voluntarily give up such a 
gigantic weapon for protecting his own 
policies? Judging from Ronald Reagan's 
attempts to reshape the Voice of America, 
judging from Margaret Thatcher's feud 
with the BBC during the Falklands war, it 
seems a most unlikely proposition. 
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acle, another freak accident. What these 
people shared was a common faith in the 
potential universality of show business, and 
a feeling of gratitude toward the country 
and the system of values that had allowed 
them to become successful. That feeling of 
gratitude and that basic optimism made 
them willing to take risks together, to trust 
their intuitions, to gamble on ideas and 
feelings. Where is that optimism and that 
gratitude now? Lost somewhere between 
Beverly Hills, Las Vegas, and the porn 
shops of Forty-second Street? 

So M. Jack Lang, our minister of cul
ture, probably has a point when he warns 
about the cynicism of the multimedia ty
coons and denounces the cultural unifor
mity that their financial power, if left un
checked, will impose all over the world 
through the unavoidable. proliferation of 
.new technologies. That's why, for the past 
eighteen months, I've tried to do my part as 
a French delegate to the newly created 

Federation European des Realisateurs 
Audiovisuels (FERA), an organization de
voted primarily to the reaffirmation of ba
sic authors' rights. We also do our best to 
defeat the American entertainment con
glomerates' strategy in Brussels, where 
they have been lobbying the European 
Commission to eliminate all national subsi
dies for quality film productions within the 
European Community, on the shaky legal 
premise that such aid systems contradict 
the Treaty of Rome. In these areas, my 
minister and I seem to see eye to eye. 

On the other hand, I think Monsieur 
Lang is very much mistaken, or else he's 
ignorant of motion picture history, if he 
thinks he should, or even could, counter
balance the "financial imperialism" of the 
multinational communications industry by 
promoting heavily subsidized coproduction 
schemes with banana republics or African 
dictatorships. Besides a fondness for Ha
vana cigars and the prestige of military 
paraphernalia, what could Fidel Castro 
and the late Darryl F. Zanuck possibly 
have had in common? As far as I'm con
cerned, notwithstanding the negative influ
ence of Wall Street brokers on the Ameri
can entertainment business, a tenuous 
connection between Hollywood's continu
ing success story and the Bill of Rights still 
exists. Does our minister of culture really 
feel Castro could ever have replaced 
Zanuck as a partner in cinematic ventures? 
If so, I'm on my way to Switzerland. 

I understand my good friend Costa
Ga vras was sitting right next to our minis
ter of culture in Mexico when die latter 
delivered his diatribe against Hollywood 
imperialism. If I had been Costa, I would 
have asked Monsieur Lang what French 
government would ever have allowed a 
picture to be made about a French em
bassy covering up political murder of 
French citizens in, say, the Central African 
Republic. Yet Universal Pictures commis
sioned and financed my talented Greek 
friend to direct Missing. So much for Hol
lywood imperialism. 

You can't fight one form of collectivism 
with another. Massive terror bombing of 
civilian populations by communication sat
ellites is a new form of collectivism. Totali
tarian variations of socialist bureaucracies 
are a more traditional form. You don't 
fight fire with more fire! But there is still 
hope. No matter how many relays are be
ing built to bring Big Brother's standard
ized fantasies into the public toilets of 
international airports, movies are still being 
written by individuals using ten fingers at 
the most to punch the keys on single type
writers, directors standing behind cameras 



_,_,-e still expected to make individual deci
·ons, talented actresses and actors are still 

capable of smiling individual smiles, or 
·eeping individual tears. Therein lies our 

only salvation from what has in fact be
me a crisis of civilization. 
At a meeting of French and German 

filmmakers a month ago, I was asked to 
deliver the keynote address. In his opening 
speech, M. Jack Lang had reminded us of 
President Mitterrand's plans to encourage 
the creation of a new "European audiovi
sual space." Among various protective 
measures to be taken, the minister recom
mended that German television, like 
French television, impose a quota of fifty 
percent on the showing of foreign films. 
Afterward, at lunch, a department head at 
the main German network, ZDF, had a 
good laugh about that: "I don't know if 
that's a good thing or not, but we just don't 
have enough Herzog and Fassbinder to go 
around. Do you know what would happen if 
we followed your minister's advice? We'd 
have to fall back on all those old UFA 
turkeys from the Nazi period. That's what 
our older television audience is always 
clamoring for, anyway. With a fifty per
cent quota of German films, they'd finally 
get their wish, ha-ha!" Like the celebration 
of Custer's Last Stand, there may just 
possibly be some national and cultural tra
ditions that are not worth preserving. 

A little later, I said that in my opinion 
there was too much talk about "culture" in 
films and not enough about "art," because 
one is a collective concept and the other an 
individual one. Monsieur Lang nodded his 
head in agreement, which made me feel 
good. 

In the everlasting and necessary con
frontation between money and ideas, which 
forms the very basis of our profession, but 
also carries the seeds of its destruction, I 
think Fran\:ois Mitterrand is quite right to 
think that French socialism and European 
social democracy have a very important 
role to play, a unique contribution to make. 
What European filmmakers can do right 
now, next month, and next year is to use 
that reservoir of political goodwill, that 
notion of preserving "national identities" to 
reaffirm our individual identities, to pre
serve le droit moral of basic authors' 
rights, to fight for final cut. 

By sheer process of elimination, it be
comes quite obvious that the European 
community is the place to do that. Commu
nist countries, for obvious reasons, are dis
qualified from participating in that strug
gle. In the Soviet Union, copyright 
protection doesn't even exist. In the Third 
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"So whaddya doin' tonight, Marty?" 
"Staying at home, working 

on my film, whaddya think?" 
"So who's in it?" 

"Well, it's got Bobby De Niro 
and Jerry Lewis." 

"So what's it called?" 
"The King of Comedy, what else?" 

Carrie Rickey 

A lert, with a bird of prey's dart
ing eyes and the tautness of an 
overwound watch, Martin 
Scorsese delivers a mock-pe

dantic lecture on the four stages of making 
a movie. His intense, bearded face belongs 
in a Renaissance altarpiece by Masaccio, 
but his staccato diction and flailing-arm 
body language are strictly from Jimmy 
Cagney. Suppressing a grin, though the 
corners of his mouth curl upward, talking 
and gesturing in double time, he states: 
"The first part of the film is preproduction, 
preparation. Then you shoot it. Part three's 
the postproduction, the editing." He adds, 
with a diabolical giggle, "Then comes the 
depression." 

Now in stage three of The King of Com
edy, a fantasy-meditation on show biz star
ring Jerry Lewis and Robert De Niro, 
Scorsese, though fearful of the postpartum 
stage four, seems much more calm and less 

depressed than in October 1981, when I 
visited him on the set. Whether dashing 
around the Manhattan studio in which 
King was filming or "relaxing"-that is, 
inhaling sushi in his trailer before a day's 
shoot-Scorsese was totally frazzled. He 
was only just wrapping up four months of 
shooting. He had become appalled by the 
escalating cost of filmmaking, and what
ever patience he had held in reserve to 
orchestrate his cast and associates, and 
satisfy the demands of New York unions, 
was wearing thin. "It's a tough grind," he 
said with a sigh. "Sustaining interest is so 
hard. There's this languor on the set . ... " 

Scorsese-now ten months into postpro
duction-is a man transformed. Admit
tedly, he prefers the editing stage. "More 
control," he cackles, but a number of 
events outside his control have reshaped his 
life, making stage three different from 
what he had anticipated: the death of Dan 
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Johnson, his friend and domestic mainstay, 
and the estrangement of his wife, Isabella 
Rossellini, which coincided with a move 
from Fifty-seventh Street downtown to the 
formerly mean, now funky-chic streets of 
Tribeca. I assumed I'd find a flummoxed 
Scorsese in an advanced state of disequilib
rium. But no. In an orderly loft-residence 
on the upper two floors, editing facilities 
below-he is neither manic nor panicky, 
just civilly pressured. It is Wednesday eve
ning, and at Friday noon he has to show 
Sherry Lansing and the rest of the Fox 
brass a segment of The King of Comedy. 
Replacing Scorsese's native apocalyptic 
pessimism is a relaxed, almost impish sense 
of the absurd. 

Like David Bowie's alien in The Man 

Scorsese is afflicted 
with the dilemma of 
celebrity, not unlike 
the conflict between 

aspirant and achiever 
that characterizes 

The King of 
Comedy. 

Heeere's Marty-rehearsing a fantasy sequence with Jerry Lewis, who offers a 
suggestion to co-star Robert De Niro and cameo player Liza Minnelli. 

Who Fell to Earth, Scorsese lives and 
works surrounded by video monitors and 
audio equipment. His stereo speakers stand 
as tall as he does. Videocassettes line his 
bookshelves, making for a cozy, polyresin 
wallpaper. In the lacunae unfilled by movie 
books, cassettes, or hardware are movie 
posters, stills, and awards yet to be hung. It 
is hard to tell whether he is proud of or 
puzzled by the Finnish and German cita
tions for Raging Bull-probably both. The 
vintage one-sheets of Michael Powell's 
films are the most conspicuous in Scor
sese's collection, with The Red Shoes danc
ing, Tales of Hoffman stair-climbing, and 
Colonel Blimp flying off the walls. Pearl 
and Lewt (Jennifer Jones and Gregory 
Peck in Duel in the Sun) cast overheated 
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glances across the room at another Texas 
Lone Star, Jett Rink (James Dean in Gi
ant) , teetering in a French poster blazoned 
"Le Gigante." 

There's virtually no decorative differ
ence between Scorsese's editing room and 
his living quarters: These are the surround
ings of a professional who lives, breathes, 
and dreams movies. Love and work are 
one. For a moment I think of asking him 
whether he's familiar with the Degas 
plaint: "There is love and there is work but 
there is but one heart." Instead I ask if he 
knows the Michael Powell lament over
heard at a recent soiree: that even though 
he made The Red Shoes, all about the 
incompatibility of romance and art, thirty
five years ago, it took him until this year to 

realize he'd been right. Scorsese roars with 
laughter. "It's true! It's true! Powell's 
right!" 

W aring 3-D glasses and 
watching John Agar's girl 
riend being devoured in 

Revenge of the Creature, 
Scorsese throws off a deadpan aper\:U: 
"Agar always senses something wrong." 
The way this workaholic lives, totally ab
sorbed in movieland-its history, aesthet
ics, and ephemera-is in a sense identical 
to that of Rupert Pupkin, the protagonist of 
The King of Comedy. Rupert, an aspiring 
stand-up comedian (played by Robert De 
Niro) surrounds himself with stacks of 
comedy lore in his Union City basement. 
From roaming around the set last year, I 
remember Rupert's lair vividly. Designed 
by the legendary Boris Leven, the room 
was littered with comedy tomes- Will 
Rogers and Charlie Chaplin biographies, 
Joey Adam's From Gags to Riches, a book 
about Florenz Ziegfeld called Showmen 
and Yuksters. 

Rupert fantasizes celebrity by identify
ing with talk show host Jerry Langford 
(Jerry Lewis, in a composite of himself and 
Johnny Carson) and dreams of hosting Jer
ry's talk show, of becoming Jerry. 

When Scorsese first read Paul Zimmer-
. man's script for The King of Comedy in 
197 4, while finishing Alice Doesn't Live 
Here Any More, he recalls, "I didn't go for 
it. Didn't understand it. I was writing some
thing then with Jay Cocks about comedy 
from a different angle; we wanted to do 
something about Borscht Belt comedians." 

It was only after he passed the script on 
to De Niro that "I realized Rupert's an 
extension of me inasmuch as he'd do any
thing to get what he wanted. When I real
ized he was to comics as I was to the 
movies, I understood. Rupert reminds me 
of the hunger I had in the sixties." Scorsese 
sees Rupert as the outsider-huckster an
gling to get on the inside, eager to bask in 
the limelight. This is a characteristic 
shared by virtually every Scorsese protago
nist: Johnny Boy in Mean Streets, Alice 
Hyatt in Alice Doesn't Live Here Any 
More, Travis Bickle in Taxi Driver, Jimmy 
Doyle in New York, New York, and Jake 
La Motta in Raging Bull. Hunger for ce
lebrity is the dominant motivation for their 
cocky, cockeyed professionalism, and a 
self-screwing mechanism-usually the 
feeling of inadequacy-is the key to their 
fluky success or disastrous downfall. 

New York, New York was compelling 
because of Scorsese's empathy for both of 
his antipathetic leads: Jimmy Doyle, the 



= vanguardist who shies away from con
~ tional success in the belief that if the 

: - lie accepts his music, it isn't experi
-ental enough, and Francine Evans, the 

ring songstress who believes music has to 
:ie popularly appreciated to be worthwhile. 

e two reflect the split in Scorsese's per-
50Tla, a fondness for both the avant-garde 
;xx:try of a Michael Powell and the hallu

. atory but ultra-accessible fantasies of a 
' incente Minnelli . Split allegiances to 
haracters are also a feature of Raging 

Bull, where Jake's and Vickie's needs are 
!early incompatible. The King of Comedy 

promises to be vintage dialectical Scorsese; 
Rupert and Jerry demonstrate that al
cbough lonely at the top, it's lonely at the 
bottom, too. 

Scorsese is afflicted with the dilemma of 
elebrity, not unlike the conflict between 

aspirant and achiever that characterizes 
The King of Comedy. An outsider whose 
reputation has made him an insider, he . 
feels hamstrung by success. On the one 
hand, he presents himself as a recluse, a 
movie monk sequestered in a cinema clois
ter, the New York filmmaker who made 
Mean Streets on the cheap, from his own 
flesh and blood. The other Scorsese is the 
Hollywood director, hassling with unions, 
meeting his deadlines, the adult business
man dealing with the real world. He wants 
it both ways, but is frustrated that his fame 
has made it impossible for him to make 
movies cheaply and simply. A quote from 
Sweet Smell of Success, hand-printed on a 
three-by-five-inch card, is tacked to a col
umn in his loft, reminding him of the 
contradiction: "Are we kids, or what?" 

At forty, Scorsese is too old and accom
plished to play the prodigy-amateur, too 
young and unpretentious to play the prodi
gal-professional. Although he claims to 
identify with the success-starved Rupert 
Pupkin, isn't there more than a little of 
Jerry Langford in him, too? Last fall, on 
the set, Scorsese described a scene where 
Langford returns, after a tough day, to his 
high-tech high rise: "So here's Jerry, alone 
in his apartment, picking at his food. Peo
ple are gonna say, 'It's lonely at the top.' 
But I'll tell you, believe me, make a film 
and you wanna eat alone." This is the 
resignation of a man who is an adoring fan, 
but resents the burden of being adored by 
fans, and displays the Peter Pan lament of 
"I don't want to grow up." Every time I ask 
Scorsese a serious question, such as how he 
feels about Taxi Driver's relation to John 
W. Hinckley, Jr.'s attempted assassination 
of the president, he moans or evades, un
willing to admit the power of his movies, 
shy of being quoted because he's afraid his 

De Niro's Rupert Pupkin is a compulsive loner whose desperation is reminiscent of 
another Scorsese-De Niro character, taxi driver Travis Bickle. 

opinions will be engraved in stone. He 
doesn't want to be anybody's guru. 

Will The King of Comedy be funny? On 
the set, cast and crew were studiedly 
vague. It won't have much of Scorsese's 
characteristic violence: Phil, the makeup 
man, complained that his most compli
cated job was to paint De Niro's hand to 
look as though it had been cut. And what of 
the audacious casting of Jerry Lewis oppo
site Robert De Niro? Disorderly Orderly 
meets Taxi Driver? Mr. Explosion . ignites 
Mr. Implosion? Scorsese gets animated on 
the subject of Lewis. A natural mimic, the 
director makes his body paraphrase Cin
derfella as he remarks, "Jerry Langford's 
based on a Carson-type character, and we 
actually thought of using Johnny, but 

Jerry, who's done everything in show biz, 
has more to draw from." 

Did Lewis's extroverted acting inhibit 
De Niro's sometimes tortured method of 
improvising within the confines of the 
screenplay? Carefully, not wanting to 
speak for or about De Niro, Scorsese an
swers only the Jerry Lewis part of the 
question. "The less Jerry does, the better 
he is; the less he does, the more he acts, I 
mean, because he's naturally so effusive. 
Being Jerry Lewis, effusion is self-protec
tion." As Scorsese describes Lewis, I have 
the feeling he's also talking about himself. 

Did he pick up any directing tips from 
Lewis? (Lewis, after all, was the first film
maker to use video playback to get a sense 
of the take-a technique Scorsese employs 
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as well.) "I asked him for help a coupla 
times," Scorsese confided when I visited 
the set. "I get confused sometimes techni
cally and Jerry knows how to move his 
body precisely- you know, I just found out 
that every time I say 'left' I mean ' right."' 
Dyslexia? "No," Scorsese said, grinning. 
"High living." Scorsese's publicist, Marion 
Billings, added: "Jerry will kibitz and 
Marty says, 'Great, great, I want that kind 
of input.'" The King of Comedy crew re
ciprocated Lewis's generosity by donating 
$10,000 to his favorite charity, the muscu
lar dystrophy telethon. 

I t's not unusual to ask Scorsese a ques
tion and be answered by one of his 
loyal colleagues. The crowd on the set 
is less an entourage than an extended 

family. And a biological family. The first 
thing I saw when I walked onto the West 
Fifty-ninth Street King of Comedy sound 
stage was Catherine Scorsese, Martin's 
mother, perched on a director's chair at the 
top of a scaffold, ad-libbing her off-camera 
part as Rupert's mother, The Voice. "Oh, 
the things my son does to me," Catherine 
cheerfully kvetched after descending from 
her parrot 's loft, a curious combination of 
pedestal and prison. 'Tm supposed to say 
whatever's on my mind, but I'm running 
out of thoughts." (She would consult notes, 
a rough outline for her ad-lib.) She ex
plained that Marty built such an aerie 
because he wanted the sound to come from 
"upstairs." Rupert lives isolated in the 
basement, the underground. His parents 
and Jerry Langford, the adults, live on a 
literally higher plane. 

There was no reign of terror on the set; it 
was like a Passover Seder, or, rathyr, a 
convivial Easter dinner. No one pulled 
rank. If there was temper, it was well 
concealed. After one intense scene, in 
which De Niro had been improvising on a 
closed set, Scorsese and De Niro emerged, 
visibly exhausted. Catherine asked Marty 
if he remembered to cover the close-up 
with a master shot. 

At another point--during a lull- De 
Niro somnambulated through, wearing an 
electric-sky-blue vested polyester suit and 
improbable white patent-leather loafers. I 
shuddered for a moment at the thought of 
the acid blue of the suit being shot against 
the Japanese-style red-and-black lacquer of 
Rupert's basement. Kind of a vulgar color 
scheme-Fourteenth Street meets the 
Ginza- but one not unfamiliar in 
televisionland, the subject of ti'le movie. A 
costumer muttered somethi ng about Ru
pert's "dream" suit. Apparently, the film 
ends with Rupert's fantasy monologue, 
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Scorsese: "Movies 
now aren't fun to 

k " ma e any more. 
Production designer 
Boris Leven: "You're 

not doing so 
badly for a young 

man. " 

Lewis laughs, but plays it straight. 

where he's dressed in a scarlet version of 
his three-piece ensemble. 

At the mention of fantasy monologue, I 
was jolted out of my Godot-like Waiting 
for Marty. Scorsese doing dream se
quences! His movies are about the hallu
cinatory quality of daily life, never the 
transcendence of daily life through fan
tasy. Wouldn't this be taking his empathy 
for Vincente Minnelli a little too far? Or 
would"The King of Comedy, with its wacky 
ca~t and excursions into dreamland, be like 
Stardust Memories , using surrealism to 
contrast the hunger for success with the 
realization that status doesn't sate the ap
petite? Then, thinking of the opening shot 
of Alice Doesn't Live Here Any More
that fantastic, rosy image of idyllic things 
past- I imagined a Scorsese dream se-

quence as part and parcel of his intensified 
realism: looking at the past through rose
colored glasses or projecting the future in a 
scarlet suit. 

The next day, in his trailer (which, like 
his Tribeca home, provides him with basic 
needs: cassettes and vitamins), Scorsese 
answered my questions in monosyllables, 
as though being cross-examined, until Boris 
Leven joined us. My questions were then 
deflected toward this design visionary, who 
created the look of movies as different as 
The Shanghai Gesture and West Side 
Story. Scorsese's logorrhea, suddenly in 
gear, was the perfect foil for Leven's epi
grammatic diction and aesthetic; the rap
port between the two was palpable. Leven 
explained, "I open my mouth and Marty 
starts talking." Scorsese deferred to the 
graceful, trim man who looks like an infor
mal Marcel Duchamp: "Boris gives me all 
of the ideas and I just execute them." 
Leven returned with, "But Marty inspires 
me, he lights the match." Working with the 
eminence grise designer has further con
nected Scorsese with movie history and 
given him a fresh perspective on the pres
ent. 

Leven's conversation about directors 
he's worked with ranged from von Stern
berg to Preminger ("Preminger got bored 
so fast on Anatomy of a Murder, but 
Marty? Never."). In the hurly-burly world 
of filmmaking, he lamented, "nothing is 
simple. That's why when you get simplicity 
it's so wonderful." Scorsese barked in ap
preciative laughter. 

Leven, while admitting daytime shots 
look ludicrous when filmed on a set, said he 
prefers the studio to location work. In West 
Side Story a real location was matched to a 
studio set, a Leven audacity that contrib
uted an original, surreal effect. When I 
mentioned this to him, he smiled, confess
ing, "Only the"- he snapped his fingers in 
imitation of the Jets' hand jive-"was shot 
outside, everything else is inside the stu
dio!" 

Although the television-world setting of 
The King of Comedy required interior 
shooting- production stills show a "Jerry 
Langford Hour" featuring Liza Minnelli 
and Dr. Joyce Brothers-the company also 
had to shoot many exterior scenes. 
"There's no control outside," Leven quietly 
moaned, echoing Scorsese's exhaustion 
during location shooting. Scorsese said he 
had planned for The King of Comedy to be 
a cheap and simple movie, "like Mean 
Streets." But with a major studio financing 
a film by a director of his reputation, 
simplicity and speed turned into complica
tion and slowdown. Scorsese complained, 



De Niro and Scorsese: The rapport is total, both on screen and off 

"Movies now aren't fun to make any 
more." Leven, with a tolerant smile, said, 
"You're not doing so badly for a young 
man.'" 

T en months later I ask Scorsese, 
at home and editing the film 
with Thelma Schoonmaker, 
whether he thinks productions 

of the old-style studio system were more 
efficient than the free-form, deal-to-deal 
independent arrangements he has wrought 
for himself. He starts listing the pros and 
cons: The positive aspects of a studio, 
where makeup, scenery, and costume de
partments don't have to start from square 
one, are appealing, admittedly, but are 
outweighed by the hierarchical format in 
which movies are generated by executives, 

not filmmakers. Scorsese laughs. "They 
got you either way- I don't know who 
'they' are-there's good and there's bad 
either route. It's a case of perfect para
noia." 

Schoonmaker, Scorsese's longtime 
friend, and his editor on Raging Bull, re
calls first meeting Scorsese twenty years 
ago at New York University. She was a 
philosophy student who answered an ad in 
the New York Times for an assistant edi
tor, and went to NYU for an intensive 
editing course in which Scorsese was also 
enrolled. "He was incredibly intense, 
hadn't slept for days, and sat, wide-eyed, 
next to the editing table. I thought he was 
awake, but he was sleeping with his eyes 
open." (Quite a metaphor for filmmaking, 
dreaming and open-eyed at once.) 

Though on the set Scorsese groaned 
when I asked him about upcoming proj
ects, now he animatedly acknowledges the 
future. One effort is The Last Temptation 
of Christ , featuring a libertine Jesus- "It 
doesn't pay attention to the known land
marks of the story," Scorsese says with a 
chuckle- from Paul Schrader's adaptation 
of the 1960 novel by Nikos Kazantzakis. 
Would De Niro play Christ? "It's, like, 
wide open," he says evasively. "I want to do 
the thing simple and cheap," insists Scor
sese in the same words he used to describe 
how he wanted, and failed, to make The 
King of Comedy. ls Scorsese too big to 
make a small picture? 

His modus operandi has been to wind up 
a feature film by zapping out a documen
tary. ltalianamerican (a profile of his par-
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Paul Zimmerman: 
"Screenwriting Is 
Like the Priesthood" 

T he name of the screenwriter of 
The King of Comedy may be a 
familiar one to filmgoers, not for 

his screen credits, but for his film re
views. During the late sixties and early 
seventies, Paul Zimmerman wrote about 
films for Newsweek. New York writer 
Georgia Brown recently talked with 
Zimmerman about his long struggle to 
bring his screenplay for The King of 
Comedy to the screen. 
Question: While you were reviewing mov
ies for Newsweek, were you writing or 
thinking of writing scripts? 
Paul Zimmerman: You look at movies
you see three, four, five a week-and if 
you have an imaginative life, you get 
ideas. You start writing them down. 
Screenwriting was not a decision. It's 
probably like the priesthood-you know, 
it chooses you. My earliest impulses., my 
training, were in literature, languages, 
and writing, but from various perspec
tives. I have degrees from Amherst, 
Berkeley, the Sorbonne, and the Colum
bia School of Journalism. The last was 
when I began to think about making a 
living. 
Question: What was the genesis of The 
King of Comedy? 
Zimmerman: In 1970, I saw a "David 
Susskind Show" on autograph hunters, 
and thought, My God, they're just like 
assassins. I also read a piece in Esquire 
about a guy who kept a diary of talk-show 

ents), The Last Waltz (documenting the 
Band's last concert), and American Boy (a 
chronicle of his pal, the gun salesman in 
Taxi Driver) were made in between Mean 
Streets, New .York, New York, and Raging 
Bull. And there might be a documentary in 
the cards after he finishes editing The King 
of Comedy. Michael Powell is producing 
13 Ways to Kill a Poet, an omnibus of 
short films on the deaths of great artists, 
and Scorsese proposes to profile Ernie 
Kovacs, poet laureate of television. 

Other plans? For someone so wrapped up 
in his work, it's not surprising that the man 
who makes movies for his business watches 
them (on cassette, mostly) for pleasure. 
Among the films he has been watching 
while editing: From the Life of the Mario
nettes, Oh, God!, Street Scene, The Chap-
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hosts as though they were his friends. I 
began to imagine the possibility of one of 
these fringe people developing in his head 
a personal relationship with a television 
personality, and then their getting to
gether somehow. 
Question: What did you do with your first 
treatment of the subject? 
Zimmerman: Robert Lantz's agency sent 
it to Robert Evans, who liked it, and he 
gave it to Milos Forman, who liked it. For 
ten weeks Milos came out to our house in 
Pennsylvania and lived with us and we 
developed the script. But Milos had his 
own idea of the story and the characters. 
We ended up doing separate versions. 
Paramount went with Milos's. Buck 
Henry worked on that one and it became 
"Harry, the King of Comedy." For three 
years they tried to raise money and I held 
my version back. Finally I sent it to 
Marty Scorsese, and he sent it to De 
Niro. Bobby was the one who really loved 
it. We met and he talked about it the way 
I wouldn't dare to except to my closest 
friends. He said he wanted to do it, but he 
had five pictures to do first. Well, I 
thought, Five pictures, ten weeks each, 
that won't be so long. It took six years. 
Question: Did you worry during that time 
that he would change his mind? 
Zimmerman: It was just his word-no 
contract or anything-but I trusted him. 
Somehow you know that Bobby is trust
worthy. He saw the story the way I did. 
Originally, though, he wanted Mike 
Cimino to direct. When I talked to 
Cimino, he turned out to have another 
idea entirely about the script. Fortu
nately, from my point of view, he got 
bogged down in Heaven's Gate and 
Bobby went back to Marty. 

Then Marty and Bobby took my script 
out to Long Island for two weeks to work 

man Report, Shack Out on 101, and a PBS 
documentary on Caravaggio. "I don't know 
much about painting," Scorsese confesses, 
"but I like him." Caravaggio-style chiar
oscuro and crimsons are prominent ele
ments in New York, New York and The 
King of Comedy. (Scorsese's eyebrows 
arch in surprise when I mention this.) And, 
fittingly, even his activism is related to the 
movies: He's playing a lead role in the 
crusade for color film preservation. 

I ask the movie monk if he's seen any 
recent movies. "No," he says, then corrects 
himself: Poltergeist, which he likes, and 
films by David Cronenberg (Scanners, Ra
bid, The Brood), about whom he's wildly 
enthusiastic. "Croaenberg's got a vision, a 
sensibility," says Scorsese, gesturing with 
open hands to convey his admiration. He 

on it. I was terrified. I've seen my scripts 
punched up until nothing recognizable is 
left. It's like getting back the mangled 
corpse of your child. 
Question: It's been nearly thirteen years. 
Is The King of Comedy the movie you 
wrote? 
Zimmerman: The script which Marty and 
Bobby returned to me was all mine-with 
maybe one new scene in it. I was abso
lutely gratified. In the shooting they 
brought themselves to it-in improvisa
tion, all the creative overlay. The tone is 
tougher, darker, I think, than what I 
wrote. My sense of the world is ventilated 
but theirs is, too. I know what are called 
"collaborations," and they're usually the 
triumph of the strongest collaborator. But 
this was the real thing. 
Question: What do you attribute this to? 
Zimmerman: Marty has a gift. It's not 
just that he is creative but he creates an 
atmosphere where everyone else is cre
ative. When he shoots, he says, "That's 
good, let's do it again." Never, "That's no 
good, do it again." Here's an example. 
Jerry Lewis had this idea about the end
ing which Marty told me. I shook my 
head. Marty said, "Don't do that! Never 
shake your head, listen to everyone." 

It turned out that Lewis had a strong 
feeling that the ending we were going 
with was not right for his character. 
Marty went with Lewis's instinct. He 
sacrificed theatricality for the integrity of 
the actor's experience. He's dedicated to 
authenticity; he's a genuine Catholic so
cial realist. 
Question: You have these two Catholics 
realizing what I imagine had been essen
tially a Jewish story. What did De Niro 
bring to the character of Rupert Pupkin? 
Zimmerman: He did what was crucial
which was to make Rupert sympathetic 

likes Mel Brooks's History of the World, 
Part/, and does a wicked impersonation of 
Brooks's Roman stand-up comedian bomb
ing at Caesar's Palace: "When you die here 
at the Palace, you really die," mimicks 
Scorsese, who has a Borscht Belt in joke 
karate. 

Somewhat offhandedly I mention that 
he seems happier and more optimistic than 
on the set. ''I'm sounding optimistic?" 
Scorsese demands in mock rage. "You're 
ruining my whole image." He reflects for a 
millisecond. "I'm not that much of an 
optimist, because I believe: Why be disap
pointed?" 

The cable-connected Advent screen, 
which was displaying an ethnographic film 
moments earlier, is now doing the horo
scope rundown. We study the screen. 



I 
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even when he is so ruthless and obnox
ious. Bobby develops this wonderful vul
nerability, this openness and innocence, 
that I now see as essential. 
Question: How much of you is in Rupert? 
Zimmerman: I was raised as a careerist, 
by my father, particularly: Achieve, 
achieve, make it, make it. The message 
was: If you don't make it, you're nothing, 
you're as ·good as dead. The first line of 
the screenplay as I wrote it was: "Are you 
Somebody?" It's a horrible way to look at 
your life-that it only has meaning in a 
public sense. But it's veey American
American male, especially. 
Question: For an obsessive, driven man, 
you appear to live a bucolfo family life
in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Why 
aren't you in Los Angeles? 
Zimmerman: Living in L.A. you may al
ways be too aware of the "business," 
always thinking about what projects are 
hot, having your material dictated by the 
core audience, which is under thirty. Pro
duction decisions are made by commit
tee, and committees always make the safe 
decision. Now, of course, all they want 
are children's movies. Movies about 
grown-up experiences are a "select cate
gory." I want to write comedy--either 
about human behavior or, about politics. 
There's no tradition here of a political 
cinema. We don't use movies to criticize 
leaders or the process or the balance 
between classes. It's not even that the 
Hollywood corporations are hostile to the 
message. If the message would make 
money, they'd be for it. For years Peter 
Benchley and I worked with Alan Pakula 
on an antinuclear comedy. Suddenly 
there's interest in that property. But I 
wouldn't say that means there's a new 
Hollywood. In other words, it's the same 
thing. 

Scorsese, of course, is a Scorpio (remember 
Harvey Keitel in Alice with his Scorpion 
string tie?), and his astrological forecast is 
the perfect admonition for his Friday meet
ing with the Fox brass: "Collect facts to 
convince those you need to impress." 
Quaking with laughter, Scorsese and 
Schoonmaker sit down at the editing table 
to do just that, geared up to work around 
the clock until the Friday deadline. The 
workplace is charged with atmospheric 
adrenalin. As if to prove Degas and Powell 
wrong, Scorsese may have successfully 
grafted love and work together: Instead of 
bisecting his affections, it looks as though 
he's doubling his pleasure. a 
Carrie Rickey is a film critic for the Village 
Voice. 
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Books 

Hitler, A Script From Germany 
J. Hoberman 

The publication of Syberberg's screenplay is an occasion to 
reappraise his seven-hour antispectacle. 

Hitler, a Film From Germany by Hans
J iirgen Syberberg. Farrar, Straus, and 
Giroux, $19.95; paper, $10.95. 

T he most notorious avant-garde film 
of the last decade, Hans-Jiirgen 
Syberberg's Hitler, a Film From 

Germany broke innumerable national ta
boos and elicited suitable outrage in the 
country of its origin. Movies like L'Age 
d'Or or The Chelsea Girls shocked their 
early audiences with what they showed (or 
didn't show); Hitler--one of the few avant
garde films made from a script-shocked 
with what it said. 

Two years after its American premiere, 
the publication of Syberberg's scenario in 
an English translation by Joachim Neugro
schel should stimulate reappraisal of the 
film. The scandal in this country-where 
Francis Ford Coppola's misleading "Our" 
prefaced the original title and Susan Son
tag's judgment ("One of the great works of 
art of the twentieth century") emblazoned 
the ad like a provocation-was less politi
cal than aesthetic: Hitler was mugged by a 
combination of its own hype and the pub
lic's thwarted expectations. 

Some viewers surely hoped to be titil
lated by seven hours of Nazi fantasies even 
more lurid than The Damned. Because 
Hitler was devoted to the exposure
rather than the gratification--of such fan
tasies, they responded with a disappointed, 
defensive anger. Others, unfamiliar with 
anything but conventional film language, 
were frustrated by Syberberg's long takes, 
eschewal of crosscutting, and Brechtian 
theatricality. Thus many critics petulantly 
dismissed Hitler as badly made or tedious 
(for example, as "inept" as Flaming Crea
tures, as "boring" as Wavelength, and even 
longer than Andy Warhol's Sleep) . 

More sophisticated objections concerned 
Syberberg's view of history. Hitler was the 
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Hitler emerges from the grave of Wagner. 

culmination of a series of films locating the 
cultural origins of the Third Reich in the 
utopian yearnings and anti-industrial nos
talgia of German romantics like Richard 
Wagner, his patron Ludwig II of Bavaria, 
and pulp writer Karl May (not to mention 
the Gesamtkunstwerk [total art work] am
bitions of Wagner and Ludwig). Because 
he minimized the conventional materialist 
analyses of German fascism, Syberberg 
was accused of runaway metaphysics, even 
of following Goebbels in his preference for 
myth over psychology. 

The charge that Hitler is poor filmmak
ing is probably best ignored. After all, the 
originality and (in some sequences) genius 

of Syberberg's mise-en-scene is evident on 
the screen: With its outsize props, marvel
ous rear-screen projections, startling Bun
raku-style dolls, and downbeat junkyard 
setting, Hitler is a brilliantly tawdry and 
appropriately amateurish antispectacle
part illustrated lecture, part symphony, 
part circus sideshow, part fever dream. "A 
child's world," Syberberg calls it in his 
introduction to the script; it's a world in 
which puppets are given as much emphasis 
as human actors. Hitler cost well under 
$500,000 (less than $70,000 per hour), and 
Syberberg's inventive visual pragmatism 
helps keep the film honest even during its 
most rhetorically self-indulgent passages. 

The frame enlargements in the pub
lished screenplay can't always save Syber
berg's ponderous homilies, but, if nothing 
else, this edition of Hitler's script (pref
aced by excerpts from Syberberg's mani
festo "Art As Salvation From the German 
Misery" as well as a shortened version of 
Sontag's eloquent essay on the film) offers 
additional proof of Hitler's formal com
plexity. Despite its apparent reliance on 
mise-en-scene, Hitler is profoundly an ex
ercise in montage. "Germany is equal to 
Hitler, Stalingrad has something to do with 
Karl May, Indians with the Waffen SS," 
Syberberg writes in his introduction. "The 
mother's death and Christmas at Stalin
grad are connected as they can only be by a 
film." 

The script makes clear to Americans 
what would be obvious to an educated 
German audience: Syberberg juxtaposes 
historical artifacts ranging .from Nazi-era 
8mm movies taken by private citizens to 
the memoirs of Hitler's valet to official 
radio broadcasts. The broadcasts, in par
ticular, are used superbly to create a 
ghostly equivalent of the "folk commu
nity" that Nazi propaganda specialized in 
orchestrating. Like transmissions from 
outer space, these memories of "living" 



fascism counterpoint Syberberg's prolix 
musings even as they underscore the film's 
characteristic movement-a stately os
cillation between nazism as mad delusion 
and the Third Reich as banal reality. 

Hitler's second section, "A German 
Dream," begins with an evocation of Karl 
May, then plunges into a fairground expo
sition of Weimar's most racist, insane 
yearnings for a New Order. Dr. Caligari 
brandishes the Spear of Destiny; the set is 
overrun by fireworks and snow machines 
that illustrate the occult cosmology of Nazi 
pseudoscientist Hans Horbinger; a mad
man raves about flying saucers and "cos
mic police" at a gathering of mannequins. 

Inevitably, "A German Dream" ends 
with a sequence of transcendent banality. 
For forty minutes, Hitler's valet (who ear
lier introduces himself as "the bottom rung 
of the hierarchy, the voter who voted [Hit
ler] in, the soldier who was detailed to him 
and stood by him") recites an absurd, 
grinding litany of uniforms pressed and 
socks worn, with the empty, increasingly 
outsize rooms of the Reichskanzlei pro
jected behind him as if to suggest a mythic 
Valhalla or the ogre's castle in a fairy tale. 
The sequence occurs dead center in the 
film, with wartime Christmas broadcasts 
from German fronts all over the Western 
world punctuating the servant's memoirs 
and reinforcing their placement in the eye 
of the hurricane. 

The valet's recitation is crucial to any 
understanding of Hitler. Without recourse 
to emotionally loaded stories of Nazi atroc
ities, Syberberg is able to telescope the 
well-worn notions of evil's "banality," the 
proverbial great man and his valet, the 
German passion for order, and an illustra
tion of idiotic obedience. The comfort of 
the Reich is evoked even as the enduring 
glamour of nazism is satirized. (These 
memoirs, and others like them, were best
sellers in postwar Germany.) Of course, the 
joke is partially on us for even being inter
ested in such trivia. The anti-Syberberg 
diatribe that Henry Pachter published in 
Cineaste singled out this sequence for its 
pointless boredom, adding, "Strangely, the 
decidedly anti-Fascist audience in New 
York . .. seemed quite interested in Hit
ler's underwear, shoes, and similarly inane 
subjects," without noting the contradic
tion. 

This is the dialectic that runs through 
the entire movie. Hitler continually turns 
back on itself, playing the impossibility of 
making a nonexploitive film about Hitler 
against the impossibility of ignoring "the 
subject of the century." The circus barker 
who introduces the film ("The Song of 

Songs, the greatest story ever told") wastes 
no time in warning us that "anyone who 
wants to see Stalingrad again or the Twen
tieth of July plot or the Ione wolfs last days 
in the buriker or Riefenstahl's Nuremberg 
will be disappointed. We are n~t showing 
unrepeatable reality .... " Hitler is not so 
much unsensational as it is blatantly "sen
sational." Everything is distanced: Instead 
of representing the Third Reich, or what 
Sontag calls "fascinating fascism," Syber
berg has set out to represent the psycholog
ical identification that made Hitler's Ger
many possible-to get the audience to 
think about the source of its fascination . 

Part of this strategy is to simultaneously 
establish and alienate spectator empathy. 
"Yes indeed, I'm the devil incarnate," a 
Goebbels puppet sneers. "And I'm a hu
man being who laughed at Mickey Mouse, 
just like you." Another sort of shock de
mystification occurs when rotund, baby
faced Peter Kern appears in an SA uniform 
to deliver Peter Lorre's harrowing confes
sion from M. "I can't help myself, I have 
to, I have to do it!" Kern shrieks while the 
sound track ebbs and flows with the roaring 
Sieg Heils of assorted SA rallies. Hitler, 
too, when he finally appears to testify in his 
own behalf, offensively insists, "When you 
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Syberberg has been accused of indicting 
not Hitler, but everyone. 

prick me, do I not bleed?" 

The film's most intense projection of 
horror and pathos comes during its 
third section, "The End of a Win

ter's Tale." As the war against the Jews is 
concretized by a chorus of searing atrocity 
reports, Heinrich Himmler-the prime ar
chitect of the Final Solution-seeks solace 
alternately from his masseur and his astrol
oger. In conversations that are a pastiche of 
actual statements, the SS chief describes 
his nightmares, waxing grandiose ("It is 
the curse of the great that they have to 
walk over corpses") or lunatic ("After the 
war I will issue the most rigorous laws for 
the protection of animals"), repeating the 
phrase " ... to have stuck it out and re
mained essentially decent," as though it 
were his mantra. The spectacle of this 
genocidal bureaucrat, his mind frantically 
warding off guilt as it ping-pangs between 
rationalization and denial, confronts us (fi
nally!) with the human core behind un
imaginable crimes. Seldom, if ever, has the 
combination of the blind hero worship, 
narcissistic self-pity, and pious mysticism 
that inform the Nazi mentality been more 
succinctly portrayed. 

Hitler olfeijded the German audience 
for which it was made by refusing to let it 
off the hook--observing that "it was the 
defeat of arms that brought us away from 
[Hitler], not understanding" and wonder
ing what if "he had had, we had had, the 
atomic bomb and the rockets in the end?" 
The film , as Sontag points out, "takes 
nazism at its (Hitler's, Goebbels's) word, as 
a venture in apocalypse, as a cosmology of 
a New Ice Age ... . Syberberg proposes 
that we really listen to what Hitler said." 
The director's ultimate goal, as painful for 
a German audience as it is problematic for 
a non-German one, is to get the spectator to 
recognize the function of Hitler in his or 
her own fantasy life. 

Early on, the barker explains that "as we 
have no Hitler to exhibit," each member of 
the audience will have to play Hitler "the 
way he likes to play him even today, at 
home, in the privacy of his bedroom, in 
front of the mirror, or on a motorcycle. 
... " Later, Hitler will appear with some
thing for everybody. "They called upon 
me," he explains in the film's second sec
tion. "First the bourgeoisie, to defend their 
honor ... then industry, to drive out Bal-

shevism . . . then the petty bourgeois, the 
workers, for whom I could bring forth so 
much, and youth, whom I gave a goal, and 
the students, who needed me, and the intel
lectuals, who were now liberated from the 
Jewish mafia of their friends and foes, yes, 
and other countries, who were glad to have 
a pacified Europe again .. . . And one 
should consider to how many people I gave 
something worth being against." 

Even Hitler's enemies are implicated. In 
his final speech, Syberberg's Hitler credits 
the British with teaching the Nazis the 
mechanics of imperial conquest, the set
tlers of the American West with demon
strating the necessity for genocide, the 
Jews with inventing the idea of a "chosen 
people," and the Soviets with developing 
the tactics of a revolutionary elite. (Earlier, 
Hitler, as represented by a ventriloquist's 
dummy, had bragged that "we brought the 
Russians all the way to the Elbe and we got 
the Jews their state. And, after a fashion, a 
new colony for the U.S.A.") 

Syberberg has been accused of indicting 
not Hitler, but everyone. In this, however, 
he's something of a materialist. Conscious
ness is a social product. Hitler did not make 
Hitler alone. 

The Hitler film is actually a critique 
of our present time," Syberberg 
once told an interviewer, blaming 

Hitler for leading Germany into the mod
ern world of fast food, housing projects, 
and industrial pollution. This is the film's 
weakest argument-and far less interest
ing than the elaborate movie metaphors 
that Hitler juggles with mixed success. ("If 
the cinema is the most important art that 
the democratic twentieth century has pro
duced, ... " Syberberg writes in his intro
duction, "we can use the model of film, its 
appearance and its treatment in public, to 
glean a few things about the condition of 
the general will of a country and its current 
situation.") It does , however, offer insight 
into Syberberg's aesthetic agenda. 

" Democracy itself, good and old, was the 
cause of all the misery in the twentieth 
century," the film immediately proposes. 
Hitler, who Syberberg never lets us for
get was elected to power, is repeatedly 
characterized as the "tempter of democ
racy"; he signs off his first monologue by 
declaring, "Whoever does not want me 
cares little for the masses," and returns 
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later to add, "I know the tricks better than 
any of you. I know what to say and do for 
the masses. I am the school o.f the success
ful democrat." Never does it seem to occur 
to Syberberg that the Weimar Republic 
may have collapsed in part because of 
German hostility toward the democratic 
tradition only recently imposed. 

Oddly, there has been little direct re
sponse to Syberberg's political views. Dis
daining both the United States and the 
Soviet Union (as well as their German 
surrogates), Syberberg appears to be a sort 
of monarchist-a cultural conservative 
whose ideal ruler would probably be Wag
ner's patron, Ludwig II. Like Syberberg, 
the unworldly Ludwig made a religion out 
of art; his Winter Garden furnishes Hitler 
with its image of Paradise Lost. Syber
berg's affection for Ludwig doubtless ac
counts for the sustained poignance and 
humor of his 197 3 Ludwig: Requiem for a 
Virgin King-a film that, for these and 
other qualities, I prefer to Hitler. It is 
Hitler, though, that gives Syberberg's phi
losophy greatest reign. 

"I am the antithesis of what life and 
values have become in Germany," the di
rector has said. "My three sins are that I 
believe Hitler came out of us .. . that I am 
not interested in money ... and that I love 
Germany." The ramifications of this proud 
patriotism are the core of "Art As Salvation 
From the German Misery." On the one 
hand, Syberberg insists that Hitler is the 
bitter flowering of German romanticism or 
"irrationalism." On the other hand, hear
gues that the blanket repression of that 
tradition-"mysticism, Sturm und Drang, 
large portions of classicism, the romantic 
period, Nietzsche, Wagner, and ex
pressionism"-is a kind of cultural lobot
omy. Ludwig identified with Wagner's 
grail knight; so did Hitler, and so does . 
Syberberg. Indeed, his artistic credo could 
come from Parsifal's third act: "The 
wound is only healed by the spear that 
caused it." 

Those who question Syberberg's sense of 
German uniqueness miss the point. If, as 
Frederic Jameson suggests, there is no dif
ference "between the Federal Republic of 
the social establishment, of the Berufsver
bot and the hard currency of the deutsche 
mark, and the other nation states of 
advanced capitalism with their media dy
namics, their culture industries, and their 
historical amnesia," that-in Sybi:rberg's 
view- is precisely Germany's loss and even 
Hitler's fault. "You took away our sunsets, 
sunsets by Caspar David Friedrich," one of 
the narrators laments late in the film. "You 
are to blame that we can no longer look at a 



field of grain without thinking of you. You 
made old Germany kitschy with your sim
plifying works and peasant pictures . .. . " 
Syberberg seems to have cast Hitler in the 
mode of a seventeenth-century German 
"sorrow play" (Trauerspiel)-a form de
scribed by Walter Benjamin as a historical 
allegory characteristically depicting a ty
rant's downfall amid "the ceremonies and 
memorabilia of grief." (The tone is melan
choly, the setting is often ruins, and the 
stagecraft has a marked affinity with pup
pet theater.) Calling Hitler a "work of 
mourning" (Trauerarbeit) , Syberberg pro
poses his film as therapy. 

One of the opening titles makes the 
director's reading of the German character 
explicit: "If I had in one hand the gold of 
business, the full beer belly of the function
ary, happiness, and all the playthings of the 
world, and my other hand held fairy tales 
and the dreams of fancy, the yearning for 
paradise, and the music of our ideas, then 
everybody would blindly choose paradise, 
even if it was false .... " Syberberg may be 
speaking only for himself here, but the 
truth is that he understands the lure of 
nazism and Hitler-something his compa
triots profess to have forgotten. 

Hitler is often labored, frequently irri
tating, sometimes magnificent, but always 
principled. It should come as no surprise 
that Syberberg's follow-up film would be a 
version of Wagner's Parsifal. The film, 
which premiered last May at Cannes, is 
more fluid than either Ludwig or Hitler
and far more joyful. It's as though making 
Hitler was the penance that Syberberg 
took upon himself to perform before he 
could listen to Wagner at all. 

J. Haberman is a film critic for the Village 
Voice and a contributing editor of American 
Film. 

Short Take 
America's Favorite Movies: Behind the 
Scenes by Rudy Behlmer. Ungar, $19.95; 
paper, $11.95. James Cagney as Robin 
Hood! David Niven as Charlie Allnut! 
George Raft as Sam Spade! These are 
some of the unlikely casting proposals that 
pop up in this often entertaining book on 
the nuts and bolts of Hollywood moviemak
ing. It covers fifteen films from what the 
author describes as the "so-called golden 
age"- the thirties, forties, and early fifties 
-presenting a number of the production 
stories for the first time. 

Not all of the information is brand-new, 
as Behlmer himself adrriits in the introduc
tion, but he apparently worked hard to get 

the facts right and is not afraid to admit 
that gaps remain. He seems most satisfied 
when he can clear up a misconception, as in 
the chapter on Gunga Din: "There have 
been some references in recent years re
garding William Faulkner being engaged 
to 'doctor' the script, but there is nothing 
that substantiates this in the very extensive 
RKO files." 

At other times, though, the book goes off 
on a tangent- for instance, to a night in 
1816, when Mary Wollstonecraft (later 
Shelley) lies sleepless next to her lover 
dreaming up Frankenstein, or to the origins 
of the title character of Laura four centu
ries before that. We also learn that the 
Frank Sinatra-Dean Martin-Sammy Da
vis, Jr., movie Sergeants Three was a vague 
reworking of Gunga Din. Who cares? Ma
terial like this smacks suspiciously of filler, 
but luckily, Behlmer for the most part 
sticks with the moviemaking at hand. 

The author does not let a great deal of 
humor creep into his workaday, reportorial 
style, but he does dig up some amusing, 
and revealing, quotes. Hal Wallis on a bid 
by choosy George Raft to play the lead in 
Casablanca: "'Incidentally, he hasn't done 
a picture here since I was a little boy, and I 
don't think he should be able to put his 
fingers on just what he wants to do when he 
wants do to it."' Humphrey Bogart to Jack 
Warner in a memo about The Maltese 
Falcon: "'As you know, I strongly feel that 
The Maltese Falcon, which you wa1.tt me to 
do, is not an important picture, and, in this 
connection, I must remind you again, be
fore I signed the new contract with you, 
you promised me that you would not re
quire me to perform in anything but impor
tant pictures.'" Elia Kazan on the Catholic 
Legion of Decency's looming boycott of A 
Streetcar Named Desire: "'I may be sore 
as hell about what the hell is done to please 
the Legion and if I'm sore as hell nothing in 
this wide world will keep me silent. To 
quote an old Jewish proverb, if someone 
spits in my face, I will not say it's raining.'" 

Most of each film's treatment revolves 
around the screenwriting stage, but Behl
mer is attentive to other areas as well, such 
as the budget and on-the-set high jinks. He 
gives considerable space to film scoring (no 
surprise, since he has written on the subject 
before). And we are repeatedly reminded 
of the impact the Production Code used to 
have and of how negative reaction from 
preview screenings could (and still can) 
result in a rush of major reshooting before 
release. Behlmer's book may be somewhat 
overambitious, but for those who get a 
vicarious thrill from books about movie
making, it's good reading.-Peter Craig A 
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filmmakers. Now there are signs of rap
prochement between the "professional" 
(industrial films, commercials) and "inde
pendent" (narrative, experimental films) 
communities. Their collaboration on 
FITC's Finders, Keepers is just one indica
tion that these two groups have started to 
talk with each other. 

The national reputation of the Twin Cit
ies film community bodes well for future 
efforts. The Wildrose crew included veter
ans from such films as Apocalypse Now, 
Tell Me a Riddle, Wolfen, and Badlands. 
Jeff Hayes, associate producer on Wild
rose, spoke for his Hollywood colleagues in 
praising the local actors and crew: "I was 
skeptical of John Hanson's plan to mix the 
crew. But I was surprised. Nothing against 
Minneapolis, but usually cities that size 
don't have that base of professionals. I 
could tell right away that it did. We even 
had choices in hiring. I wasn't expecting 
choices!" 

One local professional who would gladly 
spend less time on commercials is Greg 
Cummins, who's a walking history text of 
Minnesota independent film. He shot 
Loose Ends, Finders, Keepers, and part of 
The Personals; he edited Agent Orange. As 
Cummins explains, "Commercial work 
perfects my technique and allows me to 
travel and learn. I've been fortunate to 
interview powerful people and have gone 
around the world. But I do all this other 
stuff because of the people involved, or the 
challenge of the project. The financial re
wards almost never come in." 

Because the styles vary so much, general
izations about the Twin Cities avant-garde 
are difficult to make, but it's immediately 
apparent that many local filmmakers share 
an interest in autobiographical subjects. 
Rick Weise, Dianne Peterson, Sandra 
Tabori Maliga, and Peter Bundy have all 
made films about themselves or their fam
ilies. Weise and Peterson shoot in Super-8; 
Maliga and Bundy in l 6mm. But autobio
graphical subject matter is not the only 
type: Bundy has mostly made poetic, "at
mosphere" films about special places 
(Laurel Fork, Wyoming Passage); Peter
son has a parallel interest in landscape. 

Robert Schwartz, whose Home Movie 
was a moving verite portrait of his father's 
invalid condition, is now working on a 
"non-self-indulgent" diary film based on 
two years' worth of phone calls made to 
him. (He invites collaboration from the 
callers.) Roger Jacoby, who formerly made 
films in Pittsburgh and New York, has 

made a multipart film called How to Be a 
Homosexual that encompasses idiosyn
cratic expressions of gay life. Tom De
Biaso, who is also a photographer and video 
artist, incorporates autobiography in his 
films through highly abstract fragments of 
what may or may not be real events. 

Dianne Peterson takes the long view of 
what some might consider Twin Cities in
sularity. "We haven't shown much else
where, not because the work isn't good, or 
we're too reclusive, but maybe because it's 
too goddamn comfortable. People who 
move here say there isn't enough angst. But 
a lot of us don't come from academic film 
environments, so we don' t always imitate 
trends. We don't even try to find out what 
the trend is." 

M
innesota filmmakers, however, 
now have a channel to the rest 
of the country. The Minnesota 
Touring Film Program, a col
lection of forty-one films by 

thirty-five filmmakers, is debuting at eigh
teen sites this month. Largely the brain
child of Bob Schwartz, the program is 
being funded in part by the Northwest 
Area Foundation, which saw the tour as a 
way of encouraging film artists to stay in 
Minnesota while representing their works 
elsewhere. The host sites only pay for film 
rental; all other expenses (including travel , 
for two filmmakers per appearance) are 
being covered by the foundation's grant. 

It's no small coincidence that the growth 
of a healthy filmmaking community in 
Minnesota has been paralleled by an in
creasingly bright funding picture. Sally 
Dixon, for one, is very optimistic about 
support for Minnesota filmmakers. She 
should know: A founder of the Pittsburgh 
Filmmakers and a former acting director of 
Film in the Cities, she now heads the Artist 
Fellowship Program of the Bush Founda
tion in St. Paul. "This is s·imply the best 
state in the country for grants to artists," 
she claims. The Bush grants, instead of 
being project based, are healthy stipends 
meant to "buy time" for a year's work; they 
are given to ten or so artists a year, includ
ing five filmmakers over the past seven 
years. 

Other foundations support film indi
rectly. The Jerome Foundation of St. Paul 
(founded by millionaire filmmaker Jerome 
Hill) awards grants to filmmakers in Min
nesota and in the four neighboring states. It 
uses Film in the Cities to disperse its an
nual project-oriented grants. Two of Kath
leen Laughlin's films were funded indi
rectly by the Northwest Area Foundation 
(begun by Hill's parents), as was the 



Minnesota Screen Project. And State Arts 
Board funds are available to filmmakers. 

Why don't foundations support filmmak
ers more directly? One official claims that 
when a foundation makes individual gifts, 
it is considered by the IRS to be an em- . 
ployer, a status that entails unwanted red 
tape. This may explain why most founda
tions in Minnesota and other states are 
skittish about funding films or filmmakers. 
The producers of Wildrose, after a long 
struggle seeking limited-partnership inves
tors (they had hoped for full funding but 
had to settle for forty-six percent), finally 
appealed to two groups on the virtues of the 
film's subject. One was a state agency that 
redistributes iron-mining taxes to benefit 
the Range community; it made a loan in 
the form of a purchase of three $20,000 
partnerships. The other was a foundation 
based in Northern Minnesota; it turned 
down Hanson and Schulberg's application 
for a grant and opted for a low-interest loan 
to the project. One foundation official 
notes that the board .was impressed with 
Schulberg's business sense-she could use 
phrases like "letter of credit." 

Regional independent filmmaking is 
growing up. As Victoria Wozniak explains, 
"Everybody's got just one Loose Ends in 
them, the kind of little film where you 
stake all no matter what. But you have to 
learn the industry, the business." This goes 
for the Dianne Petersons, the Kathleen 
Laughlins, the Bob Schwartzes, and the 
Rick Weises, as well as for the people 
telling longer stories with bigger budgets. 

Finally, some perspective: In 1974, when 
Loose Ends was completed, Jim Gambone 
was on welfare, Mikhail Bogin was in Rus
sia and had never heard of St. Paul, Gary 
Jenneke was an accountant who wrote in 
his spare time, Sandra Schulberg was 
working for the PBS "Visions" series, John 
Hanson was working with other indepen
dents in San Francisco, Bob Schwartz was 
still in art school, Peter Markle and Chuck 
Statler were suffering through commercial 
assignments. 

It has taken eight years for a healthy 
Twin Cities film community to grow from 
those frail roots. Eight years from now, no 
one expects or really wants Hollywood- (or 
even Soho-) on-the-Mississippi, but every
one is sure that things will be not only 
different but better. Even in 1990, there 
will still be no peasants, and the Pacific:· 
Ocean will be as far away as ever. II -

Phil Anderson is a film critic for the City 
Pages weekly and Minnesota Public Radio. He 
also teaches film history at the Minneapolis 
College of Art and Design and at Macalester 
College. 
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direct your own film. 
Cannon: Yes. You know, we're all artists 
here. But after Child Under a Leaf I didn't 
know what that meant, and I didn't know 
whether I wanted to be an artist any more 
- because it hurt too much. So I pulled 
away from films, and I didn't do any films 
for four years, and it was during that time 
that I began to write and I learned that 
AFI was doing a film workshop. I didn't 
know what that meant, except that one of 
my girl friends had been talking about it 
and I saw her getting all excited about 
directing. But I had never had any thought 
about directing, any thought. 
Question: But you did direct Number One, 
a forty-two-minute film about four children 
who discover-
Cannon: Their own sexuality. 
Question: How old are they? 
Cannon: Five and six. I shot it at a school, 
Immaculate Heart, in the boys' room 
downstairs. The sisters were going nuts 
upstairs. 
Question: Did they know what you were 
going to do? 
Cannon: Yes, because I had to show them 
the script. I had two little boys and two 
little girls naked downstairs in the bath
room, and the sisters were going crazy. 
Question: Didn't you have to cut all the 
nude scenes out? 
Cannon: Yes. That was after it was nomi
nated for an Oscar. In order to qualify for 
nomination, it was shown at a theater and 
two members of the Academy called The 
American Film Institute and the Washing
ton Post-this was around Watergate time 
- and said I'd made a pornographic film 
about children. It's really a sweet film and 
a tender film. How anyone could look at it 
and have those feelings is why I made the 
film. Someone from the California State 
Labor Board came to see it, and loved it, 
but said, "In order for this film to be seen 
in America, you're going to have to cut out 
the little boys' nudity." When you consider 
what's shown on television-people cutting 
each other up and explosions- and a five
year-old's penis was against the law! Every
body said, "Go to court and fight it." But I 
said, "No. I don't want to fight it. I want to 
make movies. I don't have time to go to 
court." 
Question: Did cutting those scenes hurt the 
film? 
Cannon: No, it didn't hurt the substance. 
But I now have a European version and an 
American version. I can show the nudity in 
Europe, but I can't show it in Los Angeles. 

Question: The film is based on a childhood 
experience of yours, isn't it? 
Cannon: I was five and I asked to go to the 
bathroom at school one day. I went down
stairs and there was an invisible line. This 
way was the girls' bathroom and that way 
was the boys' bathroom. So I went that 
way, and I went into the boys' bathroom. 
Question: On purpose. 
Cannon: Of course on purpose. I wanted to 
see what the big deal was. Why we had to 
go to one and they had to go to another, 
because we all went to the same one at 
home! I wanted to know what they had in 
theirs that was more special than what we 
had in ours. The principal strapped me for 
that. I never forgot that. The rest of the 
film is fictional. 
Question: Heaven Can Wait was another 
big turning point in your career. But you 
turned it down four times. 
Cannon: Yes, I did. That tells you some
thing about my taste. 
Question: Was it difficult working with 
Warren Beatty, who was both behind and 
in front of the camera? 
Cannon: It was hard because that was 
Warren's first time directing, acting, and 
producing, and that's a tremendous chunk 
to bite off. But he is certainly the best 
producer I have ever worked for. He pays 
attention to every little thing on the set. I 
learned an enormous amount. I don't al
ways agree with Warren. In fact, I disagree 
violently on some issues with him. But, boy, 
is he a good producer. 
Question: That was your third Oscar nomi
nation. Does it matter, not actually win
ning? 
Cannon: Well, the first time I went to the 
ceremonies I knew I was not going to win. 
There wasn't a shred of hope. But as they 
opened the envelope I thought, Shall I walk 
down the middle aisle or shall I walk down 
the left aisle? The second time, when I was 
nominated for Number One, I really 
wanted to win. They didn't even announce 
the names of those nominated. And the 
third time I thought, OK, I'm not going to 
wait until someone opens an envelope to 
tell me whether I am a winner or a loser. 
They announced that Maggie Smith had 
won. I was very aware of the phony smile I 
had on my face. I thought, I'm OK, this is 
really all right. The next morning I went 
into a deep depression. I haven't come to 
the point yet where I don't care. If you're 
going to be nominated, why not win while 
you're at it! I was sitting next to Richard 
Burton the last time he lost. He'd been 
nominated seven times. Seven times! 
Question: When you were hot again with 
Heaven Can Wait, why did you do a televi-



sion film, Lady of the House? You didn't 
have to go to television. 
Cannon: Don't discount television-I'm 
telling you. Television is giving us the 
opportunity today to deal with subjects 
that you cannot do in movies. 
Question: Wasn't the film based on Sally 
Stanford, the former San Francisco 
madam who became mayor of Sausalito? 
Cannon: Yes. What a woman. I don't agree 
with the way she lived her life, but, I tell 
you, she was honest. I'd rather deal with 
her than a lot of these people who are 
always smiling and sticking it to you. She 
was up front about who she was and what 
she was and how she became that way. An 
incredible businesswoman. 
Question: In Honeysuckle Rose, there is a 
scene where a concert's going on: You go 
onstage and tell Willie Nelson you want a 
divorce. But no one told the audience ex
tras what was going on before you shot it. 
Cannon: That was a horrible experience. 
Eight thousand people paid five dollars 
each to come and sit from noon on. They're 
smoking their dope and they're drinking 
their beer and they're carrying on and 
they're hearing bits and pieces of music all 
day long. By the time I do my scene it's 
about nine-thirty at night. Willie Nelson is 
supposed to be married to me and he and 
Amy Irving are doing a thing and I walk 
out on the stage and I say, "I'm sorry to 
interrupt your concert, but I'm going to 
divorce this guy." 

I don' t know whether you've ever been 
booed by eight thousand people, but it's 
like being hit by a steam engine. I ran off 
the stage, and the guy that was hired to 
drive me for the movie ran off to take me 
home. He believed it! He got caught up in 
it! He was going to drive me back to my 
hotel. I said, "I'm not married to Willie 
Nelson." He said, "You're not?" The audi
ence thought what was going oit'was real. 
They were told nothing. 
Question: That brings up some questions. 
How far can you go in putting reality on 
film? Don't you have to be in control of it? 
Cannon: Oh, sure. One of the things Sandy 
Meisner taught me was that you can't ever 
have an insane woman play an insane 
woman, because there's no control that 
way. 
Question: How did the role you play in 
Deathtrap come about? 
Cannon: Sidney Lumet called me and said, 
"I want you to do this part." I'd worked 
with him before, on The Anderson Tapes, 
so there was already a trust going on be
tween us. I read the script and called him 
back and said, "I just can't do this movie." 
And he said, "Well, we'll talk tomorrow." 
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A harried Michael Caine eyes a suspicious Cannon in Deathtrap. 

We talked and he said, "What you've just 
told me makes me think you have a line on 
her. Bring all of the things you just said to 
rehearsal." 

Now, Sidney is certainly the greatest 
utilizer of time I have ever worked with in 
my life. He takes two weeks before he 
shoots a film, and in those two weeks the 
actors, the cinematographer, the property 
master, and everyone else that's major on 
that set know what they are going to do. 
We run through the whole thing like a play, 
so we have a chance to rehearse it like a 
play. With Deathtrap it was very good 
because it was a play. By the time you get 
on the set, he knows exactly what he wants. 
So he only does two or three takes of 
everything, which makes it very tough. 

You've got to be so prepared, because he 
shoots fast and nobody in the history of 
show business has ever done faster setups 
than Sidney; maybe ten or fifteen minutes 
in between. Sidney goes for a certain mood, 
and in this movie he wanted very stark, 
melodramatic lighting. 

I had to stay pitched at hysteria. Hon
estly! The minute I came onto the set in the 
morning I had to work up the juices and 
stay there until I left at night. I'd go into 
my dressing room at lunch and collapse for 
a half hour and then come out and start 
again. But that's how I accomplished that 
part. The reason the part was so hard was 
that, on paper, she was the only character 
who didn't have any action. She didn't 
have any motivation. All she did was love 
her husband, and not even that much on 
paper. And she was hysterical. Underneath 
the words was that [makes panting sounds] 
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all the time. That's what you saw and 
experienced, that inner life. 
Question: Would you have wanted to do 
that for any more takes? 
Cannon: Thank you, no. I like the spontane
ity of two or three. However, I have also 
enjoyed days where I had up to twenty-five 
takes. 
Question: Your last film was Author! Au
thor!. It was a different role for you. 
Cannon: That's why I did it. They called 
me and offered me the neurotic wife at first 
and I turned it down and they said, 
"Why?" I said, "Because I don't want to 
play neurotic wives any more. I'm tired of 
it." Then they called me back and asked 
me again, and then they brought me to 
New York and we had a six-hour meeting. 
The next day they called and asked me if I 
wanted to play the girl friend. It was a 
much smaller part, but she's now and she's 
with it and she's not neurotic by my stan
dards. It felt real good. 
Question: Is acting really what you want to 
do the rest of your life? 
Cannon: Well, you know, when I was mak
ing Deathtrap, I called my manager and I 
said, "It's the strangest thing that's going 
on with me, Vince, but I just don't have this 
need to act any more." The approval that I 
needed at one point in my life just isn't 
necessary for me any more. I needed a lot 
of love and attention, and acting provided a 
lot of that. Although I love acting and want 
to continue with it, it's just part of the 
picture. I love singing, I love producing, I 
love writing, I love directing, and I want to 
be involved in every aspect of filmmaking. 
Acting would never be enough to hold me 

now. Never. I'm going to do what makes 
me happy. 
Question: Don't you have to compromise 
some of the time? 
Cannon: Sure. When I made the decision 
not to compromise any more and to only do 
what I believed in, I was not at a high point. 
In this town, they forget you very quickly. 
You're important if you bring in money at 
the box office. That's cold, but it's true. 
They kept asking me to make movies, but 
they were movies I didn't want to make and 
I turned them down. It was like being 
asked to parties. Pretty soon, if you don't go 
to the parties, the invitations are going to 
stop coming. And they did. 
Question: Does that mean that somewhere 
along the line you decided that material 
things just aren't that important? 
Cannon: I think I made that choice during 
those four years when I left Hollywood. I 
have a beautiful home in Malibu, right on 
the ocean, that I've worked hard for, and I 
just bought some land recently, and I enjoy 
nice things, but those things are not first in 
my life. Those things do not control me. 
The things that make me feel good in the 
long term are things that feel comfortable 
to me. I like myself more than I did when I 
made Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice. I look 
better to me now than I did then. You know 
what I mean? II 

The Films of Dyan Cannon 

The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond
Warner Bros.-1960. 

This Rebel Breed- Warner Bros.- 1960. 
Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice-Columbia 

-1969. 
The Anderson Tapes-Columbia-1971 . 
Doctors' Wives-Columbia-1971. 
The Love Machine-Columbia-1971. 
Such Good Friends-Paramount-1971. 
The Burglars- Columbia- 1972. 
Shamus- Columbia- 1973. 
The Last of Sheila- Warner Bros.- 1973. 
Child Under a Leaf-Cinema National-

1974. 
The Virginia Hill Story-NBC-1974--

television movie. 
Number One-Number One Productions 

-1976-director, producer, writer. 
Heaven Can Wait-Paramount- 1978. 
Revenge of the Pink Panther-United Art

ists-1978. 
Lady of the House- NBC-1978-televi-

sion movie. 
Honeysuckle Rose- Warner Bros.-1980. 
Coast to Coast- Paramount- 1980. 
Deathtrap----Warner Bros.-1982. 
Author! Author!-Twentieth Century-Fox 

-1982. 



Did you come in late and miss the beginning? 

Nov. 1975-Vol. 1, No. 2 
Who Was Harry Langdon? 
Coppola, Inc. 
The Rise and Fall of the Rock Film Pt. 1 
Dialogue: Robert Wise 

Oct. 1976-Vol. II, No. 1 
Hard Times Of A Critic 
Out of Africa: Roots 
Car ,Culture in Film 
Dialogue: Ernest Lehman 

Apr. 19n-Vol. II, No. 6 
The Fonz, Laverne. Shirley and the 

American Class Struggle 
Star Wars Goes Far Out 
Farewell to the Male Sex Symbol 
Dialogue: Gore Vidal 

March 1979-VOI. IV, No. 5 
Tribute to Hitchcock 
Clipping Movies for TV Compilations 
Prime-Time Psychology 
Dialogue: Joan Tewkesbury 

Here's what you missed: back issues of American Film 

Mar. 1976-Vol. 1, No. 5 
The Past in Movies 
The Art of Special Effects 
Hitchcock and the Art of Suspense Pt. 
Dialogue: Elia Kazan 

Nov. 1976-Vol. II, No. 2 
Directors and Their Beloveds 
War That's Fit to Shoot 
The Siar Galaxy of lhe Thirties 
Dialogue: Sue Mangers 

May 1977-Vol. II, No. 7 
The Actor as Auteur 
Cinema a Clef 
Misbegotten Movies 
Dialogue: Henry Fonda 
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Aprfl 1979-VOI. IV, No. 6 
The Afterlife. Hollywood-Style 
Don Giovanni: Opera Into Film 
William Fraker·s Magic Camera 
Dialogue: Carl Foreman 

June 1976-Vol. 1, No. 8 
The Truth About Casablanca 
John Wayne: An Appreciation 
Why TV Stars Don't Become Movie Stars 
Dialogue: Verna Fields 

Dec./Jan. 1977-Vol. II, No. 3 
Menan C. Cooper: First King of Kong 
Marcel Ophuls: Prisoner of Documentaries 
Inside "Sixty Minutes" 
Dialogue: Irwin Winkler and 

Robert Charlott 

Dec./Jan. 1978-Vol. Ill, No. 3 
The Legacy of "Masterpiece Theatre" 
Movie Theater of the Future: The Home? 
The AKO Years: Orson Welles 

and Howard Hughes 
Dialogue: Peter Bogdanovich 

December 197~Vol. V, No. 3 
The Story Behind Nijinsky 
Special Report: Film in 

the Seventies 
Dialogue: John Schlesinger 

Jul./Aug. 1976-Vol. 1, No. 9 
The Other Side of Orson Welles 
Hollywood"s Great Portrait Photographers 
Satire on Saturday Night 
Dialogue: Billy Wilder and I.AL. Diamond 

Feb. 19n-Vol. II, No. 4 
The Art of the Art Director 
Prime-Time Soap Opera 
Bill Holden Remembers When 
Dialogue: Harry Horner 

Mar. 1978-Vol. Ill, No. 5 
The Sex Comedy Without Sex 
The World"s Most Successful Director? 
The Network Dropout Dilemma 
Dialogue: Neil Simon 

September 1980--Vol. V, No. 10 
TV's Sex Quotient 
Aesthetics of Horror Films 
John Huston's Varied Career 
Dialogue: Tony Bill 

Sept. 1976-Vol. 1, No. 10 
The Gothic Bette Davis 
Presidents and Their Movies 
Old Wild Men of the Movies 
Dialogue: Sidney Poitier 

Mar. 19n-Vol. II, No. 5 
John Frankenheimer: His Fall and Rise 
A Toast To Bette Davis 
The Lost Legacy of Edward A. Murrow 
Dialogue: Bibi Anderson 

May 1978-Vol. Ill, No. 7 
John Ford and Monument Valley 
Hollywood Versus the Press 
Lubitsch Was a Prince 
Dialogue: Edith Head 

November 1980--Vol. VI, No. 2 
Scorsese and Raging Bull 
David Selznick's Opulent World 
Does TV Discourage Quality? 
Dialogue: Joseph Losey 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Send to: 
Back Issues 
American Film 
John F. Kennedy Center 
Washington, D.C. 20566 

The following issues are not avail
able: Jan/Feb S1, Dec SO, Oct SO, 
May so. Apr SO, Mar so. Dec/Jan 79, 
Oct 79, Oct 7S, Sep 78. Jul/Aug 7S, 
Feb 78, Sep 77, Jul/Aug 77, Jun 77, 
May 76. Apr 76. Oct 75. 

Enclosed is$ for _________ _ 
back issues at $3.00 each including postage and handling. 
(Outside U.S.A. add $1 per copy for shipping.) 

NAME ____________ ___________ _ 

ADDRESS ____________________ _ 

CITY, STATE. ZIP ___________ _______ _ 

Please deliver within 3-4 weeks the following back 

issues: _ ___________________ _ 

Please identify by issue date. 
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JACKIE GLEASON 
from page 45 
which he has become identified almost as 
closely as he has with Ralph Kramden. 

For the first time, America saw Glea
son's darker side-and loved it. To see The 
Hustler today is to be shocked at how 
much Fats resembles Kramden. Yet Fats is 
a winner. He has character. And grace. 
There's even something religious about 
him. He presides over Ames Pool Hall, a 
place that Paul Newman, as "Fast Eddie" 
Felson, says "looks like a church . .. a 
church of the good hustler." Gleason hus
tles in the picture- and off camera he took 
Newman for fifty dollars one afternoon, 
running ninety-six straight balls-but his 
overall image is that of a sensitive perfec
tionist, of one who may have spent an 
occasional night poring over Teilhard de 
Chardin or Lives of the Saints. 

Which is exactly what Jackie Gleason 
was doing. Although he denies being reli
gious ("My mother was; she was very reli
gious"), he delayed getting a divorce from 
his first wife because of his Roman Ca
tholicism. And he has counted among his 
friends Chardin and Fulton J. Sheen. "I 
consulted Bishop Sheen about my di
vorce," Gleason says. "And I used to dis
cuss penance with Chardin. He'd laugh 
sarcastically and say, 'You know, it's dif
ferent on Fifth Avenue than on Tenth
there people are ignorant and require more 
Hail Marys.'" 

The darker Gleason roles are rife with 
penance. "I figure you owe me" is a recur
rent phrase in Requiem for a Heavyweight 
( 1962) and The Hustler. In both, Gleason 
translates the comedic realism with which 
he infused live television to a Brooklyn
esque film noir. Even in Gigot (1962)- for 
which Gleason wrote the story and the 
music-he is the saddest of clowns. "I 
don't believe that crap about a comedian's 
talent coming from a well of loneliness," 
Gleason has said. But one need only 
glimpse those films to wonder. 

As real-life morality plays, they were 
somber counterpoints to Gleason's well
publicized private life during the sixties. 
He had a Fifth Avenue penthouse, show 
girls, Rolls Royces, and a mansion in the 
country that George Jessel described as 
"sort of a bar with a built-in house." An 
average day consisted of lunch at Toots 
Shor's with Joe DiMaggio, Whitey Ford, 
Mickey Mantle, Bob Considine, and 
Jimmy Cannon-"all good, funny people" 
-home for a nap, partying from six until 
two in the morning at Shor's, 21, El Mo
rocco, or the Copacabana. The cabaret life 
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was the reason Gleason eventually moved 
his operation to Florida. "I'd heard the 
jokes a hundred times, and I was sick of the 
routine." 

But in the early sixties, he was Mr. 
Goodtime. When Papa's Delicate Condi
tion wrapped in 1962, Gleason hired a 
private train and invited everyone he knew 
to make the trip from Hollywood to New 
York. A Dixieland band was obtained; 
there were show girls, Gleason's favorite 
press, and nonstop booze and food . At 
every tank town in which the train stopped, 
Gleason was challenged by the local pool 
shark, and won. Gleason orchestrated a 
similar trip when he moved his television 
show to Miami in 1966, and private trains 
became part of the Gleason legend. "I 
never did like to fly," he explains. 

Gleason continued to live high in Flor
ida, sharing quarters with show girl Honey 
Merrill, playing golf on the course adjacent 
to his lavish new home, and spending 
nearly a quarter of a million dollars a week, 
then a record amount, to produce his show. 
In 1971, Gleason obtained a divorce from 
his wife of thirty-five years; he remarried, 
divorced, and in 1975 married Marilyn 
Taylor. Gleason's CBS contract was termi
nated in 1970, allegedly because his variety 
format was not attracting younger viewers. 
(Excerpts from the sixties variety show 
have recently been syndicated for televi
sion in half-hour segments by Twentieth 
Century-Fox.) CBS claimed the occasional 
"Honeymooners" skits were what the audi
ences had wanted more of-but Gleason 
had had enough. 

Throughout the seventies, Gleason did 
do a few "Honeymooners" specials, on tele
vision and onstage in Atlantic City, but for 
him the show was basically finished. And 
in all the years Jackie Gleason had per
formed 'The Honeymooners~ in his family 
kitchen- living room, he'd heard not a word 
from his father. The one fan he cared about 
the most had never picked up the phone. 

Gleason's still sipping the 
Scotch. Outside, director Don
ner and cinematographer Las
zlo Kovacs (Easy Rider, 

Shampoo) race miniature jet boats across 
Ace Lewis's private lake. Producer Phil 
Feldman (The Wild Bunch, The Ballad of 
Cable Hogue) is around, and somewhere 
lurk the reclusive Richard Pryor and his 
entourage. Pryor is reportedly under pres
sure from his group to ditch this Uncle 
Tom role. "Of course, he and Gleason hate 
each other," one crew member claims. 
There's no evidence to support that ob
servation-in fact, each actor has praised 

the other- but a generational tension does 
exist. With Gleason around, it's very much 
Broadway versus blue jeans. 

Outside, new Hollywood cavorts. Inside, 
old Hollywood reminisces--outrageously. 

"Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom had the 
room next to mine," Gleason says. "He had 
these terrible hemorrhoids, you know. For 
the hell of it, I took some Tabasco and 
drilled a hole in several of his suppositories, 
wrapped the foil back just right, and put 
them in the jar. It took about three days for 
him to hit one. I stuck close, and one 
morning there was this 'Whoaoaoaoaoa!' 
you couldn't mistake." 

James Bacon interjects a few tales about 
Errol Flynn, Forrest Tucker, and Trevor 
Howard-all equally bizarre-finishing 
with a respectful nod toward Bob Hope. 
Gleason adds, "Hope appears on television 
so often because he doesn't want anybody 
to see his hair recede. He's fearless, that 
son of a bitch. He'll do a nightclub act with 
cards. He'll do a show anywhere and make 
it pay off. He takes a vacation to go fishing 
and tells jokes to the fish ." 

Gleason has his version of why Citizen 
Kane infuriated William Randolph Hearst: 
It wasn't the movie as a whole so much as 
the fact that "Rosebud" was Hearst's pet 
name for a private part of Marion Davies's 
anatomy. 

And, says Gleason, "everyone thinks Ed 
Sullivan discovered Elvis, but I had him on 
my show before anybody. Someone 
brought in his picture, and I said, 'Holy 
shit, have you got anything where he makes 
noise?' They sent out and we got this 
record. I said, 'Nab him.' I had him for six 
weeks on 'Stage Show,' with Tommy and 
Jimmy Dorsey, and he got so good that 
Tommy and Jimmy were getting angry. 
They were my friends, so I had to let Elvis 
go." 

Gleason's thoughts have turned, merci
fully, away from movies to his great pal, 
television. "The future is HBO,'' Gleason 
says. "As soon as people realize they can 
get quality by paying for it, they will. The 
networks will go. CBS wanted to give me 
Saturday night recently to put on any 
shows I wanted-from seven-thirty to 
eleven o'clock. I said, 'Why don't you get 
Sid Caesar, Milton Berle, myself, and we'll 
all do an hour? The old style. I know that 
would be a riot.' Well, they started to ask 
how much everybody wanted, and that was 
the end of that." 

"Without these people, the variety show 
is a thing of the past,'' Gleason points out. 
"Comedians now are all monologists; they 
can't do sketches. And they're not great 
stars. You've got to like a comedian for 



him to last. I saw 'Saturday Night Live' 
when Burt Reynolds was hosting, and ev
erybody went into a vomitorium and threw 
up. Where do you go after that? And Rich
ard Pryor- well, it's his time. People ex
pect him to do the vulgar stuff, but I think 
he'd like to do a show without it. He's too 
good a comedian. We said 'fuck' in the old 
days, but we didn't say it on 'The Honey
mooners.' 

"In pictures, you can play a villain. But 
in television, if they don't like you you're 
fighting an uphill battle. Then you got to 
tell jokes." 

.How great was the golden age of televi
sion? "The same as the golden age of pic
tures. Terrific. That era's gone because 
there aren't any Gables, or Garbos, or 
those kinds of people left. Same in televi
sion. There aren't any more Berles, Cae
sars, Gleasons, or Skeltons. You've got to 
be able to do sketches and scenes. That's 
what makes television. As with the begin
ning of motion pictures, there were certain 
performers who clicked. Those guys made 
people buy sets and made television a great 
industry. Live television was it. There'll 
never be anything like that again. Today I 
watch sports, documentaries, and dramas 
on PBS. That's about all." 

Did he have a philosophy of television 
comedy? "Yes. We never did anything that 
couldn't have happened in real life. Reggie 
was the only extension of that. And any
thing he did, some nut like him would do. 
And whenever we were doing a scene, we 
never turned to the audience. That was the 
fourth wall. We did it exactly as you'd do a 
play." 

Was realism important? "If there's no 
reality, you can't do comedy. Comedy 
comes off of reality." 

Gleason takes a slug of Scotch, and 
unexpectedly there is laughter. Except that 
Jackie Gleason is not laughing. The Scotch 
has gone down the wrong way. He's chok
ing. Someone slaps him on the back. Glea
son heaves convulsively. His eyes water, 
mucus pours from his nose, and for sev
eral minutes--despite his ruffled shirt and 
movie star accoutrements- Jackie Glea
son is pathetic, just a sick old man with a 
busted heart. Everyone looks concerned. 
There's an uneasy silence. Then from the 
depths of his convulsion, as if recalling the 
comedic traditions by which he, Jackie 
Gleason, has lived, he sputters: "I think 
I'm coming down with an eye infection." a 

Toby Thompson is the author of three books of 
nonfiction: Positively Main Street- An Unor
thodox View of Bob Dylan, The '60s Report, 
and Saloon (Jackie Gleason's favorite). 

FILM HISTORY 
from page 57 
three; by August 1952 more than seventy
five theaters in thirty-seven cities featured 
it. These were the flagship houses affiliated 
with the largest, most powerful chains in 
the United States. Significant publicity 
campaigns launched each premiere, while 
networking cut costs. For example, in Sep
tember 1952 more than fifty theaters in 
thirty cities carried the Jersey Joe 
Walcott-Rocky Marciano championship 
heavyweight boxing match. If theater tele
vision had proved profitable, it no doubt 
would have spread quickly to all parts of 
the United States. But it consistently lost 
money. 

Many other factors contributed to the 
end of the experiment in theater television 
in 1952. Opposition, and other complica
tions, had always existed among broadcast
ers and unions. IATSE, the projectionists' 
union, fought the experiment on the 
grounds that it reduced the required num
ber of projectionists. Actor's Equity, the 
American Federation of Radio Artists, and 
the American Federation of Musicians all 
demanded their cuts. In March 1948, the 
FCC refused to allocate any separate chan
nels for theater television, despite con
certed lobbying efforts by all the major 
studios. Finally, programming sources 
were found to be limited and relatively 
expensive. In June 1951, for instance, 
NBC announced it would produce a full 
range of shows for Paramount to exhibit in 
theaters, with its biggest stars: Eddie Can
tor, Milton Berle, Sid Caesar, Dean Mar
tin, and Jerry Lewis. The cost for a seventy
minute show was estimated to be $150,000. 
That proved far too high, given any realis
tic estimate of potential revenues involved, 
and the proposal was shelved. 

Studios hoped for a network of specials 
fed to a large number of theaters through 
exclusive channels, but AT&T was never 
able to clear enough lines for regular trans
mission. People stayed away in droves, 
partly because, in the late forties, the pro
cess of suburbanization had begun again, 
after a fifteen-year remission caused by the 
Depression and World War II . The picture 
palaces used for theater television were too 
far from the homes of potential patrons. 
Moreover, it may have been that the nature 
and quality of the television image coming 
into people's homes better satisfied the 
need for realism than theater television did. 

As theater attendance continued to de
cline, alternatives to theater television, in 
the form of other innovations, appeared. 
Exhibitors turned to 3-D, and then, in the 

fall of 1953, to CinemaScope (The Robe 
and How to Marry a Millionaire together 
grossed more than $12 million). Soon after 
came Vista Vision, Todd-AO, and other 
wide-screen systems. 

The studios indeed failed to gain a finan
cial footing in television, but it was not for 
want of trying. They recognized a good 
thing when they saw it; their plans, how
ever, were frustrated by a complex of po
litical, economic, social, and ideological 
forces. 

Quietly and slowly we are gaining a 
better understanding of the nature, func
tion, and development of the motion pic
ture. Film history surveys by and large 
have not absorbed this new work, but un
doubtedly will during the next decade. 
Through the sixties and into the early sev
enties, film scholars fought to establish 
film as a subject serious enough to write 
history about. That battle has been won, 
and now a new generation of film scholars, 
reacting against the conventions of the 
past, has structured its analyses in 
nonnarrative form, jettisoned biological 
and teleological biases, and posited a clear
cut set of causal explanations. a 
Douglas Gomery teaches in the Department of 
Communications, Arts, and Theater at the 
University of Maryland. 

LETTER FROM PARIS 
from page 65 
World, notions of individual freedom are 
often too recent and too muddled, and film 
industries and other media too fragile, to 
provide much help. And in Anglo-Saxon 
countries, property rights have tradition
ally been favored over such vague notions 
as intellectual ownership. That tradition is 
so deeply rooted in thought habits, so 
firmly anchored in court precedent and 
contract law, that the United States and 
Great Britain are probably not good places 
to win the battle. That leaves only the 
parliamentary democracies of continental 
Europe to protect us against the anony
mous onslaught and the mass piracy of 
cable, satellites, and videocassettes. 

If that's what President Mitterrand 
means about creating a European audiovi
sual space, I think he deserves the support 
of film artists from all over the world, even 
of our Hollywood readers who consider 
themselves as such. 

Just so we don't forget the sound of Gary 
Cooper's voice. A 

Marcel Ophuls is the director of The Sorrow 
and the Pity , A Sense of Loss , and The Mem
ory of Justice . 
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WANTED 

Cash for posters, l lx l 4s, stills, etc. Entire 
collections purchased! Martinez, 7057 Lexing
ton Ave., Hollywood, CA 90038 (213) 462-
5790. 

Terry-Thomas movies. 1950s-60s. 16mm pre
ferred. Harza. 655 Sheridan Rd., Winnetka, 
IL 60093. 

Ideas, inventions, new products wanted! Call 1-
800-528-6050. Arizona, 1-800-352-0458. 
X831. 

FILM & VIDEO 

Star Trek II now on videocassette! Only 
$38.95 plus $3 shipping. 1983 catalog: $2. 
Also new: Quest For Fire, Poltergeist and 
Chariots of Fire. AMH Films, Box 164-AF, 
Willows, CA 95988, 

Convert your television to giant screen, 50" to 
100". Cinema Giant, 4801 Spencer, #231, Las 
Vegas, NV 89109. 

Conan, Cat People, now on videocassette! Also 
new: Victor/Victoria, Death Trap. Low rates. 
Sale/rental catalog: $2. AMH Films, Box 164-
AF, Willows, CA 95988. 

16mm sound features, shorts, new, used for 
sale. Free catalog. National Cinema, Box 43, 
Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423. 

V-0 shell for tape loaders $1.55. Blank T-120 
with library case including shipping $11.99. 
Transworld Video, 245 East Main, Alhambra, 
CA 98101. 

Classic films on VHS and Beta. TV nostalgia, 
silents, SiFi, mysteries, musicals, westerns, 
drama, comedy and foreign titles. Send $1 for 
complete catalog. Gemini Video, Box 2018a, 
Vernon, CT 06066. 

Video software at soft prices. Write for our 
free brochure and details of our special offer. 
Unreel Distributors, Inc., Box 124, Woodlawn 
Station, New York, NY 10470. 

Computer printouts of films on videocassettes, 
or on videodiscs. Also video games. Up-to-date 
and complete. Each a valuable reference. Send 
$9.95 for each listing. Free brochure. MSI 
Video, Dept. AF, Box 825, Beltsville, MD 
20705. 

American Film Classified is a monthly feature 
(July/ August and January /February are combined 
issues). Classified advertisements are accepted at the 
discretion of the publisher; advertiser assumes all 
legal responsibility. All advertising subject to editing 
to conform to magazine standards. 

Rates are $1.50 per word (JO words minimum). 
P.O. Box number and telephone number count as 
two words each; abbreviations and Zip Codes as one 
word each. Display at $85 per inch, camera-ready 

FILM & VIDEO 

Videocassettes: New and old movies, all rat
ings, low prices, sports and children shows. 
Send $2 refundable with order to Renault 
Enterprises, Dept. 7, Box 7098, Minneapolis, 
MN 55407. (612) 872-6260. Also Top 100 
country and pop records, send $2. 

16mm sound features shorts, new, used for sale. 
Free catalog. National Cinema, Box 43, Ho
Ho-Kus, NJ 07423. 

Join our fast growing video Rental/ Sale Club. 
Send $1.50 for full catalog (returnable on first 
order) to LA Video, Box 2001, Danvers, MA 
01923 

-------

ATTENTION VHS 
& BETA OWNERS: 

$ SAVE$ SAVE$ SAVE$ 
UP TO $25.00 OFF RETAIL PRICES 

ON PRE-RECORDED MOVIES 
Latest releases, Adult, Classics and All Family. 
OVER I , 000 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM! 

Send $1.00 for catalog. (Refundable with !st order.) 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: 
TDK T120, Sony/Fuji L750 $12.00. 

No shipping charge. (Minimum order 5, free catalog 
with order, No C.0.D.'s) New York Residents 

add 7~% Sales Tax. 

CINEMA CLUB VIDEO, INC. 
P 0 Box 7 West Hempstead N Y I 1552 

Feature film classics, on VHS and Beta, from 
$35. 12-chapter serials, $67. Science-fiction, 
comedy, drama, westerns, silents, shorts and 
foreign films. Free catalog. Cable Films, Box 
7171, Kansas City, MO 64113. (913) 362-
2804. Duplication by Westinghouse. 

Save on tripods, portable video lights, studio 
lights, 12 volt power belts, books. Sale prices 
through November 15th. Flyer $.50. Joseph D. 
Jerome, Inc., Dept. VJ-723, Box 268, Schenec
tady, NY 12301. 

Transfer home movies to videocassette. Phone 
301-268-87 48 for free brochure and discount 
coupons. ecb laboratories. Box 1527, Annapo
lis, MD 21404. 

Rare political and historical films on videocas
settes. Third Reich, Soviet, Eastern European, 
and Vietnam era. Send $1 for illustrated cata
log. International Historic Films, Box 29035, 
Chicago, IL 60629. 

American Film Classified/John F. Kennedy Center/Washington, D.C. 20566 

I Please run my ad in the following issue(s): 

I D My ad is to read as follows: 

only. All ads must be prepaid for total insertion 
period or charged to Visa/Mastercard (indicate card 
no., name, and expire date). 

Deduct 10% for two consecutive issues: 20% for 
fi ve consecutive issues. Copy must be received by 
American Film six weeks previous to the l st of issue 
month (for example July 14 for September issue). 
Send to American Film Classified. The American 
Film Institute, John F Kennedy Center, Washington 
DC 20566. 

MOVIE COLLECTIBLES 

Free catalog. Used Super-8 movies. Hart, Box 
452-A, Birmingham, MI 48012. 

Movie posters, lobbies, 1915 to present. Illus
trated catalog $2. Cinema Graphics, Box 
22555, Denver, CO. 80222. 

Hard to find autographic memorabilia of Hol
lywood stars. Free lists. Inquiries welcome. 
Mazlen, 1211 Avenue "I" (Eye), Brooklyn, 
NY. 11230. 

$3 brings poster (picked from thousands) and 
catalog. Catalog $1. Raiders, Superman or 
Reds preview folders $1. Wholesale Memora
bilia, 13433 NE 20th. Suite El 54, Bellevue, 
WA 98005. 

Barbra Streisand memorabilia. Free lists. 
Emerian, Box 11517, Fresno, CA 93773. 

Hard to find autographic memorabilia of great 
Americans and international celebrities. Cus
tom matted with fine photos, or signed photos, 
letters, documents ready for local framing on 
receipt. Memorabilia Americana, 1211 Ave 
"I" (Eye)-Brook.lyn, NY 11230. 

TV Guides 1953-1982. Every issue available. 
Catalog $3. Box 90-AFI, Rockville , MD 
20850. 

Movie catalogues. Magazines (19 20s-
1970s).$3. Posters, memorabilia, $2.50. Books, 
$2. Creditable. Murray Summers, Orlean, VA 
22128. 

Original offstage candids. Barr, 19024 
Archwood St, Reseda, CA 91335. 

Memorabilia: Books, magazines, articles, por
traits, Send SASE/ $! for list. Robert Gray, 
Box 1600, Bemidji, MN 56601. 

1890's-1950's film posters and memorabilia. 
Huge, interesting selection, realistic prices. 
Current photo illustrated catalog, $2. Miscel
laneous Man, New Freedom, PA 17349. 

Movie Star News. Box 191, New York, NY 
10276. (212) 777-5564. We are the oldest and 
largest source for movie photographs in the 
world .. Send $1 for illustrated brochure. 

Rare original movie posters and lobby cards. 
Catalog $3.25. Cine Monde, 1488 Vallejo St., 
San Francisco, CA 94109. 

I 
I 

D My display ad enclosed, camera-ready. Attach separate sheet if necessarY. - I 
1

1 

Please enclose $1.50 for each word (10 word minimum). P.O. Box number and telephone number count as two words each; abbreviations and Zip Codes 
as one word each. Display ad $85 per inch. Deduct 10% for two consecutive issues; 20% for five consecutive issues. 

I D I enclose $ for words/ inches in consecutive issues. 
I D CHARGE MY: Master Charge D VISA D Card No.--------------

I 
I 
I 
I 

Expires Acct. Name-----------------

LN_:e: Order CANNOT~e _:cept~unle~aid :_charged :_advance~ _____________________ : 
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MOVIE COLLECTIBLES 

Superb selections of quality stills, posters, 
lobby cards and color prints. Files from A-Z. 
Prompt mail orders. No catalog. State wants. 
Memory Shop West, 1755 Market St., San 
Francisco, CA 94103. (415) 626-4873, Mon
Sat, 12-6. 

Marilyn Monroe 174 Photographs, plus Garbo 
images color-B/W; illustrated catalogs $5, 
Dept AF, Edward Weston Editions, 19355 Bus 
Ctr. Dr. , Northridge, CA. 91324. 

Original Movie Posters for sale! Send $1 for 
giant catalog! Movie Poster Place, Dept AF., 
Box 309 Lansdowne, PA. 19050-0309. 

Jerry Ohlinger's Movie Material Store, Inc. 
120 W. 3rd St. , N.Y. , NY 10012. (212) 674-
8474. Open every day 1-8 pm. Ind. subway W. 
4th St. stop. Star photos, movie posters, film, 
slides, free catalog. 

are original movie posters, lobby cards. 52 
page illustrated catalog $2. Poster City, 3 
Henry St. , Box 94-A, Orangeburg, NY 10962. 
(914) 359-0177. 

FREE CELEBRITY ADDRESSES 

Two addresses of your choice. Send 
for our list of over 4,000 stars (movie, 
T .V., sports , recording, etc.) whose 
exclusive addresses we have available 
for 50¢ each. Send $2.00 for list of 
names and your two free address 
requests to: 

A.C.S. 
1765 N. Highland Ave., #434 Dept. AFI 

Hollywood, CA 90028 

European & American posters & lobby cards 
for important films, 1900-1980. We emphasize 
posters & lobbies for American auteur film 
classics, recent & old; and European posters 
for major European films , plus some remark
able original European posters for American 
films. We are sources for originals on Godard, 
Peckinpah, Preminger, Lang, Truffaut, Hitch
cock, John Ford, Bunuel, Fellini, to name a 
few. If you are a novice, only our posters cost 
money; our advice and guidance are free. Send 
$2 for our list. Walter Reuben, 200 E. 30th 
Street, Austin, TX 78705. (512)-447-1154. 

Posters; lobbies; pressbooks; stills; 
soundtracks; novelties, 007; magazines. List
ing: Paul Glavas, 7307 Walnut, Kansas City, 
MO 64114. 

American Film File Boxes, each holds I year of 
issues! Send $5 .95 per box+ $1 service charge 
per order to Jesse Jones, Box 5120, Philadel
phia, PA 19141. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Celebrity popularity ratings from 3,570 signa
ture Survey. $25 includes membership. "Fans 
n' Friends" Club. Rt. 2, Box 467, Crystal 

iver, FL 32629. (904) 795-3852. 

Lowbrow Cinema quarterly magazine explores 
, "the underbelly of film history." Introductory 

\otrer: $2 single copy, $7 subscription. Low
brow Cinema, Box 310, Bronx, NY 10473. 

Used books, film, entertainment, theater, 
dance, music, free lists. Box 8938A. Minne
apolis, MN 55408. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Collectors! Fred Astaire Tribute Books now 
available! 56 pages, 8\lz'' X 11 ", Softcover. 
Send $10 + $1 p&h to The American Film 
Institute, Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C. 
20566. 

If you ever wanted to become a published 
writer, you owe it to yourself to try a subscrip
tion to Writer's Digest Magazine, the world's 
leading magazine for writers (and aspiring 
writers). Every month, Writer's Digest will tell 
you what kinds of writing are being bought, 
how to write them, and where to sell them. For 
the instruction and information you need to 
become a published writer, send $15 for a 
year's subscription to: Writer 's Digest, Dept. 
MKL2, 9933 Alliance Rd., Cincinnati, OH 
45242. 

AUTHORS WANTED BY 
NEW YORK PUBLISHER 

L eading subs idy book p ublisher seeks m a nuscripts 
of a ll t ypes: fi ction, n on-fiction, poetry , scholarly 
and juvenile wor ks, etc. New authors welcomed. 
Sen d for free, illustrated 40-pag e brochure E-66 
Va ntage Press, 516 W. 34 St., N ew York, N .Y. 10001 

Pratfall-The magazine of Laurel and Hardy. 
4 issues, $7. Back issues, $2.50. Box 8341A, 
Universal City, CA 91608. 

Do you love movies? Subscribe to Films in 
Review. 10 issues: $14. Box 589, New York, 
NY 10021. (sample copy$!). 

"Mr. Soundtracks" catalogue. 1000 listings, 
$1 refundable. Free bonus records. 59-359 
Pupukea Rd., Haleiwa, HI 96712. 

The films of Jennifer Jones. The perfect 
Christmas gift! Hardbound, dustjacket, color 
frontispiece. Complete casts, credits, story 
synopses, note-review section, 300 photos. 
Available only from author. Send $16 (in
cludes shipping). Frank Moshier, 312 Teresita 
Blvd., San Francisco, CA 94127. 

EDUCATION 

Hollywood's oldest film school now accepting 
enrollment for our next course in motion pic
ture production. Cameras, lighting, editing, 
etc. Two week courses. Evening classes. State 
approved. Danny Rouzer Studio, 7022 Mel
rose, Hollywood, CA 90038. 

College Students! Improve your grades.
Termpaper catalog- 306 pages-10,278 top
ics-Rush $!- Research, Box 25918AF, Los 
Angeles, 90025. (213) 477-8226. 

Chicago: Intensive Scriptwriting course. 
Highly motivated beginners considered. (312) 
935-5705. 

SOUND 

Soundtracks-Rare, out of print, new releases. 
Free listings. Cine Monde Records, 1488-A 
Vallejo, San Francisco, CA 94109. ( 415) 776-
1333. Tue-Sat. 12-6. 

Rare soundtracks! Send SASE. AJAFC, Box 
557342, Miami, FL 33155. 

Collectors' soundtracks. Mint. List 75¢ (re
fundable). Jemms, Box 157, Glenview, IL 
60025. 

1,000,000 soundtracks! Catalog $1. RTSAFX, 
Box 10687, Costa Mesa, CA 92627. 

SCRIPTS 

Filmbooks. O.P., new. Wants SASE. Catalog 
$3.50, Limelight Bookstore, 1803 Market, 
S.F., CA 94103 . 

Huge script library! Over 700 film and televi
sion shooting scripts. Vintage classics to cur
rent releases. Lowest prices. Free catalog. 
Scriptfinders, 1626 N . Wilcox, Suite 348AF, 
Hollywood, CA 90028. 

Write/ type/ sell your script! Free how to in
formation! proven Film, TV results. Write: 
Joshua Publishing, 8033 Sunset, #306B, Los 
Angeles, CA. 90046. 

"Scripts", thousands available. Largest collec
tion anywhere. Classics to current. Huge, de
tailed catalog, $2. Citron, 2210 Wilshire, 
#506, Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

The Script Source, film scripts-1300 titles. 
Fastest, best quality reproduction, finest ser
vice available. 4842 Salem Village Pl. , Culver 
City, CA 90230. Catalog, $1. 

Scriptwriting textbook. Magic methods of 
screenwriting, used everyday by Hollywood 
Scriptwriting Institute. Free brochure or send 
$13 .95 to: de! oeste Press, Box 749-M, 
Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

SERVICES 

Custom electronic design. 15 years experience. 
W. Weber, 415-686-4987. 

How to meet your favorite celebrity. "Fans n' 
Friends" Club, Box 1436, Crystal River, FL 
32629. 

IS YOUR NAME HOLDING YOU BACK? 
Cali fornia & Oregon Residents 

Change your name legally without an attorney! 
WHY PAY MORE? Our complete legal name change program 

includes simple instructions and all required forms. 

$15.95 
Immediate delivery-Guaranteed legal 

BACKSTREET SERVICES, Suite 112·N 
10149 SW Barbur Blvd.• Portland Or. 97219 

Archival research specialist-film, photo
graphs, general research. Washington, D.C. 
based professional, Addison Communications. 
(703) 241-0480. 

CLOTHING 

Neckties narrowed. Save your wide ties from 
fashion obsolescence! Neckties narrowed to 3" 
(or state width). Send 3 ties with $12.50 to 
Slim Ties Company, Dept. L, 44 Monterey 
Blvd., San Francisco, CA 94131. 

Silk knit legwarmers. Finest quality silk. Hand 
finished. Off-white. 28" length. $43.95 plus 
$L65 P/H. Pegalomania, Box 819, Eureka, 
CA 95502-0819. 

American Film Institute T-Shirts! Available in 
three colors: light blue with large navy logo; 
beige with large brown logo; or white with red 
trim and pocket-sized logo. Specify color de
sired and size: S,M,L or XL. Send $10 plus $1 
p&h to AFI, Kennedy Center, Washington, 
D.D. 20566. 

MISCELLANY 

Animation kits- Color catalog $2. Heath, 
1700 N. Westshore, Tampa, FL 33607. 

Personalized video labels. Free brochure. 
Marilis Corp., Box 3433, Wallington, NJ 
07057. 
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Editor's Choice 
Our selection of worthwhile film & television literature; 

AFI Members save 20% off publishers' list price. 
Special AFl Member d iscounts are now available on some of the best titles in 
film literature. Our Editor's C hoice listing helps you keep your library up to 

date with quality books we've selected from the dozens of film books currently 
on the market. 

money and time. To order, simply call our toll-free number and charge your 
selections to your Visa or MasterCard. Or use the order blank below with your 
check, money order or charge card number. 

Order today! 
tocking your film book library with the help of Editor's Choice saves you We sh ip within 48 hours of receipt of telephone orders. 

The Alfred Hitchcock Album 
by Michael Haley 

An exploration into the 
filmmaking art of the master 

of suspense. 
AF 101 

Regular Price $9.95 
AFI Member Price $7.95 

Hollywood Musicals by Ted 
Sennett 

A thoughtful compilation of 
the movie musical's finest 

moments; splendid photos of 
musical greats from Al Jolson 

to Fred Astaire. 
AF 107 

Regular Price $50.00 
AFI Member Price $40.00 

Cult Movies by Danny Peary 
A lively discussion of 100 films 
which have transcended the 
traditional Hollywood movie 

format. Covers films from the 
silent era to the present; 450 

pictures. 
AF 102 

Regular Price $13.95 
AFI Member Price $11.16 

NAN<Y LYNN SCHWARTl 

The Hollywood Writers' Wars 
by Nancy Lynn Schwartz 
This history of the Writers 

Guild. its personalities, 
intrigues and triumphs makes 

fascinating reading. 
AF 108 

Regular Price $17.95 
AFI Member Price $14.36 

Dream Palaces by Charles 
Lockwood 

Offers an entertaining inside 
look at the homes and lives of 

Hollywood's greatest stars. 
AF 103 

Regular Price $19.95 
AFI Member Price $15.96 

(Vw 1/)11w1''1Y/ 
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ALlSil\1.R COOKE 

Masterpieces: A Decade of 
Masterpiece Theater by 

Alistair Cooke 
A ten-year look at one of 
public television 's finest 
achievements; covers 

"Upstairs, Downstairs;· "Lillie;· 
"I, Claudius," and more. 

AF 109 
Regular Price $25.00 

AFI Member Price $20.00 

Fonda, My Ufe by Howard 
Teichmann 

The :ntimate, dramatic story 
of his life, drawn from 200 

hours of personal interview. 
AF 104 

Regular Price $15.95 
AFI Member Price $12.76 

The Movies by Richard 
Griffith 

The classic history of motion 
pictures and their influence on 

American life; nearly 1500 
photos, 200,000 words of 

commentary. 
AF110 

Regular Price $24.95 
AFI Member Price $19.96 

• • 

BY MAAGARET 1 1lAJt.EY 

Those Glorious Glamour 
Years by Margaret Bailey 

A photographic look at the 
great Hollywood costume 

designs of the thirties. 
AF 105 

Regular Price $25.00 
AFI Member Price $20.00 

Reverse Angle: A Decade of 
American Films by John 

Simon 
A thought-provoking col lection 

of film criticism covering 
American cinema from 

1970-1980 by the outspoken 
John Simon. 

AF111 
Regular Price $17.95 

AFI Member Price $14.36 

Hollywood Color Portraits by 
John Kobal 

An unrivaled photographic 
treasure by the prominent film 

archivist. 
AF 106 

Regular Price $19.95 
AFI Member Price $15.96 

Bette: The Ute of Bette Davis 
by Charles Higham 

Using previously unpublished 
sources, this uncensored 

biography of the stormy fifty
year stage and screen career 

of Bette Davis reveals the 
woman behind the fire and 

ice. 
AF 112 

Regular Price $13.95 
AFI Member Price $11.00 

i------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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I Please send me the following books: a Send this coupon and payment to: : 
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Still of the Night 

Deadly duo: Streep, Scheider. 

Writer-director Robert Benton may have 
been "discovered" upon his success with 
Kramer vs. Kramer, but his first two films, 
Bad Company and The Late Show, have 
their own loyal followings. Both were much 
darker and more violent visions than Kra
mer, so it shouldn't be a surprise that Still 
of the Night, Benton's new film, bears 
about as much resemblance to Kramer as 
Dressed to Kill does to The Four Seasons. 
In this film, Roy Scheider plays a psychia
trist who is attracted to auction-gallery 
worker Meryl Streep, even though he be
lieves she has murdered one of his patients. 
Nestor Almendros, who photographed 
Kramer, is again behind the camera; pro
ducing is Arlene Donovan; the supporting 
cast includes Jessica Tandy and Joe 
Grifasi. Sounds like the right prescription 
for a good thriller. 

First Blood 

Question of the month: Can Sylvester Stal
lone break the Rocky jinx? It's no secret 
that outside the boxing ring Stallone hasn't 
had much punch at the box office, but, like 
Rocky, he just tries harder. In his latest 
effort, he plays John Rambo, a former 
Green Beret and Congressional Medal of 
Honor winner down on his luck. Arrested 
for vagrancy in a small town in British 
Columbia, he gets into a scuffle with the 
police and flees to the nearby mountain 
wilderness, where his military survival 
training comes in handy in skirmishes with 
the police chief (Brian Dennehy) and his 
men. Finally, Rambo's former commander 
(Richard Crenna) arrives uninvited on the 
scene to offer his services. It sounds some-

Trailers 
what like a cross between Lonely Are the 
Brave and The Pursuit of D. B. Cooper. 
Directing is Ted Kotcheff (North Dallas 
Forty); the cinematographer is Andrew 
Laszlo (Southern Comfort); and among 
the screenwriters is Michael Kozoll (co
creator of "Hill Street Blues") . With such 
a strong creative lineup, this one may go 
the distance. 

Brimstone and Treacle 

A young woman, severely injured in a hit
and-run accident, is cared for at home by 
her parents. A strange young man shows up 
one day, hinting that he knows the girl and 
asking to help care for her. The mother, 
eager to please her daughter and attracted 
to the young man, lets him in; the father, 
suspicious of his motives, resists at first but 
eventually relents. If the opening scenes of 
this new British film sound bizarre, con
sider the cast: Sting, of the rock group 
Police, plays the stranger (he also com
posed the film score), and veteran actors 
Denholm Elliott and Joan Plowright are 
the parents. The screenplay is by Dennis 
Potter (Pennies From Heaven) and the 
director is Richard Loncraine, making a 
180-degree turn from his recent comedy, 
The Missionary. 

Night of the Shooting Stars 

The Taviani brothers, Paolo and Vittorio, 
may not be (art-)household words like 
Fellini and Bertolucci, but their Padre Pa
drone, a made-for-Italian-television movie 
that found its way into American theaters 
three years ago, established them as film
makers to watch. Their new film has the 
same kind of low-key appeal : no big-name 
stars and a story that's about Italy's "little 
people," the inhabitants of one of its many 
tiny villages. The title refers to August 10, 
the Night of Saint Lorenzo; the plot cen
ters on that date in 1944, when a group of 
villagers defied the retreating Nazis to 
welcome the advancing Americans. 

Veronika Voss 

Those who thought that death might have 
slowed down the prolific Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder are mistaken. His latest is set in 
1955 Munich: Adenauer is chancellor of 
West Germany, the postwar economic re
covery is proceeding apace, and the Ger
man film industry is in disarray. The queen 

of the German screen is one Veronika Voss 
(Rosel Zech), who keeps up the outward 
appearance of an elegant movie star even 
though her personal life is a shambles. A 
journalist uncovers Veronika's secret, a 
longtime addiction to morphine, encour
aged by her mysterious woman doctor com
panion. Someday, Veronika Voss should 
make a great revival-house double bill with 
Sunset Boulevard. 

National Lampoon's Class 
Reunion 

Class Reunion 's loony alums. 

Just when you thought it was safe to go 
back to high school, along come the 
nothing's-sacred National Lampoon folks 
to trash yet another American institution. 
The occasion is the Lizzie Borden High 
School Class of 1972 reunion, which fea
tures such unordinary people as the girl 
who was known to her classmates as a real 
dog and now can turn into a poodle under 
certain conditions, the exchange student 
from Transylvania, and the class maniac on 
unauthorized leave from a hospital for the 
criminally insane. The cast, assembled 
from various comedy troupes, such as Sec
ond City and the Committee, includes 
Gerrit Graham (Phantom of the Para
dise), Stephen Furst (Animal House), and 
Zane Buzby (Up in Smoke). Second City 
veteran Michael Miller is directing from a 
screenplay by John Hughes; the executive 
producer is Matty Simmons, the man be
hind the Lampoon publishing and movie 
empires. 
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Nove111ber Cale11dar for AFi Me111bers 
. I 

BOSTON 
New Hungarian Cinema 
November 1-6 
An excellent collection of five contempo
rary Hungarian films-Sinbad, A Very Moral 
Night, Stories From The Recent Past, The 
Nice Neighbor and, from Academy Award 
winning director Istvan Szabo, Confidence. 
Presented in association with the Harvard 
Film Archive at the Carpenter Center for 
the Visual Arts in Cambridge. Member 
Discounts. For further informat ion, call 
(617 ) 495-4 700. 

CHA~MPAIGN, IL 
China Film Week 
November 1 and 2 
A rare program of contemporary feature 
films from the People's Republic of China. 
Of the five films in the program, two (Song 
of Youth and Third Sister Liu) were produced 
before the Cultural Revolution, one (T<UXJ 
Stage Sisters) was produced just prior to and 
banned during it , and Second Spring Mir
roring The Moon and Bus No. 3 were made 
when "a hundred schools of thought" could 
again contend. Presented in association 
with the Film Center of the University 
of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign. 
Member Discounts. For further 
information , call (217) 333-1362. 

CHICAGO 
Developing Proposals for Television 
Sat. /Sun., November 6-7 
This intensive two-day workshop focuses 
on the process of developing original televi
sion program proposals and series presenta
t ions with practical advice about the cur
rent marketplace. Instructor is writer/ 
producer and former program execut ive for 
Columbia Pictures-T V. Richard Blum, au
thor of Television Writing: From Concept to 
Contract. 

Traveling With the Camera 
Sat ., November 13 
This all-day seminar provides vital info rma
tion for the trave ling filmmake r. Topics in
clude select ion and protection of equip
ment in diverse climates, procedures fo r 
obtaining permits, expediting passage of 
materials through internat ional customs, 
techniques for working with domestic and 
fo reign agencies, and effect ive substi tution 
of formats when climate, terrain, or regula
tions dicrate. Instructor is Steve Penny, 
ethnographic filmmaker and author of How 
to Get Grants to Make Films. 
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Great Performances: Liv Ullmann on Film 
Sat. /Sun., November 20-21 
A rare audience discussion with Liv Ull
mann highlights this tribute to one of the 
world's great actresses. Screenings include 
Shame, Scenes from a Marriage, The Emi
grants, Face to Face, and others. 

COLU1,fBUS~ OHIO 

China Film Week 
November 8-12 
See CHAMPAIGN, IL. listing. Presented in 
association with the East Asian Language 
and Literature Department of Ohio State 
Univers ity. For further information, call 
(614) 422-9009. 

DENVER I 
New Hungarian Cinema 
November 13-26 
The complete collection of eight contempo
rary Hungarian films spanning three genera
tions of Hungarian directors. Presented in 
association with the Denver Center C in
ema. For further information , call (303) 
892-0987. 

HONOLULlJJ 

China Film Week 
November 26-December 4 
See CHAMPAIGN, IL listing. Pre
sented in assoc iation with the Honolulu 
Academy of Arts. For further information, 
call (808) 538-3693. 

LINCOLN I 
China Film Week 
November 18-22 
See CHAMPAIGN, IL. listing. Presented in 
association with the Sheldon Film Theater at 
the University of Nebraska. For further in
formation, call ( 402) 4 72-2461. 

LOS ANGELES 
Independent Film and Video: Financing 
and Marketing Techniques 
Sat., November 13 
Michael Wiese, independent producer and 
author of The Independent Filmmaker's 
Guide, examines successful techniques for 
fin ancing, marketing, and distributing doc
umentary and short subj ect films in an in
tensive, practical seminar. Special emphas is 

is placed on "style" in presenting projects 
to potential investors, distributors, and 
exhibitors. 

Music for Film and Television: An Inside 
View 
Sat./Sun., November 20-21 
A case study of a forthcoming TV musical 
special highlights this weekend examina
tion of the work of composers, songwri ters, 
musicians, and other creative artists in
volved in musical scoring and production 
for film, TV. and commercials. Invited 
guests include Henry Mancini (The Pink 
Panther) , Paul Williams ("Evergreen"), 
Andy Williams (Andy Williams Early New 
England Christmas special), Wendy Carlos 
(score for TRON), Al Coury (president of 
Network Records), Carol Faith (Carol 
Faith Agency), and Al Bart (Bart/ 
Milander). 

New Hungarian Cinema 
December 3-11 
An excellent collection of eight contempo
rary Hungarian films spanning three genera
tions of Hungarian directors. Presented in 
association with The Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art. For further information, call 
(213) 857-6176. 

A Tribute to Audrey Hepburn 
Fri. /Sat. evenings thru November 
The Los Angeles County Museum of Art fea
tures a tribute to Audrey Hepburn including 
My Fair Lady, Nun's Story, Roman Holiday , 

The L.A. County Museum of Art pays tribute to 

Audrey Hepburn thru November. Nun's Story is 
one of the selected films (see Los Angeles). 
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Woman of the Year is one of the featured films in 
the AFI Theater 's tribute to Tracy and Hepburn (see 
Washington, D. C.) . 

Robin and Marian, Funny Face, Sabrina, War 
and Peace, Breakfast At Tiffany's, Love in the 
Afternoon, Charade, Tuo For the Road, Green 
Mansions, and They All Laughed. Double fea
tures when time allows. Member Discounts. 
For details, call (213) 857-6201. 

NE\VYORK 
Traveling With the Camera 
Sat., November 6 
See CHICAGO listing. 

The Business of Acting 
Sat., November 20 
Essential legal, financial, and business is
sues are covered in detail by top profession
als working in film, theater, television , and 
radio. Topics include: talent representation, 
the roles of unions and guilds, contracts, 
tax advantages, and the rights and respon
sibilities of actors , agents, directors, and 
producers. 

Independent Film and Video: Financing 
and Marketing Techniques 
Sat., December 4 
See LOS ANGELES listing. 

ST: LOUIS 
China Film Week 
December 26-30 
See CHAMPAIGN, IL. listing. Presented in 
association with The St . Louis Art Museum. 
For further information, call (314) 721-0067. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Ingmar Bergman: Five Later Masterpieces 
Sat. /Sun., December 4-5 
Screenings of Persona, Hour of the Wolf 

Special series of note playing at Landmark 
locations through November 
Films of Rainer Werner Fassbinder: A tribute to the late German filmmaker, 
focusing on his black humor and astonishing technical mastery. 
Los Angeles (Vista) 

British Treasures: A salute to the English screen, featuring long unseen works by 
such masters as Alfred Hitchcock, Carol Reed and James Ivory. 
Los Angeles (Vista) 

Cinema Brasil: A celebration of sensual cinema from Latin America's leading 
exporter of quality filmm aking. 
Los Angeles (Vista) 

Werner Herzog: Germany's visionary director (The Mystery of Kaspar Hauser, 
Aguirre, The Wrath of God, Nosferatu, the current Fit zcarraklo) receives a salute to 
his dazzling, mysterious works. 
Berkeley (U.C.), Evanston (Varsity), Minneapolis (Uptown), Seattle (Neptune) 

Great Ladies of the Silver Screen: The elegance, grace and style of Hollywood's 
luminous goddesses reviewed in a salute to screen queens past and present. 
St. Louis (Tivoli) , Houston (River Oaks), Albuquerque (Don Pancho's) 

A Salute to Frank Capra: A scintillating selection of the AFI Life Achievement 
Award winner's comedies of America's " little people" that lit up Depression-era 
screens. 
New Orleans (Prytania) 

Godard Film Festival: A cross-section of works by the iconoclast ic and politically
oriented director of Breathless, Contempt and Every Man For Himself 
Chicago (Parkway) 

Great American Comedy Festival: Woody Allen, Peter Sellers, Frank Capra and 
George Cukor, are just four of the laugh-makers represented in this cornucopia of 
classic comedy. 
Milwaukee (Oriental) 

Charlie Chaplin Festival: The silent and sound comedies of the great master are 
reconsidered in this in-depth tribute. 
Dallas (Granada), Houston (River Oaks) 

Special AFI/Landmark passes accepted. Check with theaters in your area for times 
and showdates. 

Shame, T he Passion of Anna, and Cries and 
Whispers highligh t this weekend film / lec
ture series directed by Ron Geatz of The 
American Film Inst itute. 

I 

\VASHINGTQN, DC 
Traveling With the Camera 
Wed. /Thurs., November 10 and 11 
See CHICAGO listing. Two even ings, 7:00-
10:00 each evening. 

The AFI Theater: The Complete Tracy
Hepburn Collection, Cult Movies V, Bull
dog Drummond, and Sweden: The Emo
tional Landscape. Thru November. 
Some of the memorable films included in 
these series are: Woman of the Year, Pat and 
Mike, and Desk Set (from The Tracy-Hepburn 

Collection), Road House, Badlands, Plan Nine 
from Outer Space, (from C ult Movies V), 
The Phantom Carriage, Miss]ulie1 and My 
Sister, My Love (from Sweden: The Emo
tional Landscape). The Bulldog Drummond 
series includes· Bulldog Drummond Strikes 
Back and Calling Bulklog Drummond. 

For program details, call (202) 785-4600. 
For program booklet, call (202) 828-4090. 

Need More Information? 
Many activities around the country are in 
final planning stages. Look to future issues of 
American Film for the details you need. Spe
cific information requests should be ad
dressed to Member Relations, The American 
Film Instit ute, John F. Kennedy Cente r, 
Washington, D.C. 20566. 
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From the Director 

What Price Quality? 

0 ne day last summer, I received a memo from 
the publisher of this magazine that contained a 

question for which I had no easy answer. Tod 
Herbers's missive was prompted by a particularly 
difficult "judgment call" that he'd just made, one 
that involved turning down advertising for the maga
zine and, hence, revenue for the institute. In essence, 
the large question his memo asked was: At what 
point do the realities of business take precedence 
over the institute's commitment to encourage the 
standards of quality we have set for ourselves in all 
of our efforts and our commitment to quality in film 
and television? 

Trying to frame an answer, I reached for my file 
of pivotal literature, which contains material ranging 
from Stanley Kauffmann's film criticism to Barbara 
Tuchman's essay on "quality." At the end of my 
reading, I thought I had some insights about "qual
ity versus business," but still wasn't able to establish 
a line of demarcation that could be pointed to when 
the same question arose in the future. Because so 
many variables were involved, I felt it was necessary 
to judge situations on a case-by-case basis. And al
though I couldn't pinpoint the coordinates at which 
quality decisively superceded other considerations, I 
felt, as Justice Potter Stewart once said of another, 
quite different subject, "I know it when I see it." 

The reasons that Tod's question was so difficult to 
answer ran the gamut from pragmatic to aesthetic. 
On the most practical and mundane level was the 
fact that our commitment to "enhance the future of 
the film and television arts" would have no benefi
ciaries if we ceased to exist. The grim realities of the 
world of nonprofit arts organizations demand that 
they strive for idealistic goals even as they attempt 

· to become self-sustaining, if they are to survive. For 
those with long-range goals, like the institute, this di
lemma can involve some agonizing decisions. 

Which projects hold the promise of moving us to
ward our goals? Which ones will do it without 
threatening to bankrupt us financially? Which po
tential revenue sources might run counter to the ba
sic aims of the AFI? Attaining some progress in 
both fiscal responsibility and idealism may seem a 
painfully slow process-but it is not an impossible 
task. · 

Each of the institute's program directors has had 
to wrestle at times with problems that pit finan

cial responsibility against programmatic objectives, 
and it is to the credit of these people that they've 
managed to be flexible without surrendering the in
tegrity of their activities. When they solicit clarifica
tions, or discuss "the big picture," it is usually- as 
with Tod-after they have made some particular, 
and instinctively correct, decision. There does seem 
to be some common sensibility that all of us at the 
institute share regarding " quality"- what it is, and 
when it is compromised. I think we'd all agree that, 
whether or not it constitutes a comprehensive defini
tion, Barbara Tuchman's definition of quality echoes 
our own. "Quality," she wrote in the New York 
Times two years ago, "is achieving or reaching for 
the highest standard as against being satisfied with 
the sloppy or fraudulent. It is honesty of purpose as 
against catering to cheap or sensational sentiment." 

The belief that quality in film and television must 
necessarily suffer for the sake of broad appeal is too 
simplistic an argument. It does not allow for the 
contradictory evidence of artistry that appears with 
heartening regularity, on both big and small screens; 
nor does it take into account, on a purely "con
sumer" level, the savvy that often elevates "good 
values" to popularity in the American marketplace. 

Tuchman does not see, nor do I, why "the pre
sumption cannot be made the other way: that the 
consumer would respond to good design rather than 
bad, and to quality insofar as it can be mass-pro
duced, rather than junk." 

It is on that presumption that the institute is 
based and operates. We may occasionally make er
rors in judgment, but they are invariably human 
ones, made in good faith. When we're faced with a 
question that involves value judgments, one that in
volves the essential nature of the institute and its 
goals, we err rarely. And so we strive to be responsi
ble and responsive to issues of quality, yet seek fi
nancial stability at the same time-just as film and 
video artists must be true to their own vision while 
also seeking to find an audience. 
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forms (below) to give institute 
memberships at special holiday rates: 
just $20 for the first gift and $15 for 
additional gifts. An elegant gift 
announcement card will be sent to 
you for each membership that you 
give-just add your own personal 
greeting and send it on. (If we 
receive your order after December 
first, we'll send the cards directly to 
the new members.) New subscriptions 
will start with the January-February 
1983 issue of AMERICAN FILM. 
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Now, at our Special Holiday Rates, 
you can give the world's most widely 
read magazine on the film and 
television arts. 

Ten issues of AMERICAN FILM are 
just part of the unique package of 
The American Film Institute 
membership benefits. Other benefits 
include discounts on movie and 
museum admission, specially priced 
books and merchandise, AFI
sponsored courses and seminars at 
member prices, personalized 
membership card, and much more. 
The price? For your first gift, $20, 
and then just $15 for additional gifts 
(25% savings!). 
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